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ABSTRACT
To support the concept of environmentally friendly materials and sustainable development,
the low-carbon cementitious materials have been extensively studied to reduce amount of
CO2 emission to the atmosphere. One of the efforts is to promote alternative cementitious
binders by utilizing abundant alumina-silicate wastes from the industrial sectors (e.g. fly
ash or furnace slag), among which “Geopolymer (GP) cement” has received most attention
as it can perform a wide variety of behaviours, in addition to cost reduction and less
environmental impacts.
The most common geopolymer production, fly ash-based, gained some strength with very
slow rate at ambient temperature, while the strength is evidently improved when cured in
high (above room) temperature, e.g. over 40°C. The major challenge is to step over the
limitation of heat curing process and inconvenience in practice. In this study, the testing
schemes of (i) GP manufacturing in various processes, (ii) inclusion of ordinary Portland
cement (OPC) in GP mixture, called GeoPC and (iii) GeoPC manufactured with drymixing method, have been intensively investigated through mechanical testing (Setting
time, Compressive strength and Internal heat measurement) and mechanism analysis
(XRD, FTIR, SEM and EDXA) in order to develop the geopolymers, achieving reasonable
strength without external sources of heat curing.
It is found that the proposed (dry) mixing process could have generated intensive heat
liberation which was observed as a comparable factor to heat curing from any other
external sources, enhancing the curing regime of the mixture. The additional calcium
content in the developed GeoPC system not only resulted in an improvement of an early
strength by the extra precipitation of calcium compounds (C,N-A-S-H), but also provided a
latent heat from the reaction of its high potential energy compounds (e.g. OPC or alkaline
activators). The developments from these approaches could lead to geopolymer production
to achieve reasonable strength in ambient curing temperature known as “Self-cured
geopolymer cement”, without external heat, and hence provide construction industry viable
technologies of applying geopolymers in on-site and off-site construction.
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PART 1
INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE REVIEW AND
METHODOLOGY

1

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Research
In construction industry nowadays, many attempts have been carried out in the research
community to identify low-carbon technologies and products, which support the concept of
environmental friendly materials and sustainable development. Ordinary Portland cement
(OPC) manufacturing process is known as one of the main participators which consumes
intensive energy and releases a large amount of greenhouse gas to atmosphere during its
production (Maholtra, 2002). Around seven percent of the worldwide carbon dioxide
(CO2) emission is accounted for this clinker process which seriously contributes to the
global climate change (Shi, et al., 2011). The alternative low-carbon cementing binders
have been, therefore, extensively studied to reduce that amount of greenhouse gas. One of
the efforts is to promote alternative binders by utilizing abundant of alumina-silicate
(pozzolanic) wastes from industrial sector, e.g. fly ash (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007), bottom
ash (Hardjito & Fung, 2010), cement kiln dust (Khater, 2012), silica fume (Nuruddin, et
al., 2011b) and GBFS (Nath & Sarker, 2012). Alumina-silicate materials, especially fly
ash, have been identified as prime materials to produce the eliminated cement based
concrete. Partial or total replacement of those pozzolanic by-products has also been
investigated in order to decrease the amount of OPC consumption (Komnitsas & Zaharaki,
2007). Many research studies have also revealed that alumina-silicate materials can be
used as prime materials to synthesize a cementitious binder by activating with alkaline
solutions, which is known as alkaline-activated cement or “Geopolymer cement” (Al
Bakri, et al., 2011a).
Apart from that, the term “Geopolymers”, which was established by Joseph Davidovits in
1979, is also used and receives much more attention as an alternative binder for
construction material (Alonso, et al., 2011; Davidovits, 1991) It can perform a wide variety
of properties and characteristics, including the reduction in cost and less environmental
impacts (Duxson, et al., 2007a). The production of geopolymer cement (GP) commonly
uses alkaline solutions mixing with raw starting materials to form homogenous slurry.
Curing condition is one of the major factors affecting the mechanical properties and microstructures of geopolymers. Heat curing above ambient temperature is therefore applied,
approximately from 40 to 90°C for 6 to 48 hours, to accelerate a geopolymeric reaction and
improve its mechanical performances. Afterward, geopolymers is continually cured or left
in room temperature for further handlings (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007). The properties of
2

geopolymer cement, tested in accordance with the testing standard of OPC, are in the same
order as or even better than those made from OPC. Moreover, replacing OPC with
alumina-silicate waste brings about the benefits not only for cost saving but also the
reduction of environmental impact up to 9% less CO2 emission when compared with OPC
binder (Turner & Collins, 2013). In construction sector, geopolymers is developed and
theoretically produced by utilising industrial by-products or wastes. Fly ash, a by-product
from coal-fired power station, seems to be the most widely used as a prime material
producing geopolymers because of its richness in alumina-silica composition and the
considerable un-utilised amount (Nath & Sarker, 2015).
Countless number of research papers has studied the curing conditions affecting
geopolymer properties. The basis results clearly proved that fly ash-based geopolymer
cement gained some strength with very slow rate in ambient curing conditions (Deevasan
& Ranganath, 2010), while the strength development and other mechanical properties are
evidently improved when cured in high temperature (above room temperature e.g. in the
oven) within the specific durations (Raijiwala & Patil, 2010). The considered challenge is
to step over the limitation of heat curing process: precast components, and to be more
convenient in practical work or in field applications. The next research perspective has
been launched to develop geopolymers which is able to achieve reasonable strength in
ambient curing conditions. Those efforts are, for example, using of ground fine or milled
prime materials (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010; Somna, et al., 2011), applying extra heat from
environment or other sources, or even increasing extra calcium content to the geopolymer
mixtures (Khater, 2011; Suwan & Fan, 2014). The efforts to develop ambient-cured
geopolymer cement are not only for initiating commercial viability and on-site operation
but also for achieving energy saving and economical aspect.

1.2 Aim of the Research
The main purpose of this research is to introduce an effort in the development of “Selfcured geopolymer” technology. The experimental work of two major approaches, (i) using
OPC as an additive and (ii) manufacturing in various processes, have been established and
intensively investigated with the typical low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer cement as a
controlled-mixture. Beyond the geopolymeric reactions and mechanisms, it is found that
extra calcium content from additional OPC on geopolymer cement (Geopolymer-Portland
cementitious system, GeoPC) improves curing regime itself for a greater early strength and
mechanical properties at ambient curing temperature, while the latent heat generated from
3

reactions of its high potential energy compounds (e.g. OPC or alkaline activators) was also
appreciable. This alternative heat liberation was, therefore, observed as a comparable
factor to heat curing from any other external sources. Both of those approaches led to
differences in mechanical properties, and the combination of them could also raise a
feasibility of geopolymer cement to achieve reasonable strength at ambient curing
temperature as “Self-cured geopolymer cement”.

1.3 Research Objectives
As aforementioned, the main purpose of this present research was to study and develop the
fly ash-based geopolymer cured in ambient conditions as called “Self-cured geopolymer
cement”. Two major approaches, (i) using OPC as an additive and (ii) manufacturing in
various processes, have been intensively investigated in terms of mechanical properties and
mechanisms. The objectives of this research therefore are:
1. To study the effect of manufacturing procedures on mechanisms and mechanical
properties of low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer cement cured at room
temperature;
2. To investigate the effect of additional OPC in low calcium fly ash-based
geopolymer cement (Geopolymer-Portland cementitious system, GeoPC) on its
mechanisms and mechanical properties when cured at room temperature;
3. To identify the influence of curing temperature affecting on the mechanisms and
mechanical properties of Geopolymer-Portland cementitious (GeoPC) system;
4. To develop the combination of pre-dry mixing process and GeoPC system for the
production of Self-cured geopolymer cement;
5. To examine the contributions of constituents of the established dry-mixture to the
curing and microstructure development of Self-cured geopolymers.

1.4 Research Scope
The experimental work of this study focused on engineering properties throughout the
investigation on mechanisms and chemical reactions of low calcium fly ash-based
geopolymer cement as a construction material. The main materials used in laboratory were
fly ash, OPC, sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate, while mixture proportions and
manufacturing procedures were systematically varied and shown as work packages in
Chapter 3. The physical properties of raw materials and resulted products were tested on
particle size distribution analysis, setting time, setting characteristic, compressive strength
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and internal temperature measurement. Micro-mechanism observations were analysed by
FTIR, XRD, SEM and EDXA. The experimental work consists of:
1. Manufacturing procedures: with three different procedures of General mixing
process, Separate mixing process and Pre-dry mixing process;
2. GeoPC system: with the additional OPC in low calcium fly ash-based geopolymer
cement from 10 to 90 percent by mass;
3. Curing temperature: with moisture loss protection in curing chambers from 10°C,
by increment of 10°C interval, to 70°C;
4. Self-cured geopolymer cement: produced by using pre-dry mixing process with
the optimum GeoPC proportion.

1.5 Research Significance
This research presents an inclusive study in developing Self-cured geopolymer cement
which is able to achieve superior strength than that of typical geopolymer cement at
ambient curing temperature, including ability to work in the field applications. The main
prime material in this study was fly ash, which is a low-cost alumina-silicate waste
generated worldwide in huge quantities from coal-fired power station. Its significance is to
extend the limitation of heat (oven) curing process, e.g. precast components, to be more
convenience on-site operation or in-field applications. With of the developed Self-cured
geopolymer techniques, there are potentials that could increase the commercial viability of
geopolymers as a construction material in construction industry by eliminating heating
process and preparation of alkaline liquids. Thus, the significance of this thesis can be
summarised as follows:


Innovations
- Apply the benefit of liberated heat from pre-dry mixing process for GP curing
purpose.
- Validate the combined GeoPC system and pre-dry mixing process for a Self-cured
geopolymer cement to be produced at ambient temperature.
- Realise the application of Geopolymer cement powder as conventional OPC by just
adding water.



Reuse of wastes
- Convert alumina-silicate wastes from any industrial or natural sources to prime
materials of geopolymer cement production.
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Advantages in construction industry
- Extend the application from small prefabricated-components to on-site or largescale applications.
- Eliminate the difficulties in typical-alkaline solution preparation with a controllable
mix proportion, ease of handling and economical saving of pre-dry mixing process.

1.6 Organisation of Contents
All chapters of this thesis are based on systematic experimental work. Major outcomes of
Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 have been published or submitted to peer-reviews or submitted to
academic conferences. Brief details of each Chapter can be summarised as follows (Figure
1.1):
Chapter 2 provides a literature review of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), the use of
pozzolanic material (Fly ash) in Portland cement and Geopolymer technology. The
contents

of

the

review

mainly focus

on

the

fundamental

of

geopolymers,

geopolymerization reaction and its chemistry, together with the role of factors affecting the
properties and mechanisms of geopolymerization. The literature and summary of efforts
developing geopolymer cement cured in ambient conditions are also included.
Chapter 3 provides a general description of materials and methods in the experimental
work. Typical materials used in the laboratory are presented with general properties and
specific characterizations. Details of testing equipment and general preparation process of
samples are described. Testing techniques for the investigation of both mechanical
properties and mechanisms are also provided in full details.
Chapter 4 investigates the effect of different manufacturing procedures of low calcium fly
ash-based geopolymer cement cured in room (ambient) temperature on the mechanical
properties and mechanisms. Compressive strength, internal heat liberation and microstructure of each manufacturing procedure are the key results to identify an appropriate
method to fulfil the development of Self-cured geopolymer cement.
Chapter 5 investigates the effect of OPC inclusion in low calcium fly ash-based
geopolymer cement (GeoPC) on the mechanical properties and mechanisms. The typical
manufacturing procedure was used to prepare those geopolymers in the test. All samples
were prepared, cured and tested at room temperature with the various additional OPC
content from 10 to 90% by mass. The sample characterizations and elemental compositions
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of each single mixture of geopolymer constituents and GeoPC are also explored and
defined. Compressive strength and setting behaviour are the key results to identify the
appropriate GeoPC proportion to fulfil the development of Self-cured geopolymer cement.
Chapter 6 investigates the influence of curing temperature on the compressive strength and
mechanisms of GeoPC system. The temperatures from 10°C, with an increment of 10°C
interval, to 70°C were used for curing purpose of all samples. OPC paste and typical
geopolymer paste were prepared for the test series as controlled mixes. GeoPC system in
this study was represented by GeoPC30 mixture (70%-geopolymers and 30%-OPC by
mass) due to the reasonable terms of strength achieved, economical aspect and
environmental concern. The range of curing temperature which provided the reasonable
strength is the key to identify an optimum heat curing for GeoPC system.
Chapter 7 presents the study on a combination of pre-dry mixing process and GeoPC
system for the production of Self-cured geopolymer cement. The main findings from the
pre-dry mixing process (Chapter 4) and optimum GeoPC proportion (Chapter 5) were
applied in the experimental work to produce the Self-cured geopolymer cement, which is
able to achieve reasonable strength at room curing temperature. The GeoPC system
synthesized in typical procedure (general mixing process) was also studied as a compared
mixture in term of mechanical properties and mechanisms.
Chapter 8 explores the effect of specimen size on compressive strength of Self-cured
geopolymer cement. The crushing tests on the standard cubic samples (100mm x
100mmx100mm) and standard prism samples (40mmx40mmx160mm) were used to
analyse the effect of size and geometry of both general mixing GeoPC system and pre-dry
mixing GeoPC system (Self-cured geopolymer cement). The advantages in term of
additional heat accumulation from pre-dry mixing and larger size (cubic sample) were also
addressed.
Chapter 9 contains the final appraisal of the test and future research perspectives. Some
advantages and limitations of using this Self-cured technology are also listed together with
the economic benefit and life cycle assessment.
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Figure 1.1 Research programme of the study of Self-cured geopolymer cement
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Portland Cement and Fly Ash
2.1.1 Ordinary Portland cement
Portland cement, an active hydraulic binder, is the most widely used construction material
for concrete making. To produce Portland cement, raw materials are extracted from quarry
and must be crushed, grounded and blended in a raw mill, see Figure 2.1 for material
preparation procedure. The main raw materials are natural limestone (CaCO3), Clay or
Shale (SiO2, Al2O3), Laterite or Iron oxide (Fe2O3), Silica sand (SiO2) and Gypsum
(CaSO4) (Bogue, 1955). Two distinct methods, wet and dry processes, are commonly used
to make a raw-feed (meal) for clinker production. However, more energy consumption and
fuel costs are notably involved in wet process rather than in dry process. That raw-meal is
then sent from silos to a preheater and rotary kiln subsequently. Burning at a temperature
around 1250 to 1500°C transforms the raw-meal to become dark-black gravels sizing of 15
to 25 mm. which is called cement clinker. The clinker is afterward finely ground in cement
mill with some designated additives of gypsum until the average particle size is
approximately 10 to 50 µm. An anhydrous grey powder, known as Portland cement, is kept
in cement silos and ready to be packed and dispatched for use (Mehta, 1986; Soroka, 1979)
(Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Portland cement production process
(ClimateTechWiki, 2016)
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Accordingly, raw materials of Portland cement consist mainly of CaCO3 (limestone) and
alumina-silicate minerals (clay or shale), and the combined contents of four major oxides
(i.e. CaO, SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3) are therefore approximately 90 percent by cement
weight. The minor constituents remaining with around 10 percent probably are MgO, K2O,
Na2O, SO3 and gypsum (Soroka, 1979). The typical composition of Portland cement and
its special shorthand (symbol) which is used to simplify the chemical formula are given in
Table 2.1 (Bye, 1983; Feng, et al., 2012).
Table 2.1 Typical compositions of Portland cement (Bye, 1983)
Oxide
CaO
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
MgO
K 2O
Na2O
H 2O
SO3
Free lime
Loss on ignition, LOI

Symbol
C
S
A
F
M
K
N
H
-

Composition (wt. %)
62.0 - 67.0
18.0 - 24.0
4.0 - 8.0
1.5 - 4.5
0.5 - 4.0
0.1 - 1.5
0.1 - 1.0
“nil”
2.0 - 3.0
0.5 - 1.5
1.0 - 3.0

The compound composition of Portland cement is evidently established by phase diagrams
and systems with the aforementioned oxide compositions. With the ternary systems of
CaO-SiO2-Al2O3, the basis results of equilibrium are attained as formation of various kinds
of calcium components i.e. C3S, C2S, C3A and C4AF. Hence, these four major compounds
are intensively studied on the functionalities and properties (Bye, 1983; Soroka, 1979).
Tricalcium silicate (C3S) is the major constituent of Portland cement with the percentage
around 50 to 70. As it is unstable at room temperature, the small amount of other oxides in
solid solution is usually used by cement manufacturers to produce impure C3S as alite. The
development of mechanical properties of Portland cement is obtained by C3S, including a
quick hydration and fast setting behaviour in a few hours. The moderate heat liberation
from hydration is also released by approximately 500 J/g. Dicalcium silicate (C2S) is
presented in Portland cement at around 10 to 30%. There are four distinguished principal
forms of C2S defined as ', andHowever, only the impure form of -C2S is
considered in commercial clinker as belite. It slowly hydrates with water and also releases
quite low heat during the hydration of only 250 J/g. Even though the early strength is not
that much high, the later age strength is able to reach the same level as C3S. Tricalcium
aluminate (C3A) content in Portland cement is approximately 3 to 13%. It reacts with water
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almost abruptly and releases an intensive heat, i.e. 850 J/g during the hydration. Flash
setting is obtained, together with comparative low strength. However, as C3A is necessary
in clinker manufacturing process, gypsum is therefore added in order to retard reaction of
C3A and to achieve normal setting behaviour. Tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF) appears
at only 5 to 10% in Portland cement. Its strength is uncertain but generally quite low,
whereas, the hydration is quick with moderate heat liberation of 420 J/g. The main
characteristic of C4AF is said to result in the green-grey tinge of Portland cement.
The proportion of each constituent could affect the properties of hardened cement paste
(Barnes, 1983; Soroka, 1993). The relative mineral components or additives therefore
categorise the types of cement, for example, American standard ASTM C150:2016 or
European standard BS EN 197-1:2011. The summary of calcium compounds is presented
in Table 2.2 (McNaught & Wilkinson, 1997). The effects of heat liberated from exothermic
reaction of hydration is described in next section hydration of cement, and also taken to the
study of additive for geopolymer cement afterward.
Table 2.2 Typical mineralogical compositions of Portland cement (McNaught, 1997)
Compounds

Tricalcium
silicate

Dicalcium
silicate

Tricalcium
aluminate

Tetracalcium
aluminoferrite

Chemical formula

Ca3SiO5

Ca2SiO4

Ca3Al2O6

Ca4Al2Fe2O10

Oxide formula

(CaO)3SiO2

(CaO)2SiO2

(CaO)3Al2O3

(CaO)4Al2O3Fe2O3

Notation

C3S (Alite)

C2S (Belite)

C3A

C4AF (Celite)

Typical percentage

50-70

10-30

3-13

5-10

Rate of hydration

Rapid (hours)

Slow (days)

Instantaneous

Rapid (minutes)

Heat of hydration

Medium ~500 J/g

Low ~250 J/g

Very high ~850 J/g

Medium ~420 J/g

Strength
development

Rapid (days)

Slow (weeks)

Very rapid
(one day)

Very rapid
(one day)

Ultimate strength
development

High

Probably high

Low

Low

Mineral function

Characteristic
constituent of
Portland cement

-

Sensitive with
sulphate attack

Impart grey color

The anhydrous Portland cement acquires the adhesive property when mixed with water to
become the cement paste. The chemical reaction between cement and water is commonly
called hydration of cement. Generally, the hydration of cement may take place either
through-solution mechanism or topochemical mechanism. In the case of through-solution
mechanism, the cement is dissolved into solution. The resulting products are then
precipitated out as hardened cement. The topochemical mechanism, sometime called solid11

state reaction, obtains the reactions directly on the surface of cement as a hydrolysis rather
than dissolution. However, both mechanisms could be involved in hydration but, due to the
less solubility of cement, the solid-state reaction is considered to be more noteworthy
(Soroka, 1979). With several compounds in Portland cement, the hydration may complete
in different, either or both, periods of time and final properties. The hydration products of
individual compound are similar to each other due to the cognate of main constituents i.e.
CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3. In Portland cement, the approximate composition of calcium silicate
hydrated (C-S-H: C3S2H3) is formed with the assumption of completed hydration process
(Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). The hydration of silicate species is presented by the following
equations:
for tricalcium silicate (C3S):
2(3CaOSiO2) + 6H2O
or

2C3S + 6H

3CaO2SiO23H2O + 3Ca(OH)2 + Heat

(2.1)

C3S2H3 + 3Ca(OH)2 + Heat

for dicalcium silicate (C2S):
2(2CaOSiO2) + 4H2O
or

2C2S + 4H

3CaO2SiO23H2O + Ca(OH)2 + Heat

(2.2)

C3S2H3 + Ca(OH)2 + Heat

In general, tricalcium aluminate reacts instantaneously with water, forming cubic crystal of
C3AH6. The presence of gypsum (CaSO4•2H2O) retards that immediate reaction and
prevents cement paste from flash setting. The delaying effect of gypsum contributes to
needle-like crystals formation of ettringite (3CaOAl2O33CaSO431H2O). The hydration
of C3S is temporarily prevented by the layers of those ettringites which transformed to lesssufficient sulphate referred to as monosulphate in later stage. The existence of C 3A,
ettringite and monosulphate, significantly influences the setting behavior of cement paste.
By this, the hydrations of aluminate species are presented by the following equations:
for tricalcium aluminate (C3A):
3CaOAl2O3 + 6H2O
or

2C3A + 6H

3CaOAl2O36H2O + Heat

(2.3)

C3AH6 + Heat

As a result of calcium compound hydration, it can be summarised that calcium silicate
hydrated gel (C-S-H), calcium hydroxide or portlandide (Ca(OH)2) and heat are produced.
C-S-H is the most important formation, giving compressive strength with 75 to 80 percent
of cement by volume, while Ca(OH)2 also regenerates with 20 to 25 percent, including heat
indicated in paradigm (2.4):
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Portland cement + Water

C-S-H Gel + Ca(OH)2 + Heat

(2.4)

It can be seen that all Portland cement compound hydration emits heat to the environment.
This is due to the non-equilibrium products in high-energy state of the cement. When
cement acquires stable low-energy state once mixed with water, the exothermic reaction is
presented and releases energy in the heat form. Rate of heat liberation depends mainly on
the amount of those high potential-energy compounds. For typical Portland cement, it was
found that approximately 50 percent of potential heat in Portland cement is liberated in the
first three days, and 90 percent within the first three months of hydration (Mehta &
Monteiro, 2006). Typically, there are five stages of heat evolution rate of OPC hydration
measured by isothermal calorimeter which are: 1) the initial reaction, 2) the induction
period, 3) the acceleratory period, 4) the decelerator period and 5) the slow continued
reaction (Figure 2.2) (Mostafa & Brown, 2005).

Figure 2.2 Rate of heat evolution of OPC hydration at 25°C (Mostafa & Brown, 2005)

The results of hydrolysis of calcium silicate and other compounds in Portland cement are
presented in the paste mixture. During dormant period the main hydration products are
Ca(OH)2 and ettringite. C-S-H gel begins to form in an hour after providing stiffness to the
cement while the porosity is decreased. After 1 day, calcium with alumina and iron oxide
precipitates as C4(A,F)H13, while ettringite starts conversion into monosulphate compound
as illustrated in Figure 2.3 (Soroka, 1979). In facts, C-S-H is the most important formation
providing mechanical strength to the paste, including 50 to 60 percent of solid volume in
completely hydrated cement (Mehta & Monteiro, 2006). In normal case, the standard of
strength measurement would be carried out at ages of 1 to 28 days.
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Figure 2.3 Hydration and structure development in cement paste

The demand on cement and concrete consumption is rising up with high economic growth,
modern technology and industrial development. Portland cement is annually produced to
approximately 1.6 billion tons worldwide and predicted to reach 3.5 billion tons by 2025
(Shi, et al., 2011). Portland cement production is known not only to be responsible for a
large amount of greenhouse gas contributor but also to become one of the most energyintensive manufacturers. Energy consumption for cement production can be theoretically
calculated based on the enthalpy of clinker formation which is estimated to consume
approximately 1.76 megajoule (MJ) for 1 kg of Portland clinker production (Worrell, et al.,
2001) or about 3.2 to 6.3 gigajoule (GJ) per ton, including other manufacturing activities
e.g. mining, crushing, gridding, clinker kiln, fuel combustion, etc. (Mehta, 2001; Oss &
Padovani, 2003).
In addition, burning process (calcination) of raw materials intensively releases carbon
dioxide (CO2) to atmosphere as shown in following paradigm (2.5). According to the
International Energy Agency’s (IEA) Greenhouse Gas R&D Programme, it has been
reported that one ton of cement production emits approximately 0.8 to 1.0 ton of carbon
dioxide to atmosphere, therefore, production of nearly 2 billion tons globally nowadays
would account for CO2 emission around 6 to 7 percent in total (Mehta, 2001). Furthermore,
other harmful gases, e.g. nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides and particulates, are also emitted
to the environment (Huntzinger & Eatmon, 2009).
Calcination

CaCO3 (Limestone)

CaO (Calcium Oxide) + CO2
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(2.5)

Approximately, CO2 concentration has dramatically increased from 315 part-per-million
(ppm) in 1960 to 400 ppm in 2013, which is already surpassed the safe zone of 350 ppm
(Hansen, et al., 2013). At this increasingly rate, those CO2 concentrations are estimated to
increase to over 800 ppm by the end of this century and could significantly cause the riseup of global temperature and climate (Mehta, 2001). The world is thus led to face the
global warming and climate changes faster than had previously been thought (Hoeven,
2014). To reduce those drawbacks of using Portland cement, the alternative materials, e.g.
pozzolanic materials from industrial by-products, have therefore been studied to partially
or totally replace the consumption of Portland cement.
2.1.2 The use of pozzolanic admixture (fly ash) in Portland cement
The admixtures in cement or concrete are known as ‘a material other than water,
aggregates, hydraulic cement and fibre reinforcement used before or during mixing
(ASTM C125-15B:2015)’ and ‘materials added during mixing process of concrete to
modify the properties of mix in the fresh and/or hardened state (BS 8443:2005)’. The
mineral admixtures are mainly classified into three types, which are Low-activity
admixtures (e.g. limestone and dolomite), Cementitious admixtures (e.g. natural cement
and blast furnace slag) and Pozzolanic admixtures. In contrast, the pozzolan could be subdivided into natural pozzolan (e.g. volcanic clay) and by-products pozzolan (e.g.
pulverised fly ash and silica fume) (Soroka, 1993). To address environmental concerns, the
main effort of this issue focuses on utilizing pozzolanic industrial by-products, especially
for pulverized fly ash (PFA) from the coal-fired power station.
Fly ash is one of by-products from coal combustion, particularly from generating electric
power generating process in coal-fired power plants as the process shown in Figure 2.4
(Silo Transport, 2016). When coal is burned off at the furnace, impurity minerals, e.g.
clays, quartz and feldspar, are fused together in that high temperature. It is then solidified
to glassy spherical particles and flies out with flue gas stream, known as fly ash. Most of
fly ash particles are solid sphere shapes and could be observed with either or both hollow
sphere (cenosheres) or packed with numerous of small spheres (plerospheres). Its particle
sizes vary from <1 µm to 100 µm. Fly ash is subsequently collected by electrostatic
precipitator and moved to storage area for further handling (Mehta, 1986). Amount of
average fly ash production worldwide during 2010 to 2013, was approximately 610 to 650
million tons. Around 60 to 70 percent of total fly ash are produced in China (Tang, et al.,
2013), 20 to 30 percent in the US and 10 to 20 percent in EU (ACAA, 2014). With those
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large quantities produced annually, the utilizing of fly ash as admixture in cement and
concrete is globally carried out.

Figure 2.4 Coal-fired power station and fly ash collection (Silo Transport, 2016)

Many advantages of fly ash replacement in Portland cement have been revealed and
applied in various applications in order to improve the properties of hardened cement and
concrete. Generally speaking, calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) from Portland hydration
process (paradigm (2.4)) is a weak structure on acidic chemical durability and also
influences the system into alkaline environment with approximately 12.4 to 13.5 in pH
scale. The partial replacement of fly ash in the binder could react with those excess
Ca(OH)2 and afterward, form alternative secondary C-S-H gel, called Pozzolanic reaction
as presented in paradigm (2.6) (Mehta, 1986).
Fly ash (SiO2, Al2O3) + Water + Ca(OH)2

Secondary C-S-H gel

(2.6)

The secondary C-S-H from pozzolanic reaction is normally formed in later stage than that
for normal Portland C-S-H. Thus, the strength development is able to increase at late ages.
With high fineness of fly ash particle, pozzolanic C-S-H could provide very fine system
which is capable for pore refinement. This filler effect could result in not only strength
improvement but also reduce permeability, enhance chemical attack resistance and
maintain compact microstructure (Soroka, 1993). Moreover, the heat of pozzolonic
reaction is comparatively lower than that of Portland hydration reaction (Hanehara, et al.,
2001). Almost half of average heat of Portland hydration could be reduced with the
combination of fly ash, mitigating thermal-crack in concrete. With spherical shape and
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fineness of fly ash, the workability of concrete is also significantly improved by the
reduction of size and volume of voids (Jonathan, et al., 2003).
It can be seen that the disposal of fly ash from coal-fired power stations is one of major
issues to utilise industrial by-products for environmental concern and also increase the
value-added of wastes to be more sufficient for other aspects in term of economy. In fact,
various ranges from 10 to 40 percent of fly ash worldwide are effectively reused in
construction sector e.g. replacement in cement and concrete, road construction,
underground works, grout mixes as well restoration, dams bases or similar dumps (ACAA,
2014; Cao, et al., 2008). With the scope of construction materials, especially for concrete,
the replacement ranges from about 20 percent (low volume) to over 50 percent (high
volume) of fly ash in total cement mass can be achieved in the mixes to maintain the
strength of hardened concrete (Hanehara, et al., 2001; Lam, et al., 1998).
It has been suggested that the alternative use of fly ash beyond construction industry as a
value-added material will expand the effective use, including the reduction in the economic
and environmental impacts. The examples of those suggested applications are the
production of zeolite or mullite, glass-like composite material, waste adsorbents or
stabilizer, material recovery or even soil improvement for agriculture (Iyer & Scott, 2001).
Nevertheless, an alternative cementing binder for construction material, which is able to
produce from 100 percent fly ash as a prime material and activated with alkaline activators,
has been studied and developed under the well-known name of “Geopolymer cement” to
start up the effective utilization of fly ash (Davidovits, 2005).

2.2 Geopolymer Cement
2.2.1 Fundamentals of geopolymers
Victor Glukhovsky, who firstly assumed the geological process of cementitious systems,
described that the formation of volcanic rocks or sedimentary rocks under low temperature
and pressure can transform into zeolites. After the zeolitic materials were combined with
strong alkaline solutions, the cementitious binder called ‘Alkaline activated cement’ was
formed with distinguish high pH values. In 1940, the important event of alkaline activated
binder was recorded by activating blast furnace slag with sodium hydroxide solution. The
results showed that the formation of alumina-silicate hydrated product appeared together
with a good load bearing capability (Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2008a). Later, in 1950, a
synthesis of alkaline alumina-silicate minerals was developed in Ukraine as a mixed of CS-H and alumina-silicate phases and also recorded for tall building use in Russia
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(Komnitsas & Zaharaki, 2007). In 1978, Joseph Davidovits firstly established the term of
Geopolymers to describe a kind of alkaline activated alumina-silicate cementing binder
with an amorphous-to-crystalline system, which could form at low temperature in a short
time.
The alkaline activated cement is typically represented by zeolitic materials containing
alkaline activators, the formation of which requires a relatively high setting temperature in
the range of 150 to 180°C. On the other hand, geopolymer cement requires such from
ambient temperature to less than 90°C (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Crystallization temperature against Si/Al
ratio of zeolite and geopolymers (Davidovits, 1991)

For geopolymer, main components of silicon oxide (SiO2) and aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
from any of prime materials (e.g. metakaolin, fly ash and blast furnace slag) are dissolved
from their original sources in strong alkaline solutions (e.g. potassium/sodium hydroxide
and potassium/sodium silicate) (Duxson, et al., 2007a), forming chain rings polymer of
silicon-oxygen-aluminate (Si-O-Al; Sialate chain) (Davidovits, 1991). Even though
different terminologies have been stated by many researchers (e.g. alkaline activated
cement, hydroceramic, geocement, inorganic polymer concrete, and low-temperature
aluminosilicate glass), the term Geopolymers is still widely used to represent this
cementitious technology (Davidovits, 2011; Petermann, et al., 2010).
To produce alumina-silicate based geopolymer cement, the alkaline hydroxide and/or
alkaline silicate solutions are initially mixed with raw prime materials to form the
homogenous slurry. As geopolymers is able to poly-condense at the temperature below
90°C, the higher curing temperature is therefore no longer needed like ceramics
(Davidovits, 1991). As heat is still a vital factor to accelerate geopolymeric reaction, the
geopolymer mixture is hence cured in a temperature-controlled chamber (e.g. oven) at
temperature around 40 to 90°C for a period of 6 to 48 hours (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007;
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Komnitsas & Zaharaki, 2007). The pre-cured geopolymer cement will continually be kept
at room temperature for further handling or until reach the testing ages (Al Bakri, et al.,
2011a). Geopolymer production is generally carried out as process shown in Figure 2.6. At
present, geopolymers become a well-known cementitious material due to its terrific
properties and applications. It tends to be an alternative choice for the construction
industrial sector, although some obstacles have been raised for the development in real use,
e.g. some complicated processes as well as not yet being established to the standard
(Davidovits, 2002).

Figure 2.6 Typical geopolymer synthesis process

2.2.2 Geopolymerization reaction and its chemistry
As aforementioned, Portland cement hydration (forming C-S-H) is totally different from
Geopolymerization of the geopolymer formation process. In geopolymerization, when the
silicate and aluminate oxide (Si4+ and Al3+ in IV-fold coordination) extend their
bonding/cross-link to sialate (Si-O-Al) and poly-sialates, the ring chain of polymer silicate
(Si) and aluminate (Al) was suggested in the formation of amorphous to semi-crystalline
phases. It could be categorised into 3 types, namely (i) Poly-(sialate) type (-Si-O-Al-O-),
(ii) Poly-(sialate-siloxo) type (-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-), and (iii) Poly-(sialate-disiloxo) type (Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-Si-O-) with a structure model as shown in Figure 2.7 (Davidovits, 2002).
The empirical formula of geopolymer resultant product is:
Mn [– (SiO2)z – AlO2 –]n ·wH2O

(2.7)

where M is the alkaline element such as potassium (K+) or sodium (Na+), n is the degree of
polymerisation, z is Si/Al ratio which varies from 1, 2, 3 or higher, and “–” indicates the
presence of bonding (Davidovits, 1991). The ratio of Si/Al results in different geopolymer
properties, however, the low ratio of Si/Al ≤ 3 has been widely used to obtain threedimensional cross-link networks as cement and ceramics (Duxson, et al., 2007a). Although
there are many chemical types of geopolymers (e.g. Phosphate-based, High-molecular
phosphate-based, Silicone-based or Humic-acid based geopolymer), the most common
name is Alumina-silicate based geopolymers (Davidovits, 2011).
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Principally, geopolymer cement consists of two main components: any prime material
containing silica and alumina, and alkaline activators (Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2008b,
2014). Due to the complexity of various factors affecting geopolymerization during
synthesis, the definite mechanism is not yet fully understood. However, many researchers
agree that its mechanism consists of three-stage model which are dissolution after alkaline
hydrolysis (destruction), transportation of cations (re-orientation), and poly-condensation
of free silicate and aluminate species (hardening/solidification reactions) as shown in
Figure 2.8 (Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2008a; Rangan, et al., 2005). Somehow, it is also noted
that the overlapping can occur during each stage, causing the difficulty to specify every
single stage individually (Glukhovsky, 1967).

Figure 2.7 Type of poly-sialates structures (Davidovits, 2002)

Figure 2.8 A reaction pathway involving the poly-condensation
(Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2008a)

More explanation of geopolymerization was illustrated by Duxson, et al. (2007a) in the
schematic formation (Figure 2.9). Dissolution of alumina-silicate sources by alkaline
solution produces reactive silica and alumina ion species. A complex mixture of those
species is thereby settled to speciation equilibrium. After that, the gelation of oligomers
starts forming, while some of H2O is released in this stage as only nominal water was used
in dissolution process. The gelation is then re-arranged and re-oriented to connect together
as a gel network of three-dimensional structure under exothermic process (Rangan, et al.,
2005). The cross-linked SiO4 and AlO4 tetrahedral are formed when the negative charge on
Al3+ in IV-fold coordination is balanced with positive charge of alkaline ions (Na+, K+)
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(Rovnaník, 2010). At the final setting stage, the polymerization process provides the
formation of amorphous to semi-crystalline alumina-silicate network with excellent
physical properties (Shi, et al., 2011). The final reaction products of those systems can be
C-S-H (Ca + Si), zeolite/polymers (Si + Al) or C,N-A-S-H (Ca,Na + Al + Si) which mainly
depend on the characteristics of raw starting materials and alkaline activators (PachecoTorgal, et al., 2008a; Pangdaeng, et al., 2014).

Figure 2.9 Model of geopolymerization (Duxson, et al., 2007a)

2.2.3 Geopolymer binder constituents
2.2.3.1 Main raw materials involved in geopolymer synthesis
Alumina-silicate mineral, a kind of pozzolanic material, could be found everywhere
especially as by-products. Therefore, producing geopolymers is not only an alternative
choice for recycling a large amount of wastes but could also achieve some specific
properties of that ceramic-like cementitious material. The main raw materials for
geopolymer synthesis, which have normally been used in research studies, can be classified
in three major categories, namely (i) Industrial wastes (IW), (ii) General wastes and
recycle materials (GW), and (iii) Natural materials (NM). The specific characters of those
raw materials in previous studies are further summarised as follows:
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Raw material from industrial wastes: A huge number of industrial wastes are annually
produced worldwide from several types of production processes such as coal-combustion
ash, metallurgical slag, mine waste or agricultural waste (Sujatha, et al., 2012). Some of
these are currently used in Portland cement production or as additives to improve the
properties and to utilize the massive amount of those by-products. However, most of these
wastes will be disposal-stored or landfilled (Komnitsas, et al., 2004; Nuruddin, et al.,
2011b). Some of the industrial wastes, for example, are fly ash, bottom ash, rice husk ash
(RHA), granulated blast-furnace slag (GBFS), silica fume, steel slag, mine tailing and
cement kiln dust (CKD).
Raw material from general wastes and recycled materials: The general wastes or recycled
materials are produced everywhere worldwide. Although these materials sometimes are
less in volume than industrial wastes, the value added conversion has utterly attracted
much interest in addition to reducing unnecessary waste and pollution. Some of the general
wastes, for example, are waste paper sludge ash (WPSA), water sludge and construction
wastes.
Raw material from natural materials: Some of raw prime materials for geopolymer
synthesis can be obtained or produced from natural sources such as kaolin (kaolinite or
china clay), metakaolin (calcined kaolin), silty clay, diatomite (microscopic shells of
diatoms), volcanic rock, etc. However, those natural materials are available in some
specific geological areas with limited quantities.
Briefly, as geopolymeric formation occurs when alumina-silicate sources react with strong
alkaline solution, any material which contains silica and alumina can be used in the
synthesis of geopolymers. The overview of raw materials involved in geopolymer
synthesis can be categorised into three types, namely industrial waste (IW), general waste
(GW) and natural mineral (NM). It was found that the calcium-contained materials could
provide similar or better mechanical strength than that of the typical one due to the crosslinkage of calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) and geopolymeric gel in the single binder.
Figure 2.10 presents the graphical data between mechanical (compressive) strength and
type of raw materials in geopolymer cement production. OPC and Cement Repair are also
included as references in the synthesis (More details: See Appendix A, Table A.1). It can
be seen that the industrial waste (e.g. fly ash, mine tailing and GBFS) achieved the highest
strength followed by natural mineral (metakaolin and natural pozzolan), while general
waste (construction waste) seems to produce the lowest mechanical strength. However,
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other factors, e.g. Si/Al ratio, type of sample, testing age, type of alkaline activator, curing
conditions and sample size, also need to be considered on the compressive strength of the
final products. Table 2.3 summarises the chemical composition of each raw material (as a
representative) such as fly ash, high calcium fly ash, GBFS and so on. The main values
presented are the contents of SiO2, Al2O3, CaO and SiO2-to-Al2O3, together with (Si/Al)
ratios, which significantly influence the geopolymerization of the cement. Noticeably, the
widely used materials, such as fly ash and metakaolin, contain high percentages in SiO2
and Al2O3 (overall amount of SiO2 and Al2O3 is over 70 percent or equal to 1.0 to 3.0 of
Si/Al ratio). Other factors of raw materials involved in the properties of geopolymers are
presented and described onwards.

Figure 2.10 Compressive strength vs type of materials
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Table 2.3 A representation of chemical composition using in geopolymer synthesis by raw prime materials
Materials

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

CaO

MgO

Na2O

K2O

SO3

FeO

Si/Al

% Si+Al

References

Low calcium Fly ash

50.00

28.25

13.50

1.79

0.89

0.32

0.46

0.38

-

1.77

78.25

(Nath & Sarker, 2012)

High calcium Fly ash

39.70

20.00

14.10

17.30

1.40

1.40

2.70

2.60

-

1.99

59.70

(Rattanasak, et al., 2011)

GBFS

32.46

14.30

0.61

43.10

3.94

0.24

0.33

4.58

-

2.27

46.76

(Nath & Sarker, 2012)

Silica Fume

92.00

0.46

1.60

0.29

0.28

0.51

0.61

0.19

-

200.00

92.46

(Dutta, et al., 2010)

Steel Slag

15.00

6.70

15.40

44.20

10.90

0.20

0.10

0.70

-

2.24

21.70

(Hu, et al., 2008)

Ferronickel Slag

32.74

8.32

0.76

-

2.76

-

-

-

38.80

3.94

41.06

(Komnitsas & Zaharaki, 2007)

Tungsten mine waste

53.48

16.66

12.33

-

1.27

0.62

7.65

-

-

3.21

70.14

(Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2007)

Cement Kiln Dust

11.00

3.90

2.00

42.00

3.60

-

0.60

-

-

2.82

14.90

(Khater, 2012)

Waste paper sludge ash

26.25

17.50

4.40

23.40

0.90

0.10

0.20

4.63

-

1.50

43.75

(Anuar, et al., 2011)

Water Sludge

70.40

15.40

5.30

1.53

0.96

0.90

3.66

0.31

-

4.57

85.80

(Kongkaew, 2007)

Demolished Wall

76.42

1.88

1.28

9.84

0.26

0.22

0.08

2.09

-

40.65

78.30

(Khater, 2011)

Waste Concrete

71.53

2.14

2.43

12.76

0.39

1.04

1.13

0.33

-

33.43

73.67

(Khater, 2011)

2. Metakaolin

54.78

40.42

0.76

0.10

0.41

0.07

2.72

-

-

1.36

95.20

(Yip, et al., 2005)

3. Kaolin

48.10

36.90

0.26

0.20

0.17

0.20

1.90

-

-

1.30

85.00

(Hounsi, et al., 2013)

4. Rice husk ash (RHA)

86.10

0.17

2.87

1.03

0.84

-

4.65

0.41

-

506.47

86.27

(Nuruddin, et al., 2011b)

5. Silty Clay

20.10

7.55

32.89

26.15

0.47

-

3.17

4.92

-

2.66

27.65

(Sukmak, et al., 2013)

6. Diatomite

59.30

10.00

18.50

1.20

-

-

-

2.74

-

5.93

69.30

(Phoo-ngernkham & Sinsiri, 2011)

7. Volcanic Mud

38.50

14.20

23.76

5.62

-

-

4.31

0.78

-

2.71

52.70

(Al Bakri, et al., 2012)

1. Industrial & General waste
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2.2.3.2 Type of alkaline activators involved in geopolymer synthesis
Geopolymer cement, the alumina-silicate minerals, has major component of SiO2 (silicon
dioxide) and Al2O3 (aluminium oxide) which dissolved from their original source in strong
alkaline solution, which are, in fact, in the first two columns (group I and II) of the periodic
table of the elements, called alkaline metals and alkaline earth metals respectively. The
alkaline metals (i.e. Lithium, Sodium, Potassium, Rubidium, Cesium, and Francium) have
one electron in their outer shell and are active in bonding with other elements. They are
explodable if exposed in the water. The alkaline earth metals (i.e. Beryllium, Magnesium,
Calcium, Strontium, Barium, and Radium) have two valence electrons and are one of the
reactive elements in nature (Halka & Nordstrom, 2010). The alkaline metals as alkaline
activators of geopolymer cement (group I) are more reactive and more often used than the
alkaline earth. There are many alkaline activators which were used in geopolymer
synthesis e.g. potassium/sodium hydroxide (KOH/NaOH), potassium/sodium silicate
(K2SiO3/ Na2SiO3), sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) or the
combinations of any alkaline solutions together (Fernández-Jiménez & Palomo, 2005;
Panagiotopoulou, et al., 2007). However, the most widely used alkaline activators in
geopolymer synthesis can be summarised as follows:
Sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH): NaOH solution is normally used to produce
geopolymer cement due to its widely available and cheaper than other alkaline solutions
(Hardjito, et al., 2008). Its main role is to provide an alkaline environment of hydroxide ion
(OH-) dissolving alumina-silicate minerals from their origins. It is reported that, in sulphate
immersion, the fly ash-based geopolymer synthesized with only sodium hydroxide solution
achieved higher strength than those of sodium silicate solution or a combination of sodium
and potassium hydroxide solution (Bakharev, 2005a).
Sodium silicate solution (Na2SiO3): Na2SiO3 solution or water glass is normally used in
geopolymer synthesis as an alkaline activator and another source of Silica (Si). It is also
cheaper than potassium silicate solution (K2SiO3) when produced in large quantity (Dimas,
et al., 2009). Similar to other alkaline activators, the strength of geopolymers increases
with an increase in concentration. Nevertheless, using sodium silicate solution alone could
not achieve the same strength level of those NaOH or KOH solutions. The reason is
probably due to the fact that using of Na2SiO3 solution achieves less dissolution rate than
that of using OH- compound (Rashad & Zeedan, 2011).
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Sodium hydroxide and Sodium silicate solution (NaOH and Na2SiO3): A combination of
sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solution is one of the most widely used alkaline
activators for geopolymer synthesis. It is known that soluble hydroxide dissolves aluminasilicate minerals from origin sources while soluble silicate improves the poly-condensation
of geopolymer cement and also controls the amount of silicate in mixtures as a binder. The
optimum proportion of Na2SiO3 and NaOH is therefore an important factor in geopolymer
synthesis. The fly ash-based geopolymers with Na2SiO3 and NaOH has been found
performing better than only NaOH or Na2SiO3 solution alone (Fernández-Jiménez, et al.,
2007; Phoo-ngernkham & Sinsiri, 2011). Theoretically, alkaline metals in periodic table
groups I and II can be used as an activator, but the most widely used ones are Sodium (Na)
and Potassium (K) due to their strong alkaline properties and global availability. However,
with more economical saving aspect, sodium soluble is therefore more extensively used
than that of potassium soluble (Hardjito, et al., 2008).
For geopolymerization, it was reported that alkaline cations control almost all reactions in
geopolymeric hardening and could provide significant effect on strength development (Van
Jaarsveld, 2000). Eventually, most of alkaline activators used in fly ash and metakaolinbased geopolymers are sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) solutions
due to its roles in dissolving of alumina-silicate minerals, being the additional sources of Si
and Na, and providing initiate formation. Heat applying for curing purpose would stimulate
and enhance poly-condensation afterwards (Komnitsas & Zaharaki, 2007). The types of
alkaline activators used (listed by the compressive strength achievement) are presented in
Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4 Compressive strength of various alkaline activators in geopolymer synthesis
No

a

Alkaline
Main (M)a
Addition

Sample Type

Comp. Strength
MPa
Age (d)

Starting Materials
(% wt)

Additives
(% wt)

Curing Condition
C°
Hrs

References

1

NaOH (12.5)

Na2SiO3

Paste

95.0

28

FA (100) class Fb

-

85

20

(Fernández-Jiménez, et
al., 2007)

2

NaOH (75%)c

KOH (25%)c

Paste

95.0

28

MK (100)

-

40

20

(Duxson, et al., 2007c)

3

NaOH (15)

Na2SiO3

Paste

92.1

7

FA (100) class F

-

75

7 days

4

KOH (7)

Na2SiO3

Mortar

72.3

3

FA (100) class F

-

85

24

(Kong & Sanjayan, 2010)

5

KOH (7)

Na2SiO3

Paste

71.2

3

FA (100) class F

-

85

24

(Kong & Sanjayan, 2010)

6

NaOH (12)

-

Mortar

70.4

28

FA (100) class F

-

85

20

(Fernández-Jiménez &
Palomo, 2005)

7

KOH (-)

Na2SiO3

Paste

70.0

28

MK (100)

-

40

20

(Duxson, et al., 2007c)

8

KOH (12)

K2SiO3

Paste

70.0

28

FA (90) class F

BA (10)

80

24

(Hardjito & Fung, 2010)

9

NaOH (-)

-

Paste

67.0

28

GBFS (100)

-

38

90 days

(Khater, 2012)

10

Na2SiO3 (-)

-

Paste

45.0

28

FA (100) class F

-

60

28 days

(Rashad & Zeedan, 2011)

11

NaOH (-)

Na2CO3

Mortar

36.0

-

FA (100) class F

-

85

20

M = Molarity, b FA class F = low calcium fly ash,

c

percentage by weight.
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(Phoo-ngernkham &
Sinsiri, 2011)

(Fernández-Jiménez &
Palomo, 2005)

2.2.4 Design of Geopolymer constituents
2.2.4.1 Alkaline activators’ concentration and ratio
Compressive strength of geopolymer generally increases with the increase in specific
concentration of alkaline activators (Hardjito & Fung, 2010; Xu & Van Deventer, 2000). A
higher concentration gives rise to a stronger ion-pair formation, provides more complete
and faster poly-condensation process of particle interface (Raijiwala & Patil, 2010) and
enhances the dissolution of the alumina-silicate materials in the presence of activators
(Mishra, et al., 2008). Nevertheless, too high concentration could lead to an increase of
coagulated-structure (Alonso & Palomo, 2001), causing less flow ability with fast setting
behaviour (Memon, et al., 2013). Although, the dissolution and hydrolysis were
accelerated, an incomplete poly-condensation of the system was also found (Phoongernkham & Sinsiri, 2011). The optimum alkaline concentration could also vary by a
large number of conditions and factors such as specific properties of prime materials,
Alkaline activator-to-Prime material ratio, Na2SiO3-to-NaOH (SS/SH) ratio, curing
temperature or even the age of testing. In addition, the NaOH solution concentration
between 10 and 15 molars (M), and 30 to 50% w/w of Na2SiO3 solution are commonly
used in geopolymer synthesis (Anuar, et al., 2011; Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007).
2.2.4.2 Alkaline activator-to-Prime material ratio by mass
Mass ratio of alkaline solution and prime material is widely used in geopolymer synthesis
in order to define both alkaline dosage and water content. In most cases, fly ash was used
and the ratio would probably be called Alkaline activator-to-Fly ash (A/FA) ratio. Barbosa,
et al., (1999) and Hardjito, et al. (2008) have tested the effect of A/FA ratio on the strength
development by using 10 M NaOH solution as an alkaline solution with the A/FA ratio of
0.34 to 0.46. It was observed that the compressive strength increased when the A/FA ratio
increased until it reached the optimum at around 0.40. Too high A/FA ratio could cause the
precipitation at early stage before geopolymerization and this would result in a strength
decrease as more sodium carbonate was formed and obstructed the polymerization process
(Sukmak, et al., 2013). It must be noted that depending on the type of alumina-silicate
materials, the recommended A/FA ratio could be between 0.35 and 0.50 to achieve both
compressive strength and workability (Ma, et al., 2012; Xie, et al., 2009).
In addition, as water in the mixture is a vital factor for hardening process, the water-tosolid (w/s) ratio (the total mass of water is the sum of water in sodium hydroxide solution,
sodium silicate solution and added water, while the total mass of solid is the sum of fly
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ash, sodium hydroxide solid, sodium silicate solid and other added solids such as sand or
aggregates) is also considered (Hardjito, et al., 2008). It was found that the w/s ratio should
be in the ranges of 0.18 to 0.22 and 0.26 to 0.32 for fly ash-based geopolymer paste and
concrete respectively (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010; Panias, et al., 2007). Apart from that, the
calculation of additional water required can also be carried out to compensate the
evaporation in the mixture (Zhang, et al., 2009).
2.2.4.3 Na2SiO3-to-NaOH solution (SS/SH) ratio by mass
The optimum of SS and SH is an important factor in geopolymer synthesis. It must be
noted that the amounts of SS and SH are generally referred to the amount of alkaline
solution (by mass) in A/FA ratio as well as the water content and pH level (Chatveera &
Makul, 2012). Previous research studies revealed that low calcium fly ash-based
geopolymers would achieve the optimum ratio of 1.0, 1.5 or 2.0, depending on the type of
prime materials (Nath & Sarker, 2012) while optimum values of the high calcium fly ash
based was in the range between 0.67 and 1.00 (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007).
2.2.4.4 Silica-to-Alumina (Si/Al) ratio of prime materials
The amounts of silicon dioxide-to-aluminium oxide and other classification of fly ash are
generally classified with the standard of ASTM C618-15:2015 or BS EN 450-1:2012. The
ratio of Si/Al is a significant factor, which affects the degree of crystallinity and reaction
when mixed with alkaline materials (Xu & Van Deventer, 2003), forming of amorphous to
semi-crystalline phases. Both polysialate-siloxo (Si/Al = 2) and polysialate-diloxo (Si/Al =
3) provided good strength to geopolymers, even polysialate-siloxo (Si/Al = 2) seems to be
formed faster and has a slight lower compressive strength than polysialate-diloxo (Si/Al =
3). The monomeric group of [SiO(OH)3]-, [SiO2(OH)2]2- and [Al(OH)4]- normally form
later than Si and Al species as small alumina-silicate oligomers can improve the
geopolymeric formation (Weng & Sagoe-Crentsil, 2007). It has been reported that
metakaolin-based geopolymers achieves a satisfactory strength with the Si/Al ratio of 1.90
to 3.0, while the appropriate ratio of fly ash-based geopolymers is approximately 2.0 to 4.0
(Andini, et al., 2008; Duxson, et al., 2007c). By this, it can be supposed that the effective
Si/Al ratio, for both fly ash-based and metakaolin-based geopolymers, should be around
2.0 to 3.0.
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2.2.4.5 Delay time of preparation process
The delay time is the period of time that specimens were left at the room temperature for
casting and wrapping, before placing in the oven. Chindaprasirt, et al. (2007) studied the
delay time of 0, 1, 3 and 6 hours before putting the high calcium fly ash-based geopolymer
samples in the oven at 60°C for a period of 24 hours. The results showed that, like those
from Hardjito, et al. (2004), the delay time before oven curing can affect the compressive
strength of geopolymers. The optimum delay time of any paste was suggested to be
approximately half of its initial setting time. For example, the optimum delay time might
be around 1 hour when the initial setting time is 2 hours. In addition, it can be suggested
that an optimum delay time depend on starting material’s characteristics, adopted from
activator system and specific curing conditions (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010). However, it is
noted that geopolymers gained approximately 70 percent of strength within 4 hours after
curing in appropriate conditions. This is in contrast with well-known behaviour of OPC in
term of gaining strength over time and undergoing with hydration reaction (Khale &
Chaudhary, 2007).
2.2.5 Curing procedures of geopolymers
In early 1940s, a combination of zeolitic materials and alkaline solutions was used to
produce alkaline-activated cement with specific cuing temperature and duration such as a
record of mixing blast furnace slag with sodium hydroxide (Roy, 1999). Geopolymer
cement was positively reported with terrific mechanical properties, although the high
curing temperature above ambient temperature and specific curing duration, including
specific mix design, are required to raise probability of durability enhancement (Sofi, et al.,
2007). Curing geopolymers is normally carried out in electrical ovens, nevertheless, many
alternative methods of geopolymer heating were observed for the best practical handling
and resultant. Using microwave for preheating or full curing was found to reduce the
duration of oven curing (Chatveera & Makul, 2012; Taebuanhuad, et al., 2012) as well as a
preheating of alkaline solution before mixing was also studied to improve final strength of
geopolymer concrete (Dutta, et al., 2012). However, oven curing is the most widely used
method for geopolymer production nowadays. Curing procedures on various temperatures
and durations in geopolymers can be summarised as follows.
2.2.5.1 Effects of curing temperatures on geopolymer properties
Many previous experiments on curing temperature of both geopolymer paste and mortar
(between 30 and 90°C) showed that an increase at curing temperature gives an increase of
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chemical reaction and this enhances the mechanical strength in early stage of
geopolymerization (Van Jaarsveld, et al., 2002). Whist, too high curing temperature (e.g.
over 90°C) would lead the samples to experience a substantial loss of moisture with porous
structure, causing a negative effect on the final mechanical properties of geopolymeric
products (Rovnaník, 2010). The optimum temperature for geopolymers cured in those tests
was found to be around 60 to 75°C, which could appropriately improve the
geopolymerization process and microstructure development (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010).
Concrete produced by fly ash-based geopolymers has also been studied under different
curing conditions. Demie, et al. (2011) and Reddy, et al., (2012) found that a good
compressive strength was gained when curing temperature was in the range of 60 to 70°C,
while further curing at 80 to 90°C seemed to result in a decrease in concrete strength.
However, under Australian Standard (AS 3600:2009) and American Concrete Institute
Building Code (ACI 318-11:2011), the minimum structural design standard was achieved
by the reinforced-concrete column cured at 60 °C for 24 hours (Sumajouw, et al., 2007).
It can be summarised that curing temperature is one of the important factors affecting the
strength of geopolymers. Although, higher temperatures (above room temperature) give a
higher strength, too high temperature could cause cracking, resulting in a decrease in its
strength. The rapid loss of moisture could also lead to the formation of micro-cavities. The
temperature range from 40 to 80°C clearly enhanced mechanical properties, but the
optimum range from 40 to 60°C seems to be an appropriate curing condition, which
matches all performance, environmental and economical aspects (Hounsi, et al., 2013).
2.2.5.2 Effects of curing duration on geopolymer properties
The curing duration could also affect the mechanical properties of geopolymers. At the
most frequently used temperatures of 40 to 60°C, the curing duration was found in range
from 4 to 96 hours (4 days), depending on the design of each experimental condition.
However, the periods of 6, 12, 24, 48 and 72 hours were often used as controlled-duration
for trailing or studying other factors (Komnitsas, et al., 2004). Chatveera and Makul (2012)
studied the effect of curing duration of fly ash-based geopolymer cement, reported that at
the curing temperature of 85°C, 24 hours gave a higher strength than 48 hours (Chatveera
& Makul, 2012), while Chindaprasirt, et al. (2007) studied the curing temperature of 60°C,
found that a good strength was obtained at minimum heat curing of 48 hours (2 days) and a
higher strength was obtained with 72 hours (3 days). However, both mentioned studies
concluded that an increase in the curing time beyond the optimum limit did not enhance
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the strength of the geopolymeric specimens. This may be suggested that prolonging curing
may result in excessive loss of moisture during curing process, which causes uncompleted
formation and generates large pores in the structure (Zhang, et al., 2009). These reasons
could cause any failures in microstructures of the final products (Phoo-ngernkham &
Sinsiri, 2011). In fact, a curing period of 12 to 24 hours seems to be the suitable duration
with satisfied compressive strength and economic approach, although a shorter or longer
curing duration than 24 hours might give rise to the different strength developments.
2.2.5.3 Summary of geopolymers curing procedures
For the curing regimes, there is a huge variable range of both curing duration and curing
temperature to achieve mechanical properties of geopolymer cement. As aforementioned,
the optimum curing conditions mainly depended on prime material’s properties, alkaline
activators, water content, age of the samples and other ratios (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007).
The curing regimes directly affect not only degree of geopolymerization but also
evaporable water in gel structure which firstly fulfils the pores (Duxson, et al., 2007b).
When water or moisture is rapidly liberated from either too high temperature or prolonged
curing, the remained micro-pores might shrink, deteriorating the geopolymers, e.g. their
strength (Bakharev, 2005b). It can be drawn that, beside the aforementioned factors, the
suitable curing temperature and period are within the range of 40 to 60°C and 8 to 24 hours
respectively. However, in some cases, curing in ambient condition is able to provide an
acceptable result with no external heat applied, which is described onwards in Section 2.3.
Some of high strength fly ash-based geopolymer pastes (with sodium hydroxide and
sodium silicate solution) under different curing conditions are presented in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 Compressive strength for different curing regimes in geopolymer synthesis
Comp. Strength

Alkaline Materials

Hrs

C°

1

20

85

Paste

FA (100) class Fb

95.0

28 d

NaOH (12.5)

Na2SiO3

0.18

(Fernández-Jiménez, et al., 2007)

2

168 (7d)

75

Paste

FA (100)

92.1

7d

NaOH (15)

Na2SiO3

2.00

(Phoo-ngernkham & Sinsiri, 2011)

3

24

40

Paste

FA (100) class F

77.0

28 d

NaOH (-)

Na2SiO3

-

4

24

60

Paste

FA (100) class F

67.0

7d

NaOH (12)

Na2SiO3

2.50

5

8

75

Paste

FA (100) class C

63.0

28 d

NaOH (-)

Na2SiO3

-

(Guo & Shi, 2012)

Paste

FA (100)

48.7

28 d

NaOH (8)

Na2SiO3

-

(Nuruddin, et al., 2011b)
(Sukmak, et al., 2013)

6

Outdoor/Ambient curing

Prime Materials
(% wt.)

MPa

Aged

Alkaline (M)a

Others

SS/SH

7

48

65

Paste

FA (100)

42.0

28 d

NaOH (10)

Na2SiO3

-

8

6

65

Paste

FA (100)

34.0

7d

NaOH (10)

Na2SiO3

1.50

Paste

FA (100)

19.7

28 d

NaOH (8)

Na2SiO3

-

9
a

Curing Condition

Sample
Type

No

Indoor/Ambient curing

M = Molarity, b FA class F = low calcium fly ash
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2.2.6 Properties and application of geopolymer cement
There is a huge amount of literatures on the properties and applications of geopolymer
cement, which comply with the standards of testing OPC. Geopolymer cement has been
previously proven to have good physical and chemical properties, although depending on
experimental conditions. The benefits from being a waste treatment process and a low
carbon-dioxide material are also highly concerned together with benefits in cost reduction.
Main properties of achieved geopolymer products with suitable manufacturing procedure
and heat curing can be summarised as follows.
2.2.6.1 Mechanical properties of geopolymers
Setting time and early strength development are important for any construction work with
time restriction such as road or runway repairing. OPC hardening is a chemical timely
process known as hydration reaction. It was revealed that less setting time of geopolymers
requires higher curing temperature at above room temperature as well as high
concentration of alkaline solution, which eventually accelerates the hardening and rate of
geopolymerization of geopolymer cement (Hardjito, et al., 2008; Rovnaník, 2010).
Compressive strength is widely used to assess property of geopolymers, due to its
representative, simplicity and low cost of testing (Komnitsas & Zaharaki, 2007). The
compressive strength of fly ash based-geopolymer cement could achieve up to 95 MPa at
the age of 28 days (Fernández-Jiménez, et al., 2007), which is equivalent to ultra-high
strength concrete (MacGregor, 1997). In addition, other measurements on strength were
also tested and proved to be equal to or even better than those of OPC e.g. flexural strength
(Fernández-Jiménez & Palomo, 2005), split tensile strength (Sofi, et al., 2007) and bond
strength (Hu, et al., 2008). It can be drawn that the improvement in strength clearly refers
to more completion of chemical dissolution and geopolymerization.
Drying shrinkage is the decrease in volume of cement or concrete with time and is
independent of the external actions, which leads to cracking or dropping in load-carrying
capacity because of a loss in volume. Alternatively, expansion can cause cracks in concrete
structure when its parts fail to withstand the force or the repeated cycles of expansion.
Previous research studies have indicated that geopolymers had superior shrinkage and
expansion resistance (Fernández-Jiménez, et al., 2007; Wallah, 2009), including thermal
properties when exposed at elevated temperature (800 to 1,000°C), than those of normal
OPC (Gilbert, 2002; Zuhua, et al., 2009).
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Geopolymers has low water absorption due to its dense structure (Davidovits, 2002). Pores
in structure partially depended on water content and also affect the porosity of
geopolymers. It was also found that overheating leads to an increase of early strength with
large pores while lower temperature leads to a decrease of early strength with smaller
pores. By this, it means that the size of pores is directly related to aging, amount of water
used and curing regimes in the processing, which dominate the final density of that
geopolymers (Lizcano, et al., 2012).
2.2.6.2 Durability of geopolymers
Concrete or cement can be deteriorated by freeze-thaw actions when its pores are filled
with water and become freezing. Low-calcium ferronickel slags geopolymers was tested on
freeze-thaw resistance by using cycles of -15°C and +60°C for over a period of 4 months.
It was found that the geopolymers was almost unaffected but indicated by slight decrease
in compressive strength (Komnitsas, et al., 2004).
There are many testing standards and regulations to assess the behavior of geopolymers in
heating and firing. The geopolymers was found to achieve better fire resistance
performance than OPC when the temperature is rapidly changed from 200 to 1,000°C due
to the less amount of portlandite (Ca(OH)2) in its structure which led to high thermal-shock
resistance (Rashad & Zeedan, 2011).
Corrosion is a destructive of attack by chemical or electrochemical reaction with its
environment. Chemical attack with physical deterioration would be called corrosionerosion or corrosive wear (Winston, 2008). The corrosive environment of cement or
concrete is commonly found in marine environment and some acidic events. Whilst an
abrasion occurs due to rubbing, scraping, skidding or sliding of objects on the surfaces.
The experiments have revealed that the properties of geopolymers were better than that of
typical OPC due to more homogeneous and well-bonded structure (Reddy, et al., 2012;
Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2007). Ettringite in OPC structure may perform expansive behavior
and hence its microstructure was damaged by acid (Khater, 2012; Palomo, et al., 1999).
Therefore, less deterioration of geopolymers was also observed in acid solution than OPC
when measured with percentage of total loss in weight (Fernández-Jiménez, et al., 2007).
2.2.6.3 Applications of geopolymer cement
Portland cement and concrete have been used for construction for a long time. At the
present day, their applications include buildings, infrastructures, dams, bridges and so on.
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That is why concrete is used more than any other man-made materials on the earth.
Geopolymers is a type of cementitious material which can be used as construction material
like OPC. Although geopolymers’ characters and behaviours are under studying and
understanding, its property has been proved to be similar to or even better than OPC.
Some of applications can be summarised as follows:
Precast components: Precast or prefabricated component is one of the applications, which
was firstly developed as commercial products (Davidovits, 2014). The production control
in plant, such as preparation processes or curing in electrical oven, allows precastgeopolymer cement reach the standard requirements for construction. The heat-cured lowcalcium fly ash-based geopolymer concrete was also tested with excellent potential for
applications in the precast industry. It performance is also well in agreement with the value
calculated using the design provisions according to the Australian Standard AS 3600:2009
and American Concrete Institute Building Code ACI 318-11:2011 (Sumajouw, et al.,
2007).
Geopolymer blocks & bricks: Blocks and bricks are the common construction materials,
which were widely studied by using geopolymer cement. The study on bricks made from
waste tailing-based geopolymers with Cement Kiln Dust (CKD) showed the improvement
in mechanical properties and the durability, when appropriate concentration of alkaline
activators were used (Ahmari & Zhang, 2013). Ahmari and Zhang (2012) reported that
conventional production of bricks required high energy in burning and released large
amount of greenhouse gas. The production of geopolymer bricks with by-product could be
considered as an alternative but reduce the energy consumption. Lightweight block from
fly ash-based geopolymers was also studied to be efficiently manufactured at 25°C, but a
number of factors need to be monitored closely for commercial production (Andini, et al.,
2008).
Reinforced geopolymer concretes (RGC): The application of reinforced-geopolymer
concrete was studied along with Portland concrete standard, although the heat curing of the
geopolymers was still required. Sujatha, et al. (2012) studied the fly ash-based geopolymer
reinforcement concrete (slender circular columns of 100 mm dia. and 1800 mm in length
with 2.16 percent reinforcement) manufactured with sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate
as activators, and cured at 70°C for 24 hours. It was found that the reinforced geopolymer
concrete columns had less deformation than controlled OPC concrete for the same
percentage of steel. In term of ultimate loads, RGC performed better than both OPC and
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calculated value. It is apparent that RGC could be well-produced as reinforced concrete
due to its strong and cohesive bonding.
Composite Materials: Geopolymer composites have been developed in many research
fields. Construction material is one among those, for example, fiber-reinforced geopolymer
cement, geopolymer composite panel and tube. Silica-based geopolymers were also used to
produce silica-based geopolymer-carbon reinforced composite to improve the flexibility.
The excellent properties such as lightweight, high strength and fire resistance also permit
to the development of new composite materials. However, geopolymer composite in
construction field is yet to excel especially when the sustainability and environmental
aspects are concerned (Tran, et al., 2009).
Geopolymer cement powder: Cement powder is a choice for mixing concrete by just
adding aggregates and water. Some researchers studied on the production of geopolymer
powder by crushing pieces of completed-formation geopolymers into powder. The
geopolymer powder was then added with water and heated in oven at suitable temperature
before testing its strength, which sometime called “just adding water geopolymer” (Duxson
& Provis, 2008; Feng, et al., 2012; Liew, et al., 2012). In addition, the development of
geopolymers with pre-dry mixing process was also studied by Suwan and Fan (2014), and
was found that more convenient in practical use can be apparently achieved. Nevertheless,
the new route of development in applications has now widely opened, even though the
strength was still not able to reach that level of typical geopolymer cement.
Immobilization of hazardous substances: Immobilization of heavy metal pollution causes
risks to ecological systems and human health. Industrials waste containing heavy metals
such as Pb, Cu, Cr and Ni could contaminate soils or water resources when they went to a
landfill. It was reported that heavy metals appear to be immobilized efficiently into the
amorphous alumina-silicate matrix (Hu, et al., 2008), tested by leaching tests using the
toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) with transmission electron microscopy using the Magic Angle Spinning (MAS)
technique (Van Jaarsveld & Van Deventer, 1999). This may be because (1) metal ions are
taken into the geopolymers network; (2) metal ions are bound into the structure for charge
balancing roles; and (3) metals ions are partially physically encapsulated and partially
chemically bonded in the three-dimensional matrices (Guo & Shi, 2012; Zheng, et al.,
2010).
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2.2.6.4 Summary of properties and application of geopolymer cement
The properties of geopolymers strongly depend on its major factors, which may include
initial raw materials, alkaline activators, curing regimes and others. It is clearly seen that
the specific conditions of each synthesis may result in unique characteristics of
geopolymers (Khale & Chaudhary, 2007). However, the properties of geopolymers, which
were mostly indicated with compressive strength, perform similarly or even better than
OPC under the OPC-based standard (Aleem & Arumairaj, 2012; Sofi, et al., 2007).
Although geopolymers can be used as OPC in almost all applications, the handling
sensitive materials and curing regimes are still being the limitations. Therefore, the nearterm applications of geopolymers are precast components, bricks or even composite
materials, which are compact enough to place in the curing chamber (Komnitsas &
Zaharaki, 2007). Nevertheless, it is believed that not too far from now the potential large
scale applications will be established to beneficially obtain a sustainable approach as well
as expanded to an on-site operation (Duxson, et al., 2007a).

2.3 Factors Influencing Geopolymer Properties at Ambient Temperature
Recent research studies have revealed that heat curing is required to accelerate and
improve the strength development in both early and later stages of fly ash-based
geopolymers (Bakharev, 2006; Khater, 2012). The applications applied to geopolymers
production nowadays are such as precast concrete members, small-components or bricks
due to the limitation of heat curing units (e.g. oven) and heat treatment technology. To
widen its applications and being more convenient in practical works with reasonable
strength, numerous researchers have attempted to develop fly ash-based geopolymers
which suitable for curing at ambient temperature without external sources of heating
(Nazari, 2013; Phoo-ngernkham, et al., 2013). In this issue, some studies on significant
factors and conditions of geopolymers, which achieve reasonable strength at ambient
curing temperature, are contributed as theoretical framework (Figure 2.11) and listed in the
following.
2.3.1 High humidity curing
Khale and Chaudhary (2007) have reported the review of geopolymer concrete by
investigating the curing process with and without relative humidity control. Even though
the curing temperature seems to be more dominant than relative humidity, curing samples
in high humidity (in sealed bags) has very small difference in strength compared to those
cured without bags. However, the strength of low calcium fly ash geopolymers with OPC
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inclusion (10 to 15 percent) tended to be improved when cured with high humidity
(vapour-proof membrane: to prevent moisture loss), as well as cured by immerged in water
(23°C) (Pangdaeng, et al., 2014).
2.3.2 Concentration of alkaline activators
As aforementioned, the increase in specific concentration of the alkaline activators could
possibly produce geopolymers which can achieve reasonable strength at ambient
temperature and also give rise in compressive strength (Guo, et al., 2010; Somna, et al.,
2011). Higher concentration increases stronger ion-pair formation than the lower one,
providing more complete and quicker poly-condensation of particle interfaces (Raijiwala &
Patil, 2010; Xu & Van Deventer, 2000). The enchantment in dissolution rate of the
alumina-silicate materials could be observed in the rising up of reaction degree, indicating
more beneficial for the geopolymerization (Mishra, et al., 2008; Wang, et al., 2005). The
optimum concentration may vary due to many factors, e.g. prime material composition or
curing environment. Nevertheless, too low concentration could lead to inert binding
activity (Nath, et al., 2014), while too high concentration could lead to the forming
coagulated structure and hinder the poly-condensation (Alonso & Palomo, 2001; Phoongernkham & Sinsiri, 2011).
2.3.3 Fineness and shape of particles
The particle shape and size (fineness) directly affect mechanical properties of geopolymers
after activation. Smaller particles with higher surface area increase the level of both
physical and chemical reactions of geopolymerization, such as dissolution rate, ions
transportation, forming alumina-silicate species, etc., which thereby control the initial
setting time and geopolymeric gel phase (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010; Petermann, et al.,
2010). The compressive strength was also higher due to the change in morphology,
allowing more dissolution rate of fly ash particles in the alkaline environment (Kumar &
Kumar, 2011; Somna, et al., 2011). Chindaprasirt, et al. (2010) studied the effect of
fineness of calcium fly ash-based geopolymer mortar on setting time and strength
development by using three different finenesses, namely coarse original fly ash (CFA),
medium-fineness fly ash (MFA) and fine fly ash (FFA), the highest strength was achieved
for FFA geopolymers, followed by MFA and CFA. The similar results were found in the
ground fine fly ash or milled fly ash geopolymers for which the higher compressive
strength was obtained by milled-fly ash (6.8 µm) compared to raw-fly ash (14.4 µm),
including an ability to be cured at ambient temperature or even at the low temperature (20
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to 30°C) (Temuujin, et al., 2009a). In addition, the use of nano-particles (SiO2 and Al2O3)
of approximately 1 to 2% in high calcium fly ash geopolymers was also resulted in shorter
setting and hardening process due to the formation of additional C-S-H or (C,N)-A-S-H
gels, providing ability to achieve strength at room temperature (Phoo-ngernkham, et al.,
2014).
2.3.4 Mixing procedures
In general, alumina-silicate prime materials and the combined alkaline solutions (e.g.
NaOH and Na2SiO3) are incorporated and mixed together to form geopolymer cement
(Chatveera & Makul, 2012). It is, however, reported that other sequences of adopting
alkaline solution (i.e. NaOH solution is firstly mixed with prime materials, and
subsequently Na2SiO3 solution is added in) could give shorter setting behaviour and higher
strength than typical (general) mixing process due to initial high leaching of Si and Al
from hydroxide soluble, followed by more binding activity from later added silicate
soluble (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007). Other examples of just adding with water were also
studied to simplify working on-site or to achieve some curing criteria at ambient
temperature e.g. crushing fully-activated final product into powder (Duxson & Provis,
2008; Feng, et al., 2012; Yang, et al., 2008) or using of pre-dry mixing process (working
with solid activators instead of alkaline solutions) (Suwan & Fan, 2014).
2.3.5 Alternative heat curing sources
As high curing temperature is able to improve mechanical strength of geopolymer cement,
many studies have attempted to gain benefit from this advantage. Previous studies have
revealed that the strength improvement could be obtained by an extra heat curing from
both external and internal heat sources. For the examples of external sources, Nuruddin,, et
al. (2011b) revealed the results of the study on curing at ambient condition (in the shade
outside the laboratory) and external exposure condition (covered by a transparent plastic
sheet and exposed to direct sunlight) that the strength of exposure condition was definitely
better than in shading due to an intensive heat from the sun. The similar results were also
obtained from placing geopolymer cement to direct sunlight and covered with water-proof
sheets or hot gunnies (Nuruddin, et al., 2011a). In hot surrounding environment (with the
maximum temperature of 48°C and the average around 36 to 42°C), the alternative heat
could advocate more degree of geopolymerization to the geopolymers. Apart from those
sources of surrounding heat, internal heat generation was also investigated by casting
geopolymer cement in a cubic yard mould (91cm x 91cm x 91cm) to observe its self40

internal heat from mass pouring (massive volume). The maximum internal temperature
was around 42°C in first day and reduced slowly to 35°C in next 10 days (Vaidya, et al.,
2011). By this, both external and internal heat could be the possible alternative heat
sources for the self-heating geopolymers under ambient curing conditions to achieve a
target compressive strength (Nuruddin, et al., 2011b).
2.3.6 Calcium content in mixtures
Theoretically, any alkaline and alkaline earth cation can be used as alkaline element in
reaction, however, Sodium (Na+) and Potassium (K+) ions were majority of focusing.
Although using Calcium (Ca2+) has not been proven to produce similar result as Na+ and
K+ some researchers reported the resultant of calcium content usage in the same way.
Somehow, the early strength development and setting time of geopolymers were improved
with some added calcium mineral to the binder (Buchwald, et al., 2005). The main reason
leading to a good early strength is due to a rapid reaction between calcium mineral and
alkaline solutions in the system, enhancing the strength development under ambient curing
conditions. Calcium mineral could lead to the formation of C-S-H gel or (C,N)-A-S-H
within a geopolymeric binder and improve the overall properties significantly (Xu & Van
Deventer, 2002). The ability to achieve reasonable strength at ambient temperature has
been reported by the synthesis with e.g. high calcium fly ash (Temuujin, et al., 2009b),
bottom ash (Topçu, et al., 2014) or GBFS (Nath & Sarker, 2014) as prime materials, or
even the additional amount of CaO/Ca(OH)2 (Yip, et al., 2005; Yu, et al., 1999), cement
kiln dust (Ahmari & Zhang, 2013), volcanic ash containing calcium (Tchakoute, et al.,
2013) and OPC (Khater, 2011). In contrast, the use of OPC as a calcium source in
geopolymers is obviously widespread due to its uniformity complied with any standard and
its global availability as a commercial construction material. This hybrid cementitious
system is generally classified as an alkali-activated Portland blended cements or alkaliactivated Portland fly ash cement (Shi, et al., 2011) or, sometimes, called GeopolymerPortland cementitious (GeoPC) system (Suwan & Fan, 2014). Incorporating Portland
cement to the system leads to significant effects on the setting behaviour and early strength
development (Palomo, et al., 2007). The extra heat liberated by an exothermic reaction of
OPC-hydration could also provide a positive effect enhancing its mechanical properties
and microstructures (Pangdaeng, et al., 2014).
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Figure 2.11 Theoretical framework of geopolymers cured at ambient temperature

2.4 Remark
This chapter, the literature review, summarised the research findings related to i)
conventional OPC and the use of fly ash in OPC, ii) fundamentals of geopolymer cement
and iii) factors influencing geopolymer properties at ambient curing temperature.
Portland cement is the most widely used construction material for many decades due to its
terrific performance and global availability. However, OPC production is known as a large
greenhouse gas contributor as well as energy-intensive manufacturer. Although an effort to
reduce OPC consumption has been spent with replacement of any of pozzolanic materials
(e.g. fly ash, furnace slag), only 10 to 40 percent of replacement was practically applied.
The alternative low-carbon cementitious binders have been, therefore, extensively studied
to reduce OPC production, and one among those alternative binders is “Geopolymer
cement”. OPC is also considered as sources of calcium mineral (CaO) and high potential
energy compounds (e.g. C3S, C2S, C3A) and hence used as a catalyst constituent of the
GeoPC to be developed in this study.
The fundamentals of geopolymers and geopolymerization have been compiled together
with most important factors affecting properties and characteristics of geopolymers, i.e.
main binder constituents, alkaline activators and binder concentration, and the curing
procedures. Any alumina-silicate material could be used to produce geopolymers. Three
main categories of prime materials, Industrial Waste (IW), General Waste (GW) and
Natural Mineral (NM), have been classified. The particle size and shape, chemical
composition and amount of Silica (Si) and Alumina (Al) contents are the keys of achieving
mechanical strength of geopolymers. Coal-fired fly ash seems to be the most studied raw
material for the alkaline activated cement due to its physical characteristics (small and
spherical shape), chemical characteristics (rich in Si and Al) and eco-friendly origin (byproduct). There are a varieties of alkalines used in geopolymer synthesis, but in this study,
the sodium hydroxide solution and sodium silicate solution seem to perform the most
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appropriate material for geopolymerization. The concentration of silicate soluble (in
molarity and percentage), ratio of sodium silicate solution to sodium hydroxide solution by
weight (SS/SH ratio), and alkaline solution to fly ash by weight (A/FA) are also the
important factors which need to be concerned. Curing regimes, temperature and duration,
stimulating the formation of geopolymeric gel, should be optimised. Too high and too long
curing lead to rapid loss of moisture content, which has an adverse effect on its mechanical
properties. Whereas too low temperature or too short curing period obstructed the
geopolymeric formation.
Most of geopolymer properties normally were comparable with OPC standard, even
though its formation is totally different. Although the geopolymers has some limitations
such as costly alkaline solution, risk associated with the high alkalinity of the activating
solution or practical difficulties in curing process, it is still a new choice of construction
material for the future with many advantages. Geopolymer cement has been previously
proven to have good physical and chemical properties. The benefits from being a waste
treatment process and a low carbon-dioxide material are also highly concerned together
with benefits in cost reduction. Main properties of the achieved geopolymer products with
suitable manufacturing procedure and heat curing are also summarised in this chapter. To
widen its applications and make it more convenient in practical work with reasonable
strength, the attempt to develop fly ash-based geopolymers which is suitable for curing at
ambient temperature without any external heating source should therefore be proposed
with the factors influencing its properties under ambient conditions (in Section 2.3) as a
Self-cured geopolymers in this study. From the aforementioned reviews, the conceptual
frame work of the PhD studies had been deduced with the theoretical structure of the
compiled literature reviews (Figure 2.12).
Overall, the future trend of geopolymers research shall focus on the understanding of
polymerization mechanisms and this will standardise geopolymers for the commercial
production. This might include the route of geopolymer synthesis with designable strength
and properties, for example, the material with suitable activators and curing conditions, etc.
Long-term assessment in both contamination and durability also need to be investigated
before it becomes a new choice of innovative materials. Eventually, ease of use with userfriendly of geopolymer materials like being done with OPC should be further studied.
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Figure 2.12 Conceptual framework of the research
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CHAPTER 3 MATERIALS AND TESTING METHODS
3.1 Experimental Programme and Work Packages
The details of experimental programme are presented and explained in this chapter along
with work packages as follows:
Work Package 1 (Chapter 3):
Examine the physical characteristics and chemical compositions of all prime materials i.e.
OPC, fly ash, sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate by using SEM, EDXA and particle
size distribution analysis techniques.
Work Package 2 (Chapter 2):
Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of OPC and typical geopolymer
pastes under literature reviewing and then:
a) Determine the mechanical properties through setting time test, compression test
and internal heat measurement at room curing temperature.
b) Determine the mechanisms using SEM, EDXA, FTIR and XRD at room curing
temperature.
Work Package 3 (Chapter 4):
Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of geopolymer pastes in different
manufacturing procedures at room curing temperature as follows:
a) Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of geopolymer paste
manufactured in separate mixing process (A).
b) Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of geopolymer paste
manufactured in general mixing process (B) or the typical geopolymer paste.
c) Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of geopolymer paste
manufactured in pre-dry mixing process (C).
Work Package 4 (Chapter 5):
Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of Geopolymer-Portland
cementitious (GeoPC) system at room curing temperature as follows:
a) OPC (100% OPC)
b) GeoPC90 (90% OPC : 10% GP by mass)
c) GeoPC80 (80% OPC : 20% GP by mass)
d) GeoPC70 (70% OPC : 30% GP by mass)
e) GeoPC50 (50% OPC : 50% GP by mass)
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f) GeoPC30 (30% OPC : 70% GP by mass)
g) GeoPC20 (20% OPC : 80% GP by mass)
h) GeoPC10 (10% OPC : 90% GP by mass)
i) GeoPC5 (5% OPC : 95% GP by mass)
j) GP (100% Geopolymers)
Work Package 5 (Chapter 6):
Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of OPC, typical geopolymers and
Geopolymer-Portland cementitious (GeoPC) systems at various curing temperatures for 24
hours as follows:
a) Fridge at 10°C
b) Ambient temperature (Temperature controlled chamber) 20°C
c) Electrical oven at 30°C
d) Electrical oven at 40°C
e) Electrical oven at 50°C
f) Electrical oven at 60°C
g) Electrical oven at 70°C
Work Package 6 (Chapter 7):
Determine the mechanical properties and mechanisms of the combined techniques of
GeoPC system and pre-dry mixing process (C), which is called “Self-cured geopolymer
cement” at room curing temperature as follows:
a) Examine the optimum proportion of GeoPC to be manufactured in pre-dry mixing
process.
b) Determine the mechanical properties under setting time test, compression test and
internal heat measurement at room curing temperature.
c) Determine the mechanisms using SEM, EDXA, FTIR and XRD at room curing
temperature.
Work Package 7 (Chapter 8):
Determine the compressive strength in different specimen sizes of Self-cured geopolymer
cement at room curing temperature as follows:
a) Determine the compressive strength of Self-cured geopolymer paste manufactured
in prismatic shape of 40mm x 40mm x 160mm.
b) Determine the compressive strength of Self-cured geopolymer paste manufactured
in cubic shape of 100mm x 100mm x 100mm.
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3.2 Materials and Equipment
3.2.1 Ordinary Portland cement (OPC)
Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) used in this study was a general purpose cement Cemex
CEM II/A-L type, which complies with the BS EN 197-1:2011. The particle size
distribution (by a particle size distribution analyser) of OPC powder is given in Figure 3.1.
The average particle size was 20.26 µm, while the mode was 18.66 µm. 80 percent of OPC
powder sizes, in this test, were smaller than 34.25 µm with the specific surface area of
8512 cm2/cm3.

Figure 3.1 Particle size distribution of OPC powder

3.2.2 Coal-fired fly ash
Fly ash (FA) was supplied from the Drax Power Station, North Yorkshire, UK under
Cemex brand. Its properties comply with BS EN 450-1:2012 (fineness category S and loss
on ignition category B) or equivalent to low calcium class F in ASTM standard C618. The
sum of SiO2+Al2O3+FeO is greater than 70 percent of total composition. It is noted that
there were two batches of fly ash which were obtained in June 2013 (batch I) and July
2014 (batch II) respectively. As the characteristic of both batches were almost the same,
only property of fly ash batch I is presented in this study. The average particle size is 6.72
µm, while the mode was 8.19 µm (Figure 3.2). 80% of fly ash particles were smaller than
8.82 µm with the specific surface area of 11148 cm2/cm3. In addition, microstructure
images by SEM and chemical compositions by EDXA of both OPC and fly ash are
presented in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1 respectively.
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Figure 3.2 Particle size distribution of fly ash particles (batch I)

Figure 3.3 SEM images of OPC (left) and fly ash (right)

Table 3.1 Chemical compositions of fly ash and commercial OPC
Materials

SiO2

Al2O3

FeO

CaO

Na2O

TiO2

MgO

K2O

SO3

Fly ash (I)*

50.97

27.83

9.21

2.62

1.13

1.15

1.43

3.73

1.93

Fly ash (II)*

45.71

29.40

9.17

1.59

0.90

1.14

0.97

3.16

0.74

OPC

12.22

3.85

2.85

73.82

-

-

0.78

1.17

5.30

*Batch of fly ash

3.2.3 Alkaline solutions
A combination of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solutions was used as alkaline
activators regarding the previous research literatures. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, SH) was
a general purpose grade in pearl form (2 to 3 mm) with 98% purity, and purchased from
the Fisher Scientific, UK. It was prepared as a solution by dissolving the pearl in purified
water. The concentration of NaOH solution, in term of molar (M), was 15. For calculation,
there was 15 x 40 = 600 grams of NaOH solid in 1000 cm3 of purified water, where 15 and
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40 are molar and molecular weight of NaOH respectively. Sodium silicate (Na2SiO3, SS)
was a general purpose grade in powder form, and also purchased from the Fisher
Scientific, UK with a SiO2 to Na2O ratio (Ms, Modulus) of approximately 2.0. It was
prepared as a sodium silicate solution with a chemical composition of 48.20% sodium
silicate solid and 51.80% purified water by mass (SiO2 = 32.10%, Na2O = 16.10% and
water = 51.80%). All alkaline solutions were prepared and left overnight to ensure fully
dissolved before using in experimental works (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 Sodium hydroxide (left) and sodium silicate (right) in containers

3.2.4 Experimental equipment
It is noted that all of testing procedures and equipment used were verified under safety
control, as well as laboratory and workshop areas. Some of main equipment and tools used
in the study are listed as follows (Figure 3.5):
a) Mortar mixer (ELE international, 5 litre nominal capacity, EN 196-1:2016)
b) Steel 100mmx100mmx100mm cubic mould (ELE international, EN 123901:2012)
c) Steel 40mmx40mmx160mm prismatic mould (ELE international, EN 1961:2016)
d) Plastic 100mm dia. x 200mm cylindrical mould (EN 12390-1:2012)
e) Temperature-controlled curing chamber (Weiss Voetsch C-340, at 20°C)
f) Electrical convection oven (ELE, temperature range 20 to 70°C)
g) Vibration table
h) Fridge (temperature range 10 ± 2°C)
i) Digital scales (max. 600 g. and max. 12 kg.)
j) PPE, Thermometer, containers, spatulas, releasing oil, plastic sheets, etc.
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(a) Mortar mixer

(b) Cubic mould

(c) Prismatic mould

(d) Cylindrical mould

(e) Temperature-controlled unit

(f) Electrical oven

Figure 3.5 Some of main experimental equipment used in laboratory

3.3 Sample Preparation
A standard mortar mixer with a speed of 140 ± 5 rpm was used to synthesize each mixture
at room temperature of 20 ± 2°C. All mixed pastes were casted in the 40mm x 40mm x
160mm or 100mm x 100mm x 100mm oiled-moulds. The moulds were half-filled and then
compacted on vibration table for 30 seconds. The paste was filled up to the full level of the
mould and vibrated for another 30 seconds. It is noted that as the high workability-pastes
were prepared, the fully-compaction was therefore achieved easily. The mixing procedures
of OPC, GP and GeoPC are described as follows.
3.3.1 Portland cement paste
Portland cement paste (OPC) was made of cement powder and the purified water with the
water-to-solid (w/s) ratio at its standard consistency of 0.253. OPC was mixed with water
for 90 seconds. The mixer was stopped for 30 seconds to remove all the paste adhered to
the wall and the bottom to the middle part of the bowl, and was then restarted again for
another 90 seconds. After well-mixing, the homogenous paste was used for further testing.
The mixture description is shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 Mixture descriptions
Mixture

Fly ash (g)

OPC (g)

Na2SiO3
Solution (g)

NaOH
Solution (g)

Purified
water (g)

w/sb ratio

GP

500.0

-

120.0

80.0

-

0.191

GeoPC5

467.6

27.5

112.2

74.8

7.0

0.194

GeoPC10

443.0

55.0

106.3

70.9

13.9

0.197

GeoPC20

393.8

110.0

94.5

63.0

27.8

0.203

GeoPC30

a

338.3

162.0

81.2

54.1

69.2

0.259

GeoPC50

a

236.3

264.0

56.7

37.8

94.4

0.272

GeoPC70

a

138.9

362.0

33.3

22.2

118.6

0.285

GeoPC80

a

91.5

409.0

22.0

14.6

130.2

0.292

GeoPC90

a

45.2

455.0

10.9

7.2

141.5

0.298

-

500.0

-

-

126.5

0.253

OPC
a

b

4% added water, Water-to-solid ratio

3.3.2 Geopolymer cement paste
General fly ash-based geopolymer paste (GP) was composed of fly ash, sodium hydroxide
and sodium silicate solutions. The sodium silicate solution to sodium hydroxide solution
(SS/SH) ratio by mass was 1.50 and the constant alkaline liquid to fly ash (A/FA) ratio by
mass was 0.40. Water-to-solid ratio of GP was 0.191 and calculated by the total mass of
water in the mixture (= the mass of water for sodium silicate solution + sodium hydroxide
solution) to the total mass of solid in the mixture (= the mass of fly ash + sodium
hydroxide solid and sodium silicate solid; mass of Na2O and SiO2 in sodium silicate
solution). The sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solutions were prepared and left
overnight before uses to ensure a thorough solution achieved. Both of them were mixed
together until becoming homogenous. The combined solution was mixed with fly ash for
90 seconds. The mixer was then stopped for 30 seconds to allow removing all the paste
adhered to the wall and the bottom and bringing it to the middle part of the bowl. Next, the
mixer was restarted again and run for further 90 seconds. After well-mixing, the
homogenous paste was ready for further testing. The mixture description is shown in Table
3.2.
3.3.3 GeoPC pastes
A series of Geopolymer-Portland cement paste (GeoPC) was made from the designation
mass of GP and OPC paste from GeoPC5 to GeoPC90 (e.g. GeoPC30 is composed of 30%
OPC paste and 70% GP paste). The mass of each material used, including alkaline solution
and water, was calculated individually from the designed GP and OPC pastes. Water-tosolids ratio of GeoPC pastes was computed by the total mass of water in the mixture (= the
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mass of water in the sodium silicate solution + sodium hydroxide solution + OPC paste +
added water, if needed) to the total mass of solid in mixture (= the mass of OPC powder +
fly ash + sodium hydroxide solid + sodium silicate solid). To mix GeoPC, the designated
amounts of OPC powder and fly ash were initially dry-mixed together for 90 seconds in
the mixer. A combination of NaOH solution, Na2SiO3 solutions and OPC-water was added
to into the mixer which was run for 90 seconds. The mixer was then stopped for 30
seconds to allow removing all the paste adhered to the wall and the bottom and bringing it
to the middle part of the bowl. Then, the mixer was restarted again and run for further 90
seconds. After well-mixing, the homogenous paste was ready for further testing. It is noted
that 4% added-water is applied to some GeoPC mixtures in order to obtain the workability
in practical work as shown in Table 3.2 (Calculation details: See Appendix B, Table B.1).
In general testing programme, after casting, the moulds were topped with cover glass and
wrapped with plastic sheet to prevent moisture loss and stored at room temperature until
the next day for demoulding. After demoulding, the samples were kept in plastic bags and
cured in the temperature-controlled chamber at 20 ± 2°C until reaching the testing age
(Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Samples wrapping after casting (Left) and placing in
plastic bags before curing (Right)

3.4 Testing of Physical and Mechanical Properties
3.4.1 Particle size distribution analysis
Particle size distribution analysis and specific surface area measurement of OPC powder
and fly ash were tested on HORIBA Laser scattering particle size distribution analyzer LA920 (Figure 3.7), which is able to work with particle sizes from 0.02 to 2000 µm. The
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samples of OPC and fly ash were taken from laboratory in dry form and tested in closedarea at room temperature. Ultrasound was used for a period of 60 seconds to maintain
sufficient dispersion during analysis.
3.4.2 Setting time
To determine the setting time, a Vicat apparatus was used in accordance with BS EN 1963:2005+A1:2008 to determine the relation between the distance and time of needle
penetrated in the soft cement samples. In general, the quick setting directly relates to early
strength development and load bearing capability of the cement paste (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.7 Particle size distribution analyzer

Figure 3.8 Vicat apparatus

3.4.3 Compressive strength test
Compressive strength of prismatic sample (40mm x 40mm x 160mm) was determined by
using the Instron universal testing machine (UTM) in accordance with BS EN 196-1:2016
(Figure 3.9, Left). The samples were placed on the compressive test rig with a loading rate
of 144 kN/minute. Fragmented pieces were kept for mechanism test of FTIR, XRD and
SEM analysis afterwards. The testing values were automatically recorded and saved by
Instron software.

Figure 3.9 Compressive strength test of prism (Left) and cube (Right)
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Cubic samples were carried out for compression test with VJ Tech compression machines,
EN Automatic Concrete Machine (3000 kN), with BS EN 12390-3:2009. The specimens
were placed between platens before loading with a constant rate of 360 kN/minute (Figure
3.9, Right).
3.4.4 Hydration (internal temperature) test
Measurement of internal heat accumulated inside the samples was carried out by recording
temperature using thermocouples embedded in three different positions in specimens. Type
K thermocouples were placed inside the cylindrical samples (100 mm dia. x 200 mm
height) along with the centre of its vertical axis. The probes were aligned vertically with 5
cm spacing from base plate to the top.

(a) Thermocouple set-up diagram

(b) Insulator and container

(c) Connection module

(d) Labview Signal Express

(e) Embedded in sample

(f) Type K thermocouples

Figure 3.10 Set-up of the curing measurement in insulated container

The heat liberation at the position of bottom (ai0), middle (ai1) and top (ai2) were
recorded, together with the temperature inside (ai3) and outside (ai4) the insulated
container. An average temperature for ai0, ai1 and ai2 was used to represent the heat
liberated from each specimen. The thermocouples were connected to a National Instrument
16-Channel thermocouple input module (NI 9213), which was run concurrently with
Labview Signal Express programme. A high performance insulator, 10 mm aerogel, was
attached to the bottom, side and top cover of the container in order to prevent the heat loss
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during the hydration process (experiment). The physical properties of the aerogel are 0.15
g/cm3 of density, 0.014 W/mK of thermal conductivity and 1 kJ/kgK of specific heat
capacity. The designation of delay time (the period of time from the mixing to recording
the data) was 15 minutes to allow placing paste into the mould and setting up the
measurement equipment. The data was recorded every 60 seconds for a period of 24 hours
to observe the heat generated inside specimens (Figure 3.10 a-f). It is, however, noted that
the measurement is intended to report in degree Celsius (°C) rather than the rate of energy
evolution (J/g) because it can be practically compared with that of typical geopolymers
curing at the temperatures of 40 to 90°C in the oven.

3.5 Chemical Group and Microstructure Characterization
3.5.1 X-Ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
XRD was used to characterise phase compositions, including crystallinity, chemical
composition, basic crystal dimensions and stacking sequences. XRD patterns were
recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer fitted with a Lynxeye XE high-resolution
energy dispersive 1-D detector. Monochromatic CuK radiation (copper tube 40 kV/40 mA)
with 0.154 nm wavelength was irradiated to samples for analysis. The samples were
determined by using DIFFRAC.SUITE software. The scanning range between 5 and 100°
for 2 at 0.01° intervals with a measurement time of 0.2 second per 2θ intervals was
covered over a 35 minute period (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11 Sieved particles in XRD testing discs (Left) and XRD machine (Right)

3.5.2 Fourier transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis
Functional groups of materials can be characterised by using infrared spectroscopy.
Molecular vibrations, which correspond to the fundamental vibrations of the functional
groups, are probed by infrared absorption bands (Lecomte, et al., 2006; Yip & Van
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Deventer, 2003). In this study, the Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) was used with
Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) technique on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One-Fourier
transform infrared spectrometer. The spectrums were recorded after running 100 scans in
the wavenumber range of 650 to 4,000 cm-1. It is noted that, for both FTIR and XRD
analysis, the fragmented pieces of samples (from the previous compression test) were
initially dry-ground with mortar and pestle. The smaller particles were finely grounded
again before carrying out for sieving through sieve aperture of 250 µm (Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12 FTIR machine (Left) and sieve vibration machine (Right)

3.5.3 SEM and EDX analysis
The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), an ultra-high performance field emission
scanning electron microscope Zeiss Supra 35VP 20kV, was used to observe microstructure
of small-piece samples under x1,000 and x5,000 magnifications. An Energy Dispersive Xray Analysis (EDXA), which was equipped with SEM, was used to define the chemical
composition of the resulting products and reported in term of weight percentage of each
element and oxide compositions (Figure 3.13).

Figure 3.13 Samples on pins (Left), samples on SEM disc (Middle) and SEM machine (Right)
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3.6 Remark
The comprehensive experimental work of the Self-cured geopolymer cement have been
programmed and set up through each work package. The research methods included both
relevant standards and in-house designed methodologies for investigations from sampling,
fabrication, characterisation to mechanisms and performance in various circumstances.
Raw materials were characterised in both physical appearance (particle size analysis) and
chemical composition (EDXA). Mechanical properties of the resulted products were
investigated by the testing of setting time, compressive strength and internal heat
measurement while their mechanisms were examined by using XRD, FTIR and SEMEDXA. Specific experimental set-ups or procedures, which may be required in some work
packages, are additionally detailed in methodologies part of each chapter.
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PART 2
CURING MECHANISMS AND PROPERTIES OF
GEOPOLYMERS
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CHAPTER 4 EFFECT OF MANUFACTURING
PROCEDURES ON MECHANISMS AND PROPERTIES
OF FLY ASH-BASED GEOPOLYMERS
4.1 Introduction
Generally, the production of alumina-silicate based geopolymer cement uses alkaline
solutions, mixing with raw starting materials to form the geopolymer cement paste. Other
conditions and factors may be considered and set up from experimental designation e.g.
material constituents, alkaline activator’s concentration, curing regimes, etc. In fact, one of
latent factors influencing the properties of geopolymers, which acquires less attention, is a
mixing procedure. It is confirmed that the optimum/proper mixing order leads to better
results for any of alkaline-activated binders (Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2008b; Teixeira-Pinto,
2002).
For typical (general) mixing process, alkaline solutions (e.g. NaOH and Na2SiO3) are
firstly prepared and left overnight to ensure a complete dissolution. Prime materials and
those alkaline solutions are incorporated and mixed together at the same time (Ahmari &
Zhang, 2013; Nuruddin, et al., 2011b). Apart from that, a separate mixing is also studied.
Another sequence of adopting alkaline solution proposed by Chindaprasirt, et al. (2010) is
that hydroxide soluble (e.g. NaOH solution) is initially mixed with prime materials, and
subsequently with later added silicate soluble (e.g. Na2SiO3 solution). All constituents are
then well-mixed until the homogenous paste/slurry is achieved (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010;
Rattanasak & Chindaprasirt, 2009). Those two aforementioned procedures, general mixing
and separate mixing, provided a satisfactory result as fully dissolved alkaline activators
were used. In contrast, the separate mixing process was found to get slightly higher
strength than that of general mixing (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007). More details are
described and discussed onwards.
Nevertheless, to be more user-friendly like conventional OPC, the attempts to simplify
geopolymers mixing process, by crushing fully-activated final product into powder and
adding water to re-activate the reaction again as called “one-part geopolymers” or “just
adding water geopolymers”, were also studied (Duxson & Provis, 2008; Feng, et al., 2012).
This technique started from dry-mixing of prime materials (e.g. fly ash, albite and kaolin)
with alkaline materials (e.g. NaOH and KOH) and then thermally activated the mix at
around 550 to 1,000°C for a period of 1 to 4 hours for calcination purpose. Those calcined
materials are finally pulverized and then ready to be synthesized by just adding water to
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activate the cementitious formation. The compressive capability at 28-day age was
approximately 10 MPa for non-calcium content mixtures (fly ash-based) and up to 44 MPa
for the mixtures that contain calcium (albite or kaolin) (Koloušek, et al., 2007; Yang, et al.,
2008). Another example was also done by gridding pre-geopolymerized metakaolin-based
geopolymers into powder form, which can be synthesized by just adding water under
ambient conditions. Although, the compressive strength was not able to reach the same
level as typical geopolymers, but the new research direction has been widely opened (Shi,
et al., 2011). In addition, another alternative mixing method of Pre-dry mixing process
(working with solid activators instead of alkaline solutions) was also intensively studied in
this experiment by just adding with water to activate its reaction (Suwan & Fan, 2014).
The main aim of the testing programme in this chapter is to define the effect of
manufacturing procedures on mechanisms and mechanical properties of fly ash-based
geopolymers at ambient curing temperature, together with the development of the pre-dry
mixing process, which is considered as a new alternative method for geopolymer
production. The advantages of this approach would primarily focus on its ease of use (in
practical work), and then properties.

4.2 Materials and Testing Methods
4.2.1 Materials and designation of mixtures
Coal-fired fly ash used in this test was batch I. Its properties are as stated in Chapter 3. The
chemical compositions, examined by using the Energy dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDXA)
technique, are summarised in Table 4.1. Alkaline materials used in this study were 15
Molar sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and 48.20% w/w sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) solutions.
Table 4.1 Chemical compositions of fly ash
Chemical compounds

SiO2

Al2O3

FeO

CaO

Na2O

TiO2

MgO

K2O

SO3

Weight in %

50.97

27.83

9.21

2.62

1.13

1.15

1.43

3.73

1.93

Fly ash-based geopolymer paste was composed of fly ash, sodium hydroxide, sodium
silicate and purified water. The sodium silicate solution to sodium hydroxide solution
(SS/SH) ratio by mass was 1.50 and the constant alkaline liquid to solid (A/FA) ratio by
mass was 0.40 in all manufacturing processes. Water-to-solid (w/s) ratio was calculated by
the total mass of water in the mixture (= the mass of water for sodium silicate solution +
sodium hydroxide solution) to the total mass of solid (= the mass of fly ash + sodium
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hydroxide solid and sodium silicate solid; mass of Na2O and SiO2 in sodium silicate
solution) in the mixture. The details of mixtures are given in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Details of fly ash-based mixtures in different processes
Process

Fly ash
(g)

Na2SiO3
Solution
(g)

NaOH
Solution
(g)

Na2SiO3
Solid
(g)

NaOH
Solid
(g)

Purified
water
(g)

Overall
w/s ratio

A
B
C

500.0
500.0
500.0

120.0
120.0
-

80.0
80.0
-

57.8

30.0

112.2

0.191
0.191
0.191

4.2.2 Manufacturing procedures
Three different manufacturing procedures, i) Separate mixing, ii) General mixing and iii)
Pre-dry mixing, were proposed and named as process A, B and C respectively. A standard
mortar mixer with speed of 140 ± 5 rpm was used to synthesize each mixture at ambient
temperature, 20 ± 2°C.
4.2.2.1 Process A or Separate mixing: (Fly ash + NaOH solution, then Na2SiO3 solution)
The sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solutions were prepared and left overnight
before uses to ensure a thorough solution achieved. Fly ash was firstly mixed with sodium
hydroxide solution for 90 seconds. The mixer was then stopped for 30 seconds to allow
removing all the paste adhered to the wall and the bottom and bringing it to the middle part
of the bowl. During this period, sodium silicate solution was added into the mixer and
mixed together for another 90 seconds. After well-mixing, the homogenous slurry was
carried out for further testing.
4.2.2.2 Process B or General mixing: (Fly ash + NaOH and Na2SiO3 solutions)
The sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solutions were prepared and left overnight
before uses to ensure a thorough solution achieved. Both of them were initially mixed
together until becoming homogenous. This combined solution was then mixed with fly ash
for 90 seconds. The mixer was then stopped for 30 seconds to allow removing all the paste
adhered to the wall and the bottom and bringing it to the middle part of the bowl. Then, the
mixer was restarted again and run for further 90 seconds. After well-mixing, the
homogenous slurry was carried out for further testing.
4.2.2.3 Process C or Pre-dry mixing: (Fly ash + alkaline solids, then add with water)
Fly ash, sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solids were firstly dry-mixed together for
90 seconds in the mixer. The specific amount of water based on the same ratio of water-to61

solid as those used in the processes A and B was then added into the bowl, and mixed
together for 90 seconds. 30 seconds after the stopped time to remove all paste adhered to
the middle part of the bowl, the mixer was restarted again and run for further 90 seconds.
After well-mixing, the homogenous paste was carried out for further testing. Testing
scheme of all manufacturing procedures and testing diagram of pre-dry mixing process (C)
are given in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.
Process A

Process B

Process C

Fly ash (s) + NaOH (l)

Fly ash (s)

Fly ash (s) + NaOH (s)
+ Sodium silicate (s)

90 s

Sodium silicate (l)

90 s

Sodium silicate (l)
+ NaOH (l)

90 s

Cementitious paste

90 s / 90 s

Cementitious paste

Water (l)
90 s / 90 s

Cementitious paste

Note: s, solid state; l, liquid state

Figure 4.1 Testing diagram of different manufacturing processes (A, B and C)

Figure 4.2 Testing diagram of pre-dry mixing process (C)

4.3 Analytical Methods
To determine the setting time of each combination and manufacturing process, a Vicat
apparatus was used in accordance with BS EN 196-3:2005+A1:2008 to determine the
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relation between the distance and time of the needle penetrating in the soft cement
samples. Compressive strength of prismatic samples (40mm x 40mm x 160mm) of all
testing was determined by using the Instron universal testing machine (UTM) in
accordance with BS EN 196-1:2016. It is noted that the samples used in the compression
test of all manufacturing processes (A, B and C) were demoulded after three days as the
samples required more setting time at ambient temperature. After demoulding, all samples
were kept in plastic bags and cured in the temperature-controlled chamber at 20 ± 2 °C
until reaching the testing age. Measurement of internal heat accumulated inside the
samples was carried out by recording the temperature using thermocouples embedded in
the specimens. All cylindrical samples (100 mm dia. x 200 mm height) were stored in an
aerogel-insulated container during the measurement to prevent heat loss. Labview Signal
Express software 16-Channel thermocouple input module was used to control the
measurement. The data was recorded every 60 seconds for a period of 24 hours to observe
the heat generated inside the specimens.
The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrums were obtained by using Attenuated
Total Reflectance (ATR) technique on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One-Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer. The spectrums were recorded after running 100 scans in the
wavenumber range of 650 to 4,000 cm-1. The X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer fitted with a Lynxeye XE high-resolution
energy dispersive 1-D detector. The samples were determined by using DIFFRAC.SUITE
software. The scanning range between 5 and 100° for 2was covered in a 35-minute
period. Scanning Electron microscope (SEM) was used to observe the microstructures, and
the Energy dispersive X-ray Analysis (SEM-EDXA) technique was used to identify the
chemical compositions of the resulted products.

4.4 Results and Discussion
Three different manufacturing processes have been uniquely investigated: Process A was
focused on the adding sequence of alkaline activators, while the process B was on the
process of raw material with the combined-alkaline soluble. In general, the manufacturing
processes A and B are widely used to prepare geopolymers due to the simple use of
dissolved alkaline solutions, in which alkaline materials have already disassociated into ion
forms. However, both A and B processes require additional heat resources for the curing
purpose to achieve higher strength. For a new route of geopolymer synthesis proposed in
this chapter, the pre-dry mixing method (Process C) simply pre-mixes all solid materials in
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dry, and then the full amount of the required water is added to that dry mix. Process C was
designed in order to take advantage of potential energy released from the dissolution of
both NaOH and Na2SiO3, which could serve as an extra heat for curing purposes. In
contrast, process C conducted at ambient temperature without any external heat supply can
form its structure under internal heat liberation itself, which could accelerate more
geopolymeric gel formation in the matrices. To investigate the effect of those all
manufacturing processes, setting time, mechanical strength and internal heat accumulated
inside the samples were examined together with their mechanisms.
4.4.1 Setting time
It was found that setting time of all manufacturing processes were not able to be measured
in the first 24 hours. However, the process C clearly liberated much more heat and
solidified faster than the processes A and B. After one hour of mixing, the Vicat needle
was dropped to the paste observing the hardening process. It appeared that the plungedneedle illustrates the wet, viscous and adhesive characteristics of process A and B, while
the needle-hole is left on the stiff paste of process C (Figure 4.3). It is noted that process A
and B had very similar drying characteristic as alkaline solutions were used in their
synthesis. However, it can be clearly seen that high heat generated in process C resulted in
an increase of the cementitious reaction which may lead to the fast loss of moisture and
fast solidification.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3 Drying behavior after 1 hour of mixing processes (a) A, (b) B and (c) C

4.4.2 Compressive strength
All of geopolymer pastes could not set in the first 3 days, therefore, the first compression
test was carried out at 7 days age, followed by 14 and 28 day ages. It has been reported that
the different manufacturing procedures or mixing orders of geopolymer paste are able to
produce different mechanical properties due to the unique characteristic and sequence of
expedient formation (Kobera, et al., 2011; Pacheco-Torgal, et al., 2008). The structural
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formation of geopolymer paste was very slow under the ambient curing conditions,
therefore, a prolonged period of time was required for the paste solidification (over 3 to 5
days). In this case, uncompleted reaction of geopolymeric gelation can also be observed as
it could affect the strength of the geopolymer paste in both early and later ages.
Process A resulted in the highest mechanical strength due to the initial mixing with NaOH
solution, which led to the higher rate of leaching of silica, alumina and other ions from
prime materials. Whist more binding activities from later added silicate solution was also
obtained and enhanced the degree of geopolymerization (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007).
Process B is a widely used method in geopolymer synthesis. The pre-combined alkaline
solution used in process B provided a better uniformity, but the structural formation
appeared to be inert and led to slightly lower strength than that of process A (PachecoTorgal, et al., 2008; Rattanasak & Chindaprasirt, 2009). Although, the amount of each
single raw material or alkaline solutions are easy to be controlled, too many handling steps
are required and take more time to proceed (Hardjito, et al., 2008; Yip, et al., 2005).
Process C solidified much more intensively than those occurred in the process A or B by a
strong hydration among prime material, alkaline solids and water in the system. Without
moisture loss protection, the heat generated from process C can lead to a rapid loss of
moisture on the surface of samples. Micro-cavities, which were left in the structure, could
give an adverse effect in mechanical strength. Although the obtained heat provided good
curing conditions as similar as happened in mild-to-medium temperature curing (Škvára, et
al., 2006; Yip, et al., 2008), incomplete dissolution could lead to a low reaction rate. The
compressive strength of process C was, thus, lower than that of process A and B (Figure
4.4).

Figure 4.4 Compressive strength of geopolymers in different processes
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It should be noted that extra water in the system might be required in order to sufficiently
activate all solid materials, therefore, an increase of water-to-solid (w/s) ratio need to be
considered as one of the factors affecting its strength. In contrast, it can be drawn that the
process C could achieve the quickest setting characters with intensive heat liberation, while
the processes A and B took longer time to set. Process A gained the highest compressive
strength followed by process B and C respectively in all testing ages (Chindaprasirt, et al.,
2010; Sukmak, et al., 2013) (More details: See Appendix A, Table A.2).
4.4.3 Measurement of internal heat accumulated inside the samples
The heat liberation of alkaline activators, sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate, during
aqueous alkaline preparation (of 500 g. solution) was previously measured in order to
evaluate its effect in the pre-dry mixing process (C). It can be seen that the temperature
abruptly increased after adding water to alkaline solids and then steadily decreased to room
temperature in approximately 4 hours. NaOH (15M) released the maximum heat of 93°C,
followed by NaOH (10M) and sodium silicate at the maxima of 85°C and 46°C
respectively. It is apparent that the sodium hydroxide (NaOH) dissolution produced more
intensive heat than that of sodium silicate and, in addition, a higher concentration of NaOH
generated higher temperature (Figure 4.5). The reason is that the chemical species of
alkaline materials were brought to a lower energy state when dissolved with water (H2O) to
be Na+ and OH- for sodium hydroxide and 2Na2+ + SiO2((OH)2)2- for sodium silicate
(Sottisoplia & Asavapisit, 2005).

Figure 4.5 Heat evolution of alkaline soluble preparation
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As seen in Figure 4.6, the measurement of internal heat accumulated inside the samples
were examined as the rise of temperature of geopolymer mixtures with three different
processes A, B and C. The average measurement of internal heat accumulated inside the
samples from three embedded thermocouples of each process was recorded for a period of
24 hours. It should be noted that the temperature measured from those thermocouples were
slightly different: the top position (ai2) had the highest temperature followed by the middle
(ai1) and the bottom (ai0) position, e.g. a set of ai2=30.2°C, ai1=29.8°C and ai0=29.5°C.
The reason is that the nature of heat moves upward, resulting in higher temperature in
upper section of specimens than that in the lower section. The room temperature (RT)
recorded during the test was also maintained in temperature range of 18 to 22 °C.

Figure 4.6 Average heat evolution of geopolymers during a 24-hour period

It is apparent that the processes A and B release very limited heat above room temperature
at the peaks of approximately 28°C and 27°C in the first 20 minutes of mixing. After that,
the temperature reduced steadily to room temperature at 21°C and 19°C within the 24
hours. On the other hand, the process C had much higher temperature than those for A and
B after mixing with water. The highest temperature reached around 54°C in the first 20
minutes and maintained above 40°C for over 8 hours. Then, it cooled down slowly to
around 24°C at the 24th hour.
The limited heat liberation in the processes A and B was generated by the chemical
reactions among various alkaline ions and fly ash inside the paste (i.e. hydration and
geopolymerization). The dissolution of fly ash, in initial stage, underwent a slight
exothermic reaction which led to less heat emitted. On the contrary, the heat liberation
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from the process C was almost two times higher than those from the processes A and B.
This means that the pre-dry mixing method (process C) could be able to produce an
intensive heat during the hydration of alkaline solid, which could realise the development
of a heat based self-cured geopolymer cement.
For general case, the temperature could be kept inside the mixture for longer than 8 hours,
if mortar (paste and sand) or concrete (paste, sand and gravels) is manufactured by this
process (C), regarding to the extra heat accumulated by those aggregates. It is worth to
note that possible alumina-silicate reactivity (ASR) may occur with the added aggregates
because some of the selected aggregates, e.g. opaline, cryptocrystalline silica, chalcedony
and microcrystalline quartz, could be dissolved in alkaline activating solution (Petermann,
et al., 2010). As far as geopolymers are produced in huge volume (massive amount)
together with good heat and moisture loss protection, the internal heat could be extendedly
maintained and provide positive curing conditions to those geopolymers.
4.4.4 Analysis on microstructures and elemental composition
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Energy dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDXA) were
used to observe the microstructures and elemental compositions of all manufacturing
processes (Figure 4.7). Micrographs of the 28-day age geopolymer samples produced with
processes A and B show very similar appearances of porous structure. Some of unreacted
fly ash particles are scattered in geopolymeric gel, while and micro-cracks were also
observed (Figures 4.7(a) and (b)). The SEM images clearly show that process A achieves
the most compact structure, followed by B and C due to an advantage in additional
dissolution rate and binding activity from separate mixing of alkaline activators
(Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010). Abundant spherical fly ash particles with loose structure are
obviously seen in process C images as a dry-mixing requires more water to dissolve all
solid materials as well as compensate the moisture loss during its exothermic reaction
(Figure 4.7(c)). However, as process C was mixed in a dry-condition, more water (higher
w/s ratio) may be required to achieve a better dissolution. Moreover, as process C seemed
to be very hot when hydrated, this advantage could also be an alternative self-heating
source for curing purpose of the geopolymers enhancing its mechanical properties. More
details of w/s ratio in pre-dry mixing process (C) are given in the next sub-section 4.4.7
onwards. As far as appeared in the comparable SEM images, it could noticeably confirm
that the microstructures and mechanisms of low calcium fly ash-based geopolymers cured
at ambient temperature are obviously influenced by the manufacturing processes.
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With the EDXA technique, more emphasis on elemental ratios has been pointed out,
especially for Si/Al and Ca/Si ratios, to explain the relationship between those ratios and
engineering properties. Although higher compressive strength was obtained by process A
and B than process C, there was no significant difference in the elemental compositions as
their main minerals (Si, Al, Ca) were very similar to each other.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7 SEM images and EDX spectrum of geopolymers at the 28-day age

The Si/Al and Ca/Si ratios for all manufacturing procedures are in the ranges of 2.64 to
3.10 and 0.14 to 0.23 respectively (Table 4.3). The chemical ratios of silica, alumina and
calcium in geopolymer were apparently corresponded to related studies, including the
formation of geopolymeric gel (C,N-A-S-H, quartz and mullite) (Ahmari, et al., 2012;
Nath & Sarker, 2014). With less amount of calcium content, the main geopolymeric gel
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was therefore an interfered of (Na)-poly(sialate-disiloxo) or Nan-(-Si-O-Al-O-Si-O-Si-O-)n(Guo, et al., 2010).
Table 4.3 Elemental compositions and ratios in the mixtures at 28-day age
GP Process A

w/sa
0.191

Si
45.84

Al
14.78

Ca
6.53

Na
3.18

K
11.73

Fe
16.03

Si/Al
3.10

Ca/Si
0.14

Si/Na
14.42

Na/Al
0.22

GP Process B

0.191

42.90

15.11

7.75

4.08

9.78

18.08

2.84

0.18

10.52

0.27

GP Process C

0.191

35.98

13.65

8.22

2.51

9.78

25.61

2.64

0.23

14.34

0.18

Mixtures

a

Water-to-solid ratio

4.4.5 Functional group analysis
The functional groups of geopolymers manufactured in different processes (A, B and C)
are presented in Figure 4.8. As the main compositions of fly ash were silica (Si), alumina
(Al) and oxygen (O), the skeleton of geopolymeric formation was hence observed as Si-OAl groups. Additional sodium (Na) was generally found by the usage of alkaline solutions
(NaOH and Na2SiO3).

Figure 4.8 FTIR spectrum of geopolymers at the 28-day age

Geopolymer pastes synthesized with alkaline solutions (processes A and B) exhibit a peak
at 1,645 cm-1, which corresponded to O-H stretching and O-H bending (H2O or water).
Those small peaks found in both spectrums indicate some water was left in the mixtures
(Liew, et al., 2012; Yip, et al., 2008). The bondings of Si-O and Al-O asymmetric
stretching, which are parts of geopolymeric structure, also formed at band 1,400 cm-1
(Ahmari, et al., 2012; Škvára, et al., 2006). The main bonding was exhibited at the band
966 cm-1, indicating the Si-O stretching vibration of SiO4 and also AlO4 of geopolymeric
and N-A-S-H gel (Puertas & Torres-Carrasco, 2014).
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For geopolymer paste synthesized with alkaline solids (process C), a strong wide band
centred around 3,272 cm-1 and a peak at 1,645 cm-1 are also attributed to O-H bonding of
water. By this, it can be noticeably seen that much more water, than those in processes A
and B, was left in the system. Although, process C obtained intensive heat liberation which
is able to accelerate evaporation rate of existing water, an incomplete reaction (confirmed
by SEM images) of dry-mixing process led to scattered water kept in the matrices until its
later age. This occurrence therefore evidently causes lower strength and loose structure in
pre-dry mixing process (C). However, the main change in the IR spectrum of process C
became more enlarged and intensive, relating to Si-O and Al-O bonding (1,400 and 966
cm-1) of geopolymerization reaction. This transition was previously observed in
geopolymer binders cured at high temperature, indicating that higher degree of
polymerisation was established (Lecomte, et al., 2006; Nath, et al., 2014).
Beyond the typical production of geopolymer cement with alkaline solutions, the major
findings from the functional group analysis can be drawn, i) pre-dry mixing process (C)
could gain higher degree of geopolymerization by its internal self-heating and ii) the
mechanical properties of this dry-mixing method may be additionally improved by
increasing the degree of reaction, together with the reduction of moisture left in the
structure. Those enhancements could also be achieved by any other approaches e.g.
optimizing water content, improving of mixing procedures, using high fineness materials
and maintaining its internal self-heating (Suwan, et al., 2016).
4.4.6 Morphology and crystallinity analysis
The crystallinity of Mullite, Quartz, Nepheline and (C,N)-A-S-H are similarly found in Xray diffractograms of all manufacturing processes (Figure 4.9). From the qualitative XRD,
it is difficult to identify the amount of reaction products or to clearly define the effect of
manufacturing processes. However, it was observed that the crystallinity phases of
geopolymers manufactured with both alkaline solutions (processes A and B) and alkaline
solids (process C) resulted in almost the same patterns. The formation of amorphous
structures, which was indicated by broad humps, is slightly different in each process. XRD
patterns of processes A and B show broad humps in 10 to 15° and 20 to 35° for 2θ, while
only a range of 20 to 35° for 2θ is found in process C.
It can be explained that higher curing temperature (i.e. in process C) is able to achieve
additional crystalline phases, indicating in less hump (less amorphousness = more
crystallinity) (Suwan & Fan, 2014). Pre-dry mixing process (C) seemed to exhibit superior
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characteristics above A and B processes in term of atomic-structure (XRD) but, the
weakness in functional groups inter-crosslink (FTIR) could raise adverse effects to the final
properties for process C. Therefore, the effects of manufacturing processes may be more
visible from the results of the mechanical strength and micro-structural formation as
mentioned in SEM-EDXA.

Figure 4.9 X-ray diffraction patterns of geopolymers processes A (a), B (b) and C (c)
at the age of 28 days

4.4.7 Effect of water-to-solid ratio on pre-dry mixing process (C)
As pre-dry mixing process seems to provide good conditions for self-curing approach e.g.
high heat liberation or even less preparation processes, the further study on its w/s ratio is
therefore considered for practical handling. Pre-dry mixing process (C) requires extra
water not only for dissolution purpose but also for compensating quick-evaporated water
from its self-generated heat. As the typical w/s ratio of geopolymers in this study was
0.191 (A/FA=0.40), the comparable designation of various w/s ratios were, thus,
established viz. 0.170 (A/FA=0.35), 0.211 (A/FA=0.45) and 0.230 (A/FA=0.50) as shown
in Table 4.4. However, it is noted that process C with w/s ratio of 0.170 (A/FA=0.35), was
unable to be carried out for testing because the cement was too dry and stiff.
Table 4.4 Mixtures and compressive strengths of GP process C for various w/s ratios
Mixture

w/s

A/FA

Fly ash
(g)

Na2SiO3
Solid (g)

NaOH
Solid (g)

Purified
Water (g)

Comp. 28d
(MPa)

GP Process C-0.35

0.170

0.35

500.0

50.61

26.25

98.14

-a

GP Process C-0.40

0.191

0.40

500.0

57.80

30.00

112.20

11.29

GP Process C-0.45

0.211

0.45

500.0

65.07

33.75

126.18

11.91

GP Process C-0.50

0.230

0.50

500.0

72.30

37.50

140.20

8.36

a

Too dry to carry out further testing / unable to be tested.
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The highest compressive strength was achieved by the mixtures with w/s ratio of 0.211,
followed by 0.191 (typical mix) and 0.230 respectively (Table 4.4). No significant
differences among those w/s ratios were observed by FTIR, XRD and EDXA. However, it
can be obviously explained from SEM micrographs in Figure 4.10(a) that unreacted fly ash
particles are scattered in the loose matrix of insufficient water content mixture. More
compact and firm geopolymeric matrix is clearly found in Figure 4.10(b) of GP Process C0.45; w/s = 0.211 with an appropriate amount of water in the mixture. Loose structure with
abundant of voids appeared in GP Process C-0.50 (w/s = 0.230) as excess water was left in
the system (Figure 4.10(c)).

(a) GP Process C-0.40
(w/s = 0.191)

(b) GP Process C-0.45
(w/s = 0.211)

(c) GP Process C-0.50
(w/s = 0.230)

Figure 4.10 SEM images of geopolymers in pre-dry mixing process (C) for various w/s
ratios at the 28-day age

It can be summarised that pre-dry mixing process (C) is a potential method to produce
Self-cured geopolymer cement at ambient temperature. The amount of water content
directly affects the properties and mechanisms of that geopolymers as less water (w/s =
0.170 and 0.191) leads to less dissolution of fly ash, while too much water leads to a weak
structure (w/s = 0.230). The optimum w/s ratio of the pre-dry mixing process (C) is
therefore slightly higher than that of typical geopolymer mixture of around 0.211 or 0.45
for A/FA ratio.

4.5 Remark
Many previous studies confirmed that the strength of geopolymers can be improved at high
curing temperature. At ambient temperature, the degree of geopolymerization underwent a
very slow rate and the setting time cannot be measured within the first 3 days. The
compressive strength of all pastes at 28-day age was quite low, however, processes A and
B led to higher strength than that of dry-mixed process (C) due to the fact that the fully
dissolved alkaline activators were used in the synthesis. Nevertheless, process C obviously
provided efficient heat liberation during its mixing process which caused more rapid paste
setting and offered more beneficial heat curing condition. XRD analysis shows very
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similar results in crystallinity and amorphous phases of those three different processes.
While the SEM micrographs and FTIR spectrums revealed less compact structure and
more moisture left in the process C respectively. In addition, the challenges of
manufacturing with process C may be the development as a cement powder to be
potentially used on the sites. Over all, the summary of the study, in different manufacturing
processes, can be drawn as follows:
1) The widely used manufacturing processes of geopolymer cement, A and B, provided
higher strength than that of proposed dry-mixing process (C) due to the fact that the fully
dissolved alkaline activators were used.
2) Pre-dry mixing process (C) provided high potential heat liberation which would be
beneficial for curing purpose together with an increase in both commercial scale and
economical saving of geopolymer production.
3) As pre-dry mixing process requires more water than that of typical process, slightly
higher water-to-solid (w/s) ratio was therefore used. The optimum w/s ratio of process C
(0.211) could be beneficial for not only its mechanical performances but also its
workability.
4) With more practicability in field application, by just adding water, this pre-dry mixing
process (C) could be developed and applied to work at ambient curing temperature. Other
factors, e.g. fineness of fly ash and alkaline solid, inclusion of calcium source and heat loss
protection, could also enhance the properties of this process as Self-cured geopolymer
cement.
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CHAPTER 5 SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATIONS
OF GEOPOLYMER-PORTLAND CEMENT
5.1 Introduction
Fly ash, a by-product from coal-fired power station, is widely used as a prime material
producing fly ash-based geopolymer cement (GP). It receives much more attention as an
alternative binder due to its high percentage of alumina-silica compositions and its
abundant un-utilised amount worldwide (Nath & Sarker, 2015). At ambient temperature
(20 ± 2°C), fly ash-based GP gained some strength at very slow rate. High temperature
curing around 40 to 90°C is, therefore, required to accelerate and improve its strength
development in both early and later stages (Nath, et al., 2014). To achieve reasonable
strength at ambient temperature, a number of researchers have attempted to develop fly
ash-based geopolymers without external source of heat curing for being more convenient
in practical works and in field applications (Nazari, 2013; Phoo-ngernkham, et al., 2013).
Many efforts were spent to investigate significant factors and conditions for geopolymers
cured at ambient temperature as stated earlier in Chapter 2 such as fineness, alkaline
concentration and alternative heat sources. However, one of those challenges to develop
ambient temperature cured geopolymers is the addition of calcium content. It is agreed by
many researchers that the early strength development and setting time of GP were
improved with some added calcium mineral to the binder due to an extra precipitation of
calcium in alkaline presence (Buchwald, et al., 2005). The ability to cure geopolymers at
ambient temperature has also been reported by the synthesis with high calcium fly ash
(Rattanasak, et al., 2011), bottom ash (Topçu, et al., 2014) or GBFS (Yip, et al., 2008) as
prime materials, or even the additional amount of CaO/Ca(OH)2 (Yip, et al., 2005), cement
kiln dust (Ahmari & Zhang, 2013) or Portland cement to the geopolymer mixtures (Suwan
& Fan, 2014). In fact, the use of OPC as an additive in geopolymeric binder is evidently
widespread due to its uniformity complied with any standard as well as its global
availability.
In this chapter, OPC was used as a calcium source in geopolymers (Geopolymer-Portland
cement, GeoPC) to investigate the curing process of geopolymers at ambient temperature
through the analysis of mechanical properties, microstructures, reactions of calcium
mineral and alkaline activators, and alternative extra internal heat liberation during OPC
hydration in the mixture. Functionality of geopolymer constituents and GeoPC mixtures
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were also comparatively studied together with the elemental composition and ratio
analysis.

5.2 Materials
Coal-fired fly ash (FA) used in the test was batch I. Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) was a
general purpose cement Cemex CEM II/A-L type. The properties of the fly ash and OPC
are as stated in Chapter 3. The chemical compositions are given in Table 5.1. Alkaline
solutions used were 15 molar (M) sodium hydroxide (NaOH, SH) and 48.20% w/w sodium
silicate (Na2SiO3, SS). It is noted that the typical geopolymers synthesized in this study has
sodium silicate solution to sodium hydroxide solution (SS/SH) ratio by mass of 1.50 and
the alkaline solution to fly ash (A/FA) ratio of 0.40.
Table 5.1 Chemical compositions of fly ash and commercial OPC
Materials

SiO2

Al2O3

FeO

CaO

Na2O

TiO2

MgO

K2O

SO3

Fly ash

50.97

27.83

9.21

2.62

1.13

1.15

1.43

3.73

1.93

OPC

12.22

3.85

2.85

73.82

-

-

0.78

1.17

5.30

5.3 Experimental Procedures and Methodologies
5.3.1 Functionalities of geopolymer constituents
To investigate the role of each component, various combinations of geopolymer
constituents were designed. Experiments were divided into two groups: one for the
reactions between the geopolymer constituents (i.e. FA+SH, FA+SS, FA+SH+SS) and the
other for the behaviour of individual constituents during the hydration of OPC (i.e.
OPC+SH, OPC+SS, OPC+SH+SS). For all mixtures at ambient temperature (20 ± 2°C),
the alkaline solutions (constituents) were prepared and left over night to ensure fully
dissolution. The mixed alkaline solutions were then added into a mixing bowl containing
prime material and mixed together for 90 seconds at low speed of 140 ± 5 rpm. After 30
second pause to remove all the paste adhered on the equipment, the mixer was restarted
and run at low speed again for further 90 seconds. The homogeneous slurry was, then,
carried out for setting time measurement and also placed in the prepared mould. After demoulding, all samples were immediately wrapped with protective film before placing into
plastic bags to prevent moisture loss. All samples were then cured in the temperature
controlled chamber (20 ± 2°C) until reaching the testing age. Water-to-solids ratio (w/s) of
each paste was computed by the total mass of water to the total mass of solid in the mixture
at 0.250 as presented in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2 Detail of investigation on mixture combinations
Mixtures
Description of mixtures
Functionality of Geopolymer constituents
OPC
Portland cement and water

w/sb

OPC+FA

Portland cement (70%) and fly ash (30%) and water

0.250

OPC+SS

Portland cement and Sodium Silicate solution (SS)

0.250

OPC+SH

Portland cement and Sodium Hydroxide solution (SH)

0.250

OPC+SS+SH

Portland cement and Sodium Silicate (SS) and Sodium
Hydroxide (SH) solution

0.250

FA+SS

Fly ash and Sodium Silicate (SS) solution

0.250

FA+SH

Fly ash and Sodium Hydroxide (SH) solution

0.250

FA+SS+SH (GP)

Fly ash and Sodium Silicate (SS) and Sodium Hydroxide (SH)
solution (the typical Geopolymers)

0.191

0.253

Function of OPC in GeoPC systems
GeoPC90a

10% GP paste : 90% OPC paste

0.298

GeoPC80

a

20% GP paste : 80% OPC paste

0.292

GeoPC70

a

30% GP paste : 70% OPC paste

0.285

GeoPC50

a

50% GP paste : 50% OPC paste

0.272

GeoPC30

a

70% GP paste : 30% OPC paste

0.259

80% GP paste : 20% OPC paste

0.203

90% GP paste : 10% OPC paste

0.197

GeoPC20
GeoPC10
a

b

4% added water, Water-to-solid ratio.

5.3.2 Function of OPC in GeoPC system
A series of Geopolymer-Portland cement paste (GeoPC) was made from the designation
mass of GP and OPC paste. The mass of each material used, including alkaline solution
and water, was calculated individually from the designed GP and OPC pastes (e.g.
GeoPC30 is composed of 70% GP paste and 30% OPC paste). Portland cement paste
(OPC) was made of cement powder and the purified water with the w/s ratio at its standard
consistency of 0.253, while the geopolymer paste (GP) was made of fly ash and alkaline
activators with w/s ratio of 0.191. Water-to-solids ratio of GeoPC pastes was computed by
the total mass of water in the mixture (= the mass of water in the sodium silicate solution +
sodium hydroxide solution + OPC paste + added water, if needed) to the total mass of solid
in mixture (= the mass of OPC powder + fly ash + sodium hydroxide solid + sodium
silicate solid; mass of Na2O and SiO2 in sodium silicate solution). Mixing and curing
procedures were followed similarly to the previous sub-section, 5.3.1. It is noted that 4%
added-water is applied to some GeoPC mixtures in order to obtain the workability in
practical work (Table 5.2).
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5.3.3 Analytical methods
The physical appearances (formation characteristic) were observed along with setting time
(Vicat apparatus; BS EN 196-3:2005+A1:2008). The internal heat accumulated inside the
samples was recorded by using thermocouples embedded in three different positions viz.
top, middle, bottom of cylindrical shape samples (100 mm dia. x 200 mm height). Labview
Signal Express programme with National Instrument 16-Channel thermocouple input
module (NI 9213) was used to track temperature changes. The temperature, in degree
Celsius (°C), was recorded every 1 minute for 24 hours as it can be practically compared
with that of typical geopolymers curing at the temperatures of 40 to 90°C in the oven.
Compressive strength of prismatic sample (40mm x 40mm x 160mm) was determined by
using the Instron universal testing machine (UTM) in accordance with the British Standard
BS EN 196-1:2016. All samples used for compression tests were placed in plastic bags to
prevent moisture loss and then kept in a temperature-controlled chamber (20 ± 2C°) until
reaching the testing age of 28 days. The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrums
were obtained by using Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) technique on a Perkin Elmer
Spectrum One-Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The spectrums were recorded after
running 100 scans in the wavenumber range of 650 to 4,000 cm-1. The X-Ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer fitted with a
Lynxeye XE high-resolution energy dispersive 1-D detector. The samples were determined
by using DIFFRAC.SUITE software. The scanning range between 5 and 100° 2 was
covered over a 35-minute period. The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), an ultra-high
performance field emission scanning electron microscope Zeiss Supra 35VP, was used to
observe the microstructures, and the Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDXA) was used
to define the chemical composition of the resulting products. More details have been stated
in Chapter 3.

5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1 Functionality of alkaline activators
The strength of typical OPC is mainly obtained from calcium silicate hydrated gel (C-S-H)
when the cement reacted with water. Heat is also regenerated by hydration reaction of high
potential energy compounds in the OPC (C3A and C3S), together with an alkaline presence
of Ca(OH)2 (Deevasan & Ranganath, 2010). As Ca(OH)2 in Portland cement has an
adverse effect on chemical durability to acidic solutions, pozzolanic material (fly ash) is
therefore added into the binder to form alternative C-S-H gel in Portland cement, called
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pozzolanic reaction (Demie, et al., 2011). The test results of OPC and OPC+FA show that
the additional fly ash is able to lengthen the setting time of OPC paste (Figure 5.1) and also
reduce the accumulated heat inside the cement (Figure 5.2), which could cause a thermal
stress. However, the pozzolanic C-S-H leaves a lot of pores in the matrix and normally
forms in latter period, leading to lower strength than that of OPC C-S-H (Figure 5.3). The
major phase of OPC and OPC+FA was C-S-H while portlandite (Ca(OH)2), calcite
(CaCO3) and ettringite also appeared in those hydrated cements confirmed by FTIR and
XRD analysis in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. In addition, less portlandite was detected
in OPC+FA mixture from 3 to 28 day age, indicating the formation of additional
pozzolanic C-S-H in later stage (Bye, 1983).
Nevertheless, the mechanism of geopolymers is totally different from OPC hydration and
obviously influenced by alkaline activators (NaOH and Na2SiO3) and composition of
prime materials (OPC and FA) (Davidovits, 2011; Glukhovsky, 1967). To understand the
role and functionality of alkaline activators, the resulted reactions between the geopolymer
constituents (FA+SH, FA+SS, FA+SH+SS) and individual constituents of OPC (OPC+SH,
OPC+SS, OPC+SH+SS) are presented as follows.
5.4.1.1 Role of NaOH played in geopolymerization of fly ash and OPC
NaOH solution is normally used to produce geopolymer cement due to its wide availability
and less cost than other alkaline activators (Hardjito, et al., 2008). In the test, two
hydroxide mixtures, FA+SH and OPC+SH, were prepared to study the roles in the
geopolymer constituents system. The physical appearances (Table 5.3) and setting time
measurement of FA+SH mixture showed very viscous and slow rate of reaction (Figure
5.1). No significant change was observed in the internal heat measurement (Figure 5.2) as
the temperature was almost the same as room temperature (20 ± 2°C). Although many
studies reported that NaOH solution alone can be used for geopolymer production (e.g. fly
ash-based, metakaolin-based or GBFS-based geopolymers), all of those researches were
cured at high temperature (40 to 85°C) to achieve the proper strength (Bakharev, 2005a;
Panagiotopoulou, et al., 2007). At ambient curing temperature, FA+SH mixture therefore
gained quite low strength of 11.29 MPa at the 28-day age (Figure 5.3). FTIR absorption
band in the ranges of 3,000-3,600 cm-1 and 1,645 cm-1 related to O-H vibration of water
(H2O) remaining in the samples. Large FTIR spectrum bands at 1,400-1,418 cm-1 and
1,114 cm-1 corresponded to Si-O and Al-O vibration while the band in a range of 8001,200 cm-1 was assigned as Si-O-T (T=Si or Al) symmetric stretching of SiO4 tetrahedral
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in geopolymeric gel (Figure 5.4). An XRD diffractogram shows an apparent of quartz,
mullite, nepheline and (C,N)-A-S-H as main products. Portlandite and thermonatrite were
additionally formed as a direct result of NaOH activation. Broad hump between 15 and 35°
2θ indicates the high percentage of amorphous to semi-crystalline phase of the mixture
(Figure 5.5). Noticeably, SEM image shows that fly ash particles seem to be completely
dissolved when mixed with strong alkaline solution, NaOH. The micrograph also revealed
the formation of new loose structure with scattered cavities in the cement matrix (Table
5.4g).
On the contrary, a flash set was obtained in OPC+SH mixture with approximately 10
minutes of setting time (Figure 5.1). Rapid reaction can be endorsed by accumulated
internal heat measurement at the maximum temperature of 38°C in the first 2 hours (Figure
5.2). The 28-day strength of 11.47 MPa could probably be ignored as too fast setting might
cause incomplete bonding, leading to a weak matrix (Figure 5.3). FTIR spectrum of
portlandite (Ca(OH)2) can be found in OPC+SH (from OH- in sodium hydroxide presence)
at the IR band of 3,640 cm-1. H2O was also observed in the mixture with the appearance of
CO3 species at the peak 1,487 cm-1 due to the atmospheric reaction. Si-O and Al-O
vibrations were defined at the band around 1,418 cm-1 and 1,114 cm-1. The peak at around
948 cm-1 was assigned as Si-O-T (T=Si or Al) symmetric stretching while the peak around
871 cm-1 was attributed to C-S-H formation in the mixture (Figure 5.4). An XRD pattern of
OPC+SH is explicitly different from that of FA+SH as the major resulted products were CS-H and portlandite. The appearance of nepheline, pirssonite, calcite and gismondine can
also be found in the system after the 28-day age from participation of Ca and Na (Figure
5.5). SEM micrographs reveal firm and compact structures of OPC+SH mixture in both 3
and 28 day age. The surfaces seemed to be finer than those of normal hydrated OPC and
FA+SH (Table 5.4d).
It may be summarised that NaOH solution provides a strong alkalinity to the mixtures. The
chemical species of that NaOH solution, Na+ and OH-, maintained expedient dissolution of
prime materials in the mixtures (Sottisoplia & Asavapisit, 2005). In the FA+SH mixture,
Silica and Alumina in fly ash were obviously dissolved and reformed to the new main
resulted products of mullite (Si-O-Al) and quartz (Si-O). The excess Na+ and OH- species
could alternatively form nepheline (Na-K-Ca-Al-Si), N-A-S-H and portlandite as
additional products. In the OPC+SH mixture, the rapid reaction was obtained by an extra
precipitation of calcium in OPC with Na+ and OH-, forming C,N-A-S-H gel and Ca(OH)2
respectively.
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Table 5.3 Images of formation characteristic of individual combinations
a) After Mixing

b) After 30 mins.

c) After 1 hr.

d) After 24 hrs.

(A)
OPC+SS

(Aa)

(Ab)

(Ac)

(Ad)

(B)
OPC+SH

(Ba)

(Bb)

(Bc)

(Bd)

(C)
OPC+SS+SH

(Ca)

(Cb)

(Cc)

(Cd)

(D)
FA+SS

(Da)

(Db)

(Dc)

(Dd)

(E)
FA+SH

(Ea)

(Eb)

(Ec)

(Ed)

(F)
FA+SS+SH

(Fa)

(Fb)

(Fc)

(Fd)
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Table 5.4 SEM images of geopolymer constituents at the ages of 3 and 28 days
Mixture

3-day age

28-day age

(a) OPC
w/s = 0.250

(b) OPC+FA
w/s = 0.250

(c) OPC+SS
w/s = 0.250

(d) OPC+SH
w/s = 0.250

(e)
OPC+SS+SH
w/s = 0.250

(f) FA+SS
w/s = 0.250
“Cannot be tested
at 3-day age”
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Table 5.4 (Continued)
Mixture

3-day age

28-day age

(g) FA+SH
w/s = 0.250
“Cannot be tested
at 3-day age”

(h) FA+SS+SH
or GP
w/s = 0.191

“Cannot be tested
at 3-day age”

Figure 5.1 Setting time of geopolymer constituents

Figure 5.2 Heat evolution of geopolymer constituents during alkalinity over a 24-hour period
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Figure 5.3 Compressive strength of geopolymer constituents at the 28-day age
(a Too fast setting to handle in the mould)

Figure 5.4 FTIR spectrums of geopolymer constituents at the 28-day age
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Figure 5.5 X-ray diffraction patterns of geopolymer constituents at the 28-day age

5.4.1.2 Role of Na2SiO3 played in geopolymerization of fly ash and OPC
Na2SiO3 or water glass is also normally used in geopolymer synthesis as an alkaline
activator and another source of silica (Rashad & Zeedan, 2011). It is more economical than
potassium silicate solution (K2SiO3) when produced in large quantity (Dimas, et al., 2009).
In the test, two silicate mixtures, FA+SS and OPC+SS, were prepared to study the roles in
the geopolymer constituents system.
The physical appearance (Table 5.3), setting time and internal heat liberation (Figures 5.1
and 5.2) of FA+SS were not different from those of FA+SH mixture. The compressive
strength of FA+SS (10.36 MPa) was slightly lower than that of FA+SH (11.29 MPa),
which probably due to more dissolution rate achieved in FA+SH than FA+SS (Figure 5.3).
The molecular functional group of FA+SS showed very similar spectrums to FA+SH
(Figure 5.4). There are only quartz, mullite and N-A-S-H detected by XRD diffractograms
with the main formation of amorphous structure which was indicated by broad humps
(Figure 5.5). SEM micrograph of FA+SS shows a rough texture with some internal microcracks. The fly ash particles in the sample seem to be melted and strongly welded together,
while the spherical shape of that fly ash was still scattered visible (Table 5.4(f)).
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OPC+SS showed the shortest drying behaviour of less than 5 minutes in setting time
(Figure 5.1). With a very fast setting, its compression test and internal heat measurement
could not be carried out due to a failure to handle the paste to the mould. Its FTIR
spectrum showed Si-O and Al-O and Si-O-T (T=Si or Al) symmetric stretching of SiO4 at
the bands of 1,418 cm-1 and 948 cm-1 respectively. Whist the band at around 871 cm-1
corresponded to the mix gel of calcium silicate hydrated gel (C-S-H) or calcium aluminasilicate hydrated gel (C-A-S-H) or sodium alumina-silicate hydrated gel (N-A-S-H) (Figure
5.4). The crystalline of C-S-H and calcite were the main phases of OPC+SS reaction,
which provided a fast setting behaviour than those of normal hydrated OPC or OPC+FA
(Figure 5.5). In addition, an SEM micrograph of OPC+SS obviously exhibits a very fine
and smooth texture, but some of micro-cracks are found in the structure which was
probably due to a quick setting when OPC reacted with sodium silicate solution (Table
5.4(c)).
Overall, as 2Na2+ and SiO2((OH)2)2- species were found in sodium silicate solution
(Sottisoplia & Asavapisit, 2005), N-A-S-H gel could be formed with incorporation of Na+
ion, while SiO2((OH)2)2- offers more source of silica in the mixture. The alkaline
environment was also emerged, even less level than that of sodium hydroxide Na+ and OH. Noticeable characteristic as a binding accelerator was found in FA+SS via SEM image.
However, using only sodium silicate solution in geopolymer synthesis could not achieve
the same level of strength as NaOH because of less alkalinity and less dissolution of Si and
Al (Bakharev, 2005a; Rashad & Zeedan, 2011). Again, calcium mineral in OPC can
achieve a rapid reaction in alkaline environment, and the flash setting with scattered microcracks were therefore found.
5.4.1.3 Combined effects of NaOH and Na2SiO3 in geopolymerization on fly ash and OPC
The mix of sodium hydroxide and sodium silicate solution is one of the most widely used
alkaline activators for geopolymer production. From the previous testing, it is known that
soluble hydroxide obviously dissolves Si and Al from source of materials while soluble
silicate improves the poly-condensation of geopolymer cement and also controls the
amount of silicate in mixtures as a binder (Sukmak, et al., 2013).
FA+SH+SS (GP) or typical geopolymers was not able to solidify, even left at ambient
temperature for over 24 hours (Figure 5.1 and Table 5.3). However, it seemed to be more
viscous and cohesive than those of FA+SS and FA+SH. The combination of sodium
silicate and sodium hydroxide solutions with fly ash (GP) offers appropriate conditions for
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geopolymerization, leading to a larger increase of geopolymeric gel phase than that of fly
ash with either sodium silicate or sodium hydroxide alone. The higher reaction was also
shown by a suddenly rising up of internal heat at the maximum of 27°C after mixing above
room temperature (Figure 5.2). More dissolved Si and Al (from hydroxide solution)
together with additional Si and more condensing activity (from silicate solution) led to the
highest compressive strength of 13.24 MPa together with FA+SH (11.29 MPa) and FA+SS
(10.36 MPa) (Figure 5.3). The FTIR spectrum clearly depicts Si-O stretching vibration of
SiO4 and AlO4 of tetrahedral in geopolymeric gel at the band of 966 cm-1. An XRD pattern
of FA+SH+SS shows similar phases to FA+SS with main crystallinity of quartz and
mullite. Small amount of sodium calcium aluminium silicate hydrate (C,N-A-S-H) was
also traced in those two mixtures with the broad humps between 15 and 35° 2θ of
amorphous phases. The SEM images of all FA-based mixtures (Tables 5.4(f) to (h)) at the
28-day age are totally different to each other. The mixture of FA+SS+SH (Table 5.4(h))
provided more compact and firm matrix than those of FA+SS and FA+SH. The structure
was homogenous and less porous, although some unreacted fly ash particles were also
visible. By this, the geopolymers synthesized with FA+SS+SH is the most wildly used as it
provides better performances than that of only NaOH or Na2SiO3 alone.
OPC+SH+SS also performed a rapid set in approximately 5 to 10 minutes of setting time.
As SS and SH provided an appropriate condition to be reacted with CaO in OPC, the heat
of hydration therefore rose up to the peak of 50°C in the 2nd hour (Figure 5.2). With good
dissolution and additional source of Si, the (C,N)-A-S-H could be formed rapidly to
achieve higher strength of 27.40 MPa than those of OPC+SH (Figure 5.3). The main
functional group of C-S-H was found in the FTIR spectrum and XRD pattern, indicating
the mix gel of Na and Ca in the matrix (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). As expected, the
OPC+SS+SH micrograph seems to be a mix characteristic structure of OPC+SS and
OPC+SH. Small cracks were also discovered around its rough matrix as shown in Table
5.4(e).
The study on functionality of alkaline activators can be summarised as sodium hydroxide
solution (NaOH) played a very important role in dissolving prime materials and other
compounds in both OPC and FA. The soluble silicate (Na2SiO3), which is normally used as
another source of silica, improves the binding activity or geopolymerization of
geopolymers. Therefore, the resulted products of the mixture synthesis with NaOH and
Na2SiO3 obviously obtained better performances than those with NaOH or Na2SiO3 alone.
FA with either single-alkaline or combined of NaOH and Na2SiO3 solution exhibits Si-O
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and Al-O tetrahedron from geopolymerization. However, with lack of heat curing, the
mechanical properties of those FA-based geopolymers were very low. OPC with any
alkaline activators provide different reaction from normal hydrated OPC. It was indicated
by the appearance of C-A-S-H, N-A-S-H or mix gel rather than normal C-S-H in the
mixtures, leading to fast setting characteristic of the pastes. It can, however, be clearly seen
that OPC-based mixtures could obtain early strength from rapid reaction, indicated by
abruptly released of heat after synthesis. In contrast, more attention is focused on
FA+SH+SS as it is a typical GP synthesis. The study on a combination of
OPC+FA+SH+SS is presented in the next sub-section 5.4.2 which has been stated as
GeoPC mixtures.
5.4.2 Functionality of OPC in GeoPC system
The study of OPC+FA+SH+SS mixture was initially carried out with approximately 30%OPC paste and 70%-GP paste by mass (GeoPC30). Its properties and mechanisms showed
a combined characteristic of typical OPC and GP (except setting time). To extend the
understanding of functionality of OPC in GeoPC system, various dosages of OPC in
geopolymer system were intensively studied from 5%-additional OPC (GeoPC5) to 95%additional OPC (GeoPC95). The results from the individual geopolymer constituents
(5.4.1) were also used to explain the occurrences through the analysis of mechanical
properties, alternative extra internal heat liberation and micro-mechanisms during OPC
hydration in the mixture.
5.4.2.1 Effect of OPC dosage on the mechanical properties of GeoPC system
The results of setting time show that the initial and final setting times of OPC were 138
and 196 minutes respectively, while the controlled GP paste did not harden and could not
be measured with Vicat needle in the first 24 hours. Geopolymers with the replacement of
OPC paste from 10% (GeoPC10) to 80% (GeoPC80) resulted in the fast setting when
compared to OPC or GP, while the flash setting occurred with GeoPC30, 50 and 70. The
mixtures outside this range required much longer time, that is, the mixtures with OPC
replacement less than 10% (e.g. GeoPC5) and greater than 80% (e.g. GeoPC85) as shown
in Figure 5.6.
These occurrences could be described by the amount of OPC inclusion and dosage of
alkalinity in the system as happening in the individual combinations of OPC+SS or
OPC+SH. Rapid solidifying process was observed in all GeoPC pastes as the presence of
OPC reduces the setting time and also decreases the workability (Nath & Sarker, 2015;
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Phoo-ngernkham, et al., 2013). An increase in the rate of solidification may be influenced
by high alkalinity of GP-dominated mixtures (e.g. GeoPC5 to GeoPC30) which offered
more dissolved species of prime materials, while additional CaO contained in OPC
provided an extra precipitation of calcium compound (C-A-S-H) in the systems (Suwan &
Fan, 2014).

Figure 5.6 Setting time of OPC, geopolymers and GeoPC paste

A similar behaviour has also been reported in the mixtures containing calcium compound
such as GBFS, Ca(OH)2, CaO or high calcium fly ash (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010; Khater,
2011). Although, a flash setting was observed in the GeoPC30, GeoPC50 and GeoPC70,
the setting time was extended again through the GeoPC90 and GeoPC95. As high
proportion of OPC paste resulted in reasonable reduction of alkalinity (less proportion of
GP), the level of interaction with calcium mineral and other constituents was dropped
down. The setting time, thus, became longer together with slower hardening rate.
However, it can be seen that the OPC replacement ranging from 5% to 10%, or 80% to 85
% of low calcium fly ash-based geopolymers could be able to show similar setting time as
typical OPC (Figure 5.6).
The compressive strength of GeoPC system was examined with the testing age of 3, 7, 14
and 28 days (Table 5.5). It can be seen that the strength development of GeoPC system
follows that of OPC, i.e. gradually strengthening with the increase of time for the ages
from 3 days to 28 days. The strength was increased when the amount of OPC increase,
although the strength of the GeoPC cannot reach to the level of that OPC. For example, at
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the 28-day age, GeoPC30, GeoPC70 and GeoPC90 achieved the strength of 35.69, 39.11
and 51.32 MPa respectively, while the controlled OPC achieved that of 70.06 MPa. In
addition, it is noted that GP could not be tested in the first three days due to the slow
hardening under ambient conditions. After 7 days, the GP gained very low compressive
strength due to the lack of heat curing process. This occurrence conforms the finding
presented by Yang, et al. (2008) that geopolymerization required high temperature to
accelerate the hydrothermal reaction. Therefore, the low curing temperature under ambient
condition in this study resulted in low strength of GP paste.
From the results of functionality of alkaline activators in 5.4.1, it was found in GeoPC
system that soluble hydroxide strongly dissolves the minerals from source of materials,
while soluble silicate is used as another source of silica and improves the binding activity
or geopolymerization of geopolymers. The strength of GeoPC at ambient curing
temperature was obtained by the formation of calcium silicate hydrated, C-S-H (main
hydration product of Portland cement) and C-S-H co-existed with N-A-S-H gel, which is
responsible for the fast setting and early strength development (Hanjitsuwan, et al., 2014).
With a mixed formation of both OPC and GP in GeoPC system, the heat curing is also
required to achieve the same level of strength as normal hydrated-OPC (Altan & Erdoğan,
2012; Somna, et al., 2011). However, the internal heat itself, which was generated inside
the specimens, would further enhance the formation of geopolymeric gel and improve its
mechanical strength (Moon, et al., 2014).
Table 5.5 Compressive strength of GeoPC system
Mixture

w/sa

CaO/SiO2b

SiO2/Al2O3b

Compressive strength in MPa (S.D.c)
3 days

7 days

14 days

28 days

OPC

0.253

-

-

48.8 (0.99)

59.5 (0.85)

63.1 (0.89)

70.1 (1.31)

GeoPC90
GeoPC80

0.298
0.292

4.40
3.14

4.63
4.27

30.2 (0.59)
18.2 (0.69)

36.2 (0.84)
24.6 (1.02)

44.6 (1.06)
33.8 (1.15)

51.3 (1.29)
39.2 (1.04)

GeoPC70
GeoPC50
GeoPC30
GeoPC20
GeoPC10
GP

0.285
0.272
0.259
0.203
0.197
0.191

2.31
1.26
0.63
0.40
0.21
0.05

4.06
3.82
3.69
3.64
3.61
3.58

21.9 (0.71)
14.1 (0.91)
13.8 (0.40)
11.1 (0.72)
5.6 (0.52)
-

23.4 (0.83)
19.0 (0.72)
15.4 (0.53)
14.8 (0.52)
5.8 (0.45)
2.9 (0.78)

34.1 (0.96)
33.9 (0.62)
32.4 (0.60)
29.4 (0.61)
18.2 (0.55)
6.9 (0.51)

39.1 (1.09)
36.5 (0.94)
35.7 (0.88)
35.7 (0.64)
23.5 (0.65)
13.2 (0.61)

a

Water-to-solid ratio, b Oxide molar ratio, c Standard Deviation.

CaO-to-SiO2 (C/S) and SiO2-to-Al2O3 (S/A) oxide molar ratios were plotted against setting
time and 28-day compressive strength (Calculation details: See Appendix B, Table B.2).
The higher C/S ratio generally provides more C-S-H and (C,N)-A-S-H formation, while
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higher S/A ratio offers more available silica and alumina which resulted in an increase in
the geopolymeric chain. The setting time had similar characteristic as open-up parabolic
curves in C/S and S/A plotting. As aforementioned, the Ca from OPC together with
available Si and Al mainly provided an extra precipitation of calcium compounds in
alkaline environment (Pangdaeng, et al., 2014), thus, a proper setting time could be
achieved with an appropriate combination of those GeoPC mixtures. The optimum
combinations (at ambient temperature) with the C/S oxide molar ratio of 0.21 to 0.40 and
S/A oxide molar ratio of 3.61 to 3.64 (GeoPC10 to GeoPC20) could be able to achieve up
to approximately 23 to 35 MPa at the 28-day age (Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.7 CaO/SiO2 (Left) and SiO2/Al2O3 (Right) of oxide molar ratios vs 28-day
strength and setting time

In addition, it is noted that efflorescence can be found on the surface of most samples
cured at ambient temperature. This phenomenon commonly occurs when excess alkaline,
from insufficient reaction with the alumina-silicate species, migrates to the surface and
reacts with the air. With XRD patterns, it was found that the efflorescence crystals are
sodium phosphate hydrate (Na3PO4·12H2O) or sodium carbonate (Na3H(CO3)·2H2O)
(Temuujin & Van Riessen, 2009; Temuujin, et al., 2009a). However, the efflorescence
could be immobilized at a high-temperature curing geopolymers due to a greater degree of
geopolymerization, leading to the complete reaction of geopolymer structures (Kani, et al.,
2012). It can be concluded that less efflorescence crystal formation may be achieved for
the mixtures with low percentage of GP (low alkaline content), by increasing the amount
of OPC or by producing sufficient reaction with alumina-silicate materials under high
curing temperature. Consequently, the mixtures with high percentage of OPC replacement
and cured at high temperature could hence form less efflorescence formation.
The internal heat accumulated inside the samples was observed for a period of 24 hours. It
can be seen that the OPC had the highest heat accumulation of 73°C, while the maximum
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temperature of GeoPC90, GeoPC70, GeoPC50 and GeoPC30 were 42°C, 39°C, 35°C and
29°C respectively. GeoPC10 had low internal heat measured with the maximum
temperature of 26°C, similar as the controlled GP that liberated heat at the peak of 27°C
(Figure 5.8). The internal heat accumulation of GeoPC mixtures may be induced by the
hydration reaction of OPC, which consisted of high potential energy compounds, C3A
(Tricalcium aluminate, 866 J/g) and C3S (Tricalcium silicate, 460 J/g) (Bye, 1983),
together with minor heat being promoted by the reaction of OPC and alkaline solution.
It is interesting that increasing OPC not only raised the temperature of the mixtures but
also relatively shifted the peak of temperature toward the 10th hour (peak of controlled
OPC). The peak of temperature measurement of GeoPC10, GeoPC30, GeoPC50 and
GeoPC70 were at the 3rd, 5th, 5th and 9th hour respectively, while GP was in the first 20
minutes of mixing (Figure 5.9). The time of peak temperature was mainly shortened (less
than 10th hour of the controlled OPC) by the appropriate proportion with forceful reaction
between calcium mineral (Ca) in OPC and alkaline soluble in GP, which led to a rapid
formation of the mixed C-S-H and N-A-S-H. For the mixtures with low OPC content (or
higher alkaline soluble from GP), e.g. GeoPC10, most of Ca may react with abundant
alkaline in the mixtures, and very little amount of Ca was left for OPC-hydration reaction.
Less internal heat and shortened-peak time, therefore, were recorded. It can be
alternatively concluded that higher GP proportion (i.e. high alkalinity) resulted in the shift
of peak time to the left of the graph.
On the other hand, although GeoPC90 achieved higher temperature than other GeoPC
combinations (GeoPC70, 50, 30 and 10), the peak of temperature were at the 14th hour or 4
hours longer than normal OPC. It seems that the reaction was retarded with this lowalkalinity combination. This behaviour conforms to the results of setting time (Figure 5.6)
that GeoPC90, including GeoPC85 and GeoPC5, exhibited longer setting time than that of
OPC. It is apparent that the peak temperature of GeoPC system, which has OPC content
less than approximately 85% (GeoPC85), would occur earlier than the normal OPC (10th
hours). Therefore, the maximum temperature and time to reach the peak were noticeably
influenced by the rate of reaction between prime constituents, and alkaline activators in the
systems. In addition, it is worth to know that the internal heat accumulated inside the
controlled OPC in this test obtained similar characteristic to that of the general rate of heat
evolution of OPC paste tested with isothermal calorimeter (mWatts/g.s or J/g) (Mostafa &
Brown, 2005).
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Figure 5.8 Heat evolution of GeoPC systems over a 24-hour period

Figure 5.9 The maximum temperature against the time for each combination
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5.4.2.2 Functional group analysis on different levels of OPC replacement
The infrared spectrums of hydrated OPC, GP and GeoPC are presented in Figure 5.10. IR
spectrum of hydrated OPC shows characteristic peak at 871 cm-1, corresponding to Si-O
and Al-O symmetric stretching vibration in C-S-H. Bands 948 cm-1 was assigned to Si-OSi(Al) bonds in SiO4 and AlO4 molecules. The other band at 1,114 cm-1 was also attributed
to Si-O stretching vibrations. Absorption at 1,418 cm-1 was assigned to Si-O and Al-O
asymmetric stretching vibration. H2O bending vibration was found at 1,645 cm-1 and
3,000-3,600 cm-1 as some water was left from the hydration process. Some portlandite
formation was detected in hydrated OPC, GeoPC90, GeoPC70 and GeoPC50 at the band
3,640 cm-1 due to the high percentage of OPC content. In contrast, it can be seen that
(C,N)-A-S-H mix gel peak at the band 948-966 cm-1 decreased, while C-S-H peak at the
band 871 cm-1 increased when the amount of OPC replacement is increased e.g. from
GeoPC10 to GeoPC90. This meant that the majority of formation was transformed from
geopolymeric gel (GP-domination) to different pathways of reaction (C-A-S-H, N-A-S-H
or mix gel) or normal C-S-H (OPC-domination). The absorption bands at 1,114 cm-1 and
1,418 cm-1 appeared, suggesting that T-O (T=Si or Al) asymmetric stretching vibration
bonds of geopolymeric formation were slightly changed to OPC-dominated C-S-H with the
increase of OPC inclusion. The peak band at 948 cm-1 in GeoPC system was shifted to
higher frequency at 966 cm-1, indicating more polymerised units of Si-O stretching mode
for SiQn in geopolymers were established (Lecomte, et al., 2006). However, it is apparent
that the mix characteristics between fully-hydrated OPC and GP are clearly seen in the IR
spectrum of GeoPC mixtures (GeoPC10 to GeoPC90), confirming a combination in both
properties and mechanisms of those major constituents, OPC and GP.
An early age testing at 3 days was additionally done with those at the 28-day age in order
to compare the changes. The infrared spectrums between the ages of 3 and 28 days seemed
to be consistent as occurred with those individual combination testings. There are no
significant differences to be observed, except the reduction of water molecule by the
passing age. However, one thing worth to be highlighted is that the shoulders at the band
1,023 cm-1 (fly ash powder vitreous alumina-silicate) of GeoPC90 and GeoPC70 decreased
by the time. Whist the 871 cm-1 peak bands (C-S-H) of GeoPC50 and GeoPC30 almost
vanished from the 3rd to 28th day, suggesting the transformation of C-S-H to other forms of
geopolymerized products. More details of the FTIR absorption band are as presented in
Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.10 FTIR spectrums of GeoPC system at the 28-day age

Table 5.6 FTIR absorption peaks of resulted cement products at the 28-day age
Wavenumber (cm-1)

Characteristic bands

References*

3,640

O-H stretching vibration of portlandite (Ca(OH)2)

[1-3]

3,000-3,600

O-H stretching vibration of water (H2O)

[4-6]

2,164

O-H stretching vibration of hydrogen bonds or CO2
absorption

[7,8]

1,645

O-H bending vibration of water (H2O)

[3,9]

1,487

Asymmetric stretching mode of CO3 species

[6,10]

1,400-1,418

Si-O and Al-O asymmetric stretching vibration

[2,8]

1,114

Si-O and Al-O symmetric stretching vibration

[2,5]

1,000-1,023

Si-O amorphous or fly ash powder vitreous aluminosilicate,
N-A-S-H gel

[11,12]

948-966

Si-O stretching vibration of SiO4 and AlO4 of Geopolymer,
C-S-H, C-A-S-H, N-A-S-H or mix gel

[10,11,13]

871

Si-O and Al-O symmetric stretching in tetrahedron,
C-S-H or -CO3 vibration in CaCO3

[5,10,12]

800-1,200

Si-O-T (T=Si or Al) symmetric stretching of SiO4
tetrahedron in Geopolymer

[5,14]

712

Si-O-T (T=Si or Al) symmetric stretching of tetrahedron

[1,4,5]

*

[1]= (Liew, et al., 2012), [2]= (Škvára, et al., 2006), [3]= (Ahmari, et al., 2012), [4]= (Yip, et al., 2008),
[5]= (Lecomte, et al., 2006), [6]= (Nath, et al., 2014), [7]= (Burciaga‐Díaz & Escalante‐García, 2012),
[8]= (Bakharev, 2005b), [9]= (Andini, et al., 2008), [10]= (Yip & Van Deventer, 2003), [11]= (Shi, et
al., 2011), [12]= (Palomo, et al., 2007), [13]= (Puertas & Torres-Carrasco, 2014), [14]= (Kumar &
Kumar, 2011)
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5.4.2.3 Morphology and crystallinity of GeoPC different levels of OPC replacement
The XRD patterns of OPC, GeoPCs and GP are presented in Figure 5.11. The XRD
diffractograms depict the effect of OPC replacement in the GeoPC systems from 0% (GP)
to 100% (OPC). At the testing age of 28 days, GP consists mainly of semi-crystalline and
amorphous phases which are indicated by the sharp peak (quartz and mullite) and a broad
hump in the region of 20 to 35° for 2θ respectively. The peaks corresponding to C-S-H,
calcite and nepheline increased when additional OPC increased from 10% (GeoPC10) to
90% (GeoPC90) while the intensity of quartz and mullite continuously decreased. More
crystalline phase of portlandite, ettringite and calcite clearly appeared and increased with
high percentage of OPC from the GeoPC70 to the fully hydrated OPC. The XRD analysis
at the 3 day age was also studied in order to compare its changes in later stage. It, however,
exhibited very similar characteristics as 28 days which could lead to good early strength of
the final products.

Figure 5.11 X-ray diffraction patterns of GeoPC system at the 28-day age

The appearance of N-A-S-H compound was found according to the high alkalinity of Nacontaining solutions. The main composition of fly ash (silica and alumina) could form CA-S-H phase with the available calcium mineral (Alonso & Palomo, 2001). The findings
can be drawn that the GeoPC system has different reaction pathways depending on Na+
and OH- concentration and the composition of prime materials, forming the coexistence of
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amorphous C-S-H/semi-crystalline phases (XRD peak and hump) or N-A-S-H and C-A-SH (main reaction product of fly ash activation) interfered in hydration product of GeoPC
matrices (Palomo, et al., 2007).
It can be summarised that the hydrated-OPC mixture contains major crystalline phases of
C-S-H, ettringite and portlandite while fly ash-based geopolymer cement (GP) is a mixed
product of crystalline (quartz and mullite) and amorphous phases. The coexistence
formations of both crystalline and amorphous were found in the GeoPC mixtures,
illustrating the mix of geopolymeric gel and hydrated OPC product in the single binder.
More details of crystallinity phases are presented in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7 Crystalline phases of resulted cement products at the age of 28 days
Abbreviation
CS
C’
E
G
H
M
N
P
P’
Q
T

Name

Chemical Formula

Calcium Silicate
Calcite
Ettringite
Gismondine
Sodium Calcium Aluminum Silicate
Mullite
Nepheline
Portlandite
Pirssonite
Quartz
Thermonatrite

Ca3SiO5
CaCO3
Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12·26H2O
CaAl2Si2O8·4H2O
0.8CaO·0.2Na2O·Al2O3·3.0SiO2·6H2O
Al4.68Si1.32O9.66
Na2.8K0.6Ca0.2Al3.8Si4.2O16
Ca(OH)2
CaNa2(CO3)2(H2O)2
SiO2
Na2CO3·H2O

5.4.2.4 Microstructure analysis of GeoPC on different levels of OPC replacement
Table 5.8 reveals the images of OPC, GP and GeoPC mixtures varied from GeoPC90 to
GeoPC10 at the ages of 3 and 28 days. Similarly, the micrographs show denser and more
compact of 28-day age samples than those of 3 day age samples as the crystalline and
structural formation were developed by the time.
The 28-day age microstructures of GeoPC system were used to compare and analyse the
differences in the changes of OPC:GP proportions. It is apparent that a micrograph of
GeoPC90 is similar to those of controlled OPC. High OPC content resulted in compact and
firm structure, leading to an increase in mechanical strength. Microstructures of GeoPC70
and GeoPC50 were less homogeneous than that of GeoPC90. Very few unreacted fly ash
particles were found in the matrices as the majority material was OPC and most of
remaining fly ash might have reacted within those alkaline environments. Nevertheless,
their structures looked denser and more compact than those of the GeoPC30 and GeoPC10.
Gel pores of spherical particles and loose matrices can be seen in GeoPC30 and GeoPC10
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micrographs. In addition, some of remaining unreacted fly ash particles were also found
and could be one of major factors of poor mechanical performances for low-OPC content
mixtures (GeoPC30 and GeoPC10) or even GP curing under ambient conditions. It can be
seen that the controlled OPC had a dense and compact structure with a majority of C-S-H
gel, while controlled GP had totally different structure of less compact structure
surrounded with unreacted fly ash particles called “Geopolymeric gel”.
Table 5.8 SEM images of GeoPC system at the ages of 3 days and 28 days
Mixture

3 days age

28 days age

(a) GeoPC90
w/s = 0.298

(b) GeoPC70
w/s = 0.285

(c) GeoPC50
w/s = 0.272

(d) GeoPC30
w/s = 0.259

(e) GeoPC10
w/s = 0.197
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In summary of function of OPC in GeoPC system, the setting time was shortened by the
main contribution of extra precipitation of (C,N)-A-S-H from calcium mineral (in OPC)
with alkaline activators. Moreover, the significant increase in compressive strength was
also obtained when the amount of OPC replacement increase. The formation of mixed
amorphous geopolymeric gel and (C,N)-A-S-H phases were also proved by the FTIR and
XRD analysis. As fast reaction had occurred in early stage, the FTIR spectrums and XRD
patterns, thus, showed similar characteristics at both 3 and 28 day ages. The final products
of this hybrid cement exhibited a combination of OPC and GP characteristics, which
depended on the proportion of OPC and GP. The internal heat was also emitted in all
mixtures from the reaction of both OPC-hydration and OPC-alkaline activation. By the
higher OPC content, higher temperature was obtained, leading to the improvement of
curing condition of the systems (Suwan & Fan, 2014). However, it is noted that the
reaction of calcium in GeoPC system would give an early strength, while the heat of OPCreaction would support heat curing in later stage (Tailby & MacKenzie, 2010).
5.4.3 Analysis on elemental compositions and ratios of GeoPC system
Table 5.9 shows significant compositions and ratios of the mixtures at the age of 28 days.
The main ratios of Si/Al and Ca/Si are widely considered when EDXA technique is
applied. In this issue, more emphasis has been pointed out to the elemental ratios of GeoPC
system and geopolymers (GP) to explain the relationship between those ratios and
engineering properties.
Table 5.9 Elemental compositions and ratios in GeoPC mixtures at the 28-day age
Mixtures
OPC

w/sb

Si

Al

Ca

Na

Si/Al

Ca/Si

Si/Na

Na/Al

0.253

6.85

1.03

83.07

-

6.65

12.13

-

-

GeoPC90

a

0.298

7.48

1.44

80.21

0.68

5.19

10.72

11.00

0.47

GeoPC70

a

0.285

10.41

3.21

73.75

0.91

3.24

7.08

11.44

0.28

GeoPC50

a

0.272

18.37

7.26

52.72

2.22

2.53

2.87

8.28

0.31

GeoPC30

a

0.259

21.18

6.46

52.54

2.90

3.28

2.48

7.30

0.45

GeoPC10

0.197

34.22

11.77

22.62

5.26

2.91

0.66

6.51

0.45

FA+SS+SH (GP)

0.191

42.9

15.11

7.75

4.08

2.84

0.18

10.52

0.27

a

4% added water, b Water-to-solid ratio

It is noted that OPC and GP were considered as controlled mixtures. In general, the
elemental ratios of OPC are in the ranges of 2.00 to 3.00 for Si/Al (Burciaga‐Díaz &
Escalante‐García, 2012; Lecomte, et al., 2006) and 1.50 to 2.00 for Ca/Si (Yip, et al., 2005)
but, in this study, those ratios were distinctly higher than the literatures (Si/Al = 6.65,
Ca/Si = 12.13). It might be due to the influence of additional limestone in the cement
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clinker of CEM II/A-L type, which affects the calcium content. For the GP, the Si/Al and
Ca/Si ratios are 2.84 and 0.18 respectively. The ratios of silica, alumina and calcium in GP
were apparently corresponded to related studies, including the formation of geopolymeric
gel (C,N-A-S-H, quartz and mullite) (Khater, 2011). As less calcium content, the main
geopolymeric gel was therefore an interfered of (Na)-poly(sialate-disiloxo) or Nan-(-Si-OAl-O-Si-O-Si-O-)n- (Guo, et al., 2010).
The chemical species of alkaline materials were brought to a lower energy state when
dissolved with water (H2O) to be Na+ and OH- for sodium hydroxide and 2Na2+ +
SiO2((OH)2)2- for sodium silicate (Sottisoplia & Asavapisit, 2005). The Na+ ion (from
alkaline activators) and Ca2+ ion (dissociated from CaO in OPC) were also able to link
with central Al- or O- (dissociated from Al2O3 in fly ash) forming C-(A)-S-H or N-A-S-H
or even the mixed of (C,N)-A-S-H, which provide early strength to the aforementioned
GeoPC mixtures. Typically, main product of hydrated Portland cement is an aluminatesubstituted calcium silicate hydrated (C-(A)-S-H) gel, whereas the main product of
geopolymers is sodium alumina-silicate hydrated (N-A-S-H) gel. With the contribution of
calcium source from OPC in GeoPC system, the formation of calcium-sodium aluminasilicate hydrated (C,N)-A-S-H gel was therefore promoted (Garcia-Lodeiro, et al., 2011).
The region of those formations can be clearly seen in ternary diagram of Ca-Al-Si and NaAl-Si as given in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.12.
Table 5.10 The elemental compositions of ternary diagram of Ca–Na–Al–Si system
Mixtures

Ca (%)

C-(A)-S-H
Al (%)

Si (%)

Na (%)

N-A-S-H
Al (%)

Si (%)

OPC

91.34

1.13

7.53

0.00

13.07

86.93

GeoPC90

89.99

1.62

8.39

7.08

15.00

77.92

GeoPC70

84.41

3.67

11.92

6.26

22.09

71.65

GeoPC50

67.29

9.27

23.44

7.97

26.07

65.96

GeoPC30

65.53

8.06

26.41

9.50

21.15

69.53

GeoPC10

32.97

17.15

49.88

10.26

22.97

66.77

GP

11.79

22.98

65.23

6.57

24.34

69.09

In addition of the GeoPC system, it was found that low percentage of OPC replacement
(e.g. GeoPC10) showed the notable ratio of Si/Al at around 3.00 and Ca/Si at around 0.70,
which conformed to the related literatures of calcium-added geopolymer cement (Nath &
Sarker, 2014; Shi, et al., 2011). The coexistence C-S-H and geopolymeric gel was formed
as C-(A)-S-H or N-A-S-H from the entering of Ca2+ and Na+ to Si-O-Al-O skeleton to
compensate loading of Al atoms (Khater, 2011; Topçu, et al., 2014). In addition, high
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percentage of additional calcium source (OPC) was further experimented in this study viz.
GeoPC30, GeoPC50, GeoPC70 and GeoPC90. With more percentages of Ca-containing
over GeoPC10 mixture, it can be observed that the Si/Al and Ca/Si ratios dramatically rise
up, approaching the value of fully hydrated OPC by over 3.00 (Si/Al) and over 2.00
(Ca/Si) (Figure 5.13).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 Projection OPC, GeoPC system and GP onto (a) ternary Ca–Al–Si system and (b)
ternary Na–Al–Si system determined by SEM-EDX analysis

To confirm the coexistence formation of OPC and GP in GeoPC system, the point analysis
by SEM-EDXA of GeoPC30 cured under ambient condition was investigated. Figure 5.14
shows an image and spectrums of the coexistence of C-(A)-S-H (OPC-dominated) and
(N,C)-A-S-H (GP-dominated) interfered in the same binder. It can be said that the GeoPC
mixture has a different formation beyond normal OPC C-S-H and geopolymeric gel of GP.
Alternatively, the occurrence could also happen in mixture containing other sources of
calcium e.g. high calcium fly ash, GBFS, additional CaO/Ca(OH)2 or even OPC.
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Main CSH / C(A)SH
Si/Al > 3.0
Ca/Si > 1.0
e.g. above GeoPC10
to OPC

C(A)SH / (C,N)ASH
Si/Al ~ 2.0-3.0
Ca/Si ~ 0.3-1.0
e.g. GeoPC10 or low
Calcium content

Main GP / (C,N)ASH
Si/Al ~ 2.0-3.0
Ca/Si < 0.3
e.g. GP

Figure 5.13 Compressive strength, Ca/Si ratios and Si/Al ratios of mixtures at the age
of 28 days

Point 2

GeoPC30 / 20 ± 2 °C

Point 1

Si

Point 1: C-(A)-S-H
Si/Al = 2.27 (~2.0-3.0)
Ca/Si = 0.61 (~0.3-1.0)

Si

O

O

Point 2: (C,N)-A-S-H
Si/Al = 1.85 (~2.0-3.0)
Ca/Si = 0.13 (< 0.3)

Al

Ca
Al
Na

Na

Ca

Figure 5.14 Coexistence gel in the GeoPC30 at the 28-day age (70%GP + 30%OPC)
Cured under room conditions by point analysis
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5.5 Remark
The aim of this chapter is to study the ability of Self-cured geopolymers curing under
ambient conditions by using OPC as additive called “GeoPC system”. Micro-mechanisms
and mechanical properties were intensively investigated to explain its behaviours and
performances as a construction material. In this chapter, the formation and occurrence of
each constituent affecting the binding systems was uniquely investigated by the study of
the individual combinations. Whist GeoPC system was mainly focused on the influence of
OPC inclusion (from 10% to 90%) on the properties and mechanisms of final products.
The overall conclusions and major outcomes can be drawn as follows:
1) Reaction of fly ash-based geopolymer constituents (FA+SS, FA+SH and FA+SS+SH)
underwent very slow rate at room temperature, leading to low mechanical performances of
the final products. Whereas, the reaction of OPC-based constituents (OPC+SS, OPC+SH,
OPC+SS+SH) underwent very quick rate at room temperature due to an extra precipitation
of calcium compounds (C,N-A-S-H) in high alkalinity environment. The main findings of
the study on functionalities of geopolymer constituents are that the sodium hydroxide
solution (NaOH) influences the dissolution of the mixtures by its strong alkalinity OH-,
while sodium silicate solution (Na2SiO3) is a source of extra Si and also influences both
solidification and binding behaviour of the mixtures, which was proved by FTIR, XRD and
SEM analysis. The unique characteristics of those sodium silicate and sodium hydroxide
soluble could thus lead to an enhancement in geopolymers manufactured with FA+SS+SH
(or typical GP) in this study.
2) Calcium source in OPC mainly quickly reacted with alkaline solutions and formed the
additional compounds of C-(A)-S-H and N-A-S-H, providing good early strength
development to the systems. The setting time of GeoPC system was therefore shortened by
this extra precipitation of Ca and alkaline reaction. These can be confirmed by the results
of rapid setting, heat liberation in the early stage of mixing and the XRD analysis. In
GeoPC system, more compact structure and higher compressive strength were achieved
with the increase in the amount of OPC replacement by the additional coexistence
formation of those C-(A)-S-H and N-A-S-H gels in the single binder, confirmed by the
elemental ratios and SEM-EDX point analysis.
3) Internal heat liberation inside the samples was induced by the amount of OPC addition
in the mixtures. The heat emitted in this study may be different from the heat of normal
OPC-hydration as the alkaline solutions were used, indicated by the time of the maximum
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measured temperature e.g. within 2 hours for OPC with alkaline (OPC+SH, OPC+SS and
OPC+SH+SS) and over 9 hours for normal hydrated OPC. This extra heat liberation was
obtained by either of or both OPC-hydration and the reaction of OPC and alkaline
activators. The geopolymerization of those mixtures cured at ambient temperature could be
promoted, enhancing the mechanisms and mechanical properties.
4) The enhancement in mechanical properties of suitable GeoPC mixtures, together with
alternative heat supplies from pre-dry mixing process C (Chapter 4) and OPC-hydration in
GeoPC combinations (Chapter 5) could provide sufficient heat for the curing regime of
GP. Furthermore, GeoPC system also offered the advantages in setting behaviour and early
strength development, indicating the potential development of Self-cured geopolymers for
on-site applications. It is found that the optimum amount of OPC addition to GeoPC
mixtures in this study would be in range of GeoPC5 to GeoPC30, which could achieve in
both reasonable strength and economical saving. More studies on heat curing and Selfcured geopolymers technique are carried out and presented in the following Chapters 6 and
7 respectively.
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CHAPTER 6 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND
MICRO-MECHANISMS OF GEOPOLYMER-PORTLAND
CEMENT AT VARIOUS CURING TEMPERATURES
6.1 Introduction
Geopolymer cement (GP) is a kind of amorphous cement binder which is mainly
established by a cross-link chain of silica, oxygen and alumina (Si-O-Al). Those silica (Si)
and alumina (Al) minerals are dissolved from their original sources in strong alkaline
solutions, such as sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate (Na2SiO3). Heat is
normally applied to the geopolymer paste to accelerate geopolymeric reactions and
improve its mechanical performance (Chindaprasirt, et al., 2007). Numerous of research
papers have been published on geopolymer properties, demonstrating that the mechanical
properties are evidently improved when GP is cured at high temperature around 40 to 90°C
with curing duration between 6 to 48 hours (Deevasan & Ranganath, 2010). Nevertheless,
the adverse effects may occur when too high curing temperature or too long curing
duration is applied, causing the excessive loss of moisture and thermal stress in the
structure (Hardjito, et al., 2004; Raijiwala & Patil, 2010). However, as the heat is usually
provided by oven or heating unit, the applications of geopolymers nowadays is therefore
limited to e.g. pre-cast components and small-scale parts.
Recently, many efforts have been taken to develop geopolymers to achieve reasonable
strength under ambient curing conditions, such as (i) using of grounded fine or milled
prime materials (Kumar & Kumar, 2011), (ii) applying extra heat from environment or
other sources e.g. exposing to direct sunlight (Nuruddin, et al., 2011b), covering with hot
gunnies (Nuruddin, et al., 2011a), internal heat accumulation in massive volume (Vaidya,
et al., 2011), adding high potential energy compounds (C3S or C3A) (Tailby & MacKenzie,
2010) and manufacturing with pre-dry mixing method (Suwan & Fan, 2014) or (iii)
increasing extra calcium content to geopolymer mixtures, e.g. high calcium fly ash
(Chindaprasirt, et al., 2010), GBFS (Nath & Sarker, 2012) as prime materials, or additional
Ca(OH)2 (Yip, et al., 2005), cement kiln dust (Ahmari & Zhang, 2013) or OPC (Palomo, et
al., 2007).
The use of OPC as an additive material, which was previously studied (Chapter 5), is
typically classified as an alkali-activated Portland blended cements or fly ash cements (Shi,
et al., 2011) or, sometimes, called Geopolymer-Portland cementitious system (GeoPC)
(Suwan & Fan, 2014). It is found that calcium mineral in OPC can react with alkaline
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activators in the system, providing an extra precipitation of (C,N)-A-S-H formation, giving
rise to good early strength and reduction in the setting time of the paste at ambient curing
temperature (Garcia-Lodeiro, et al., 2011; Nath & Sarker, 2015). Moreover, an additional
heat from its internal reaction would be able to provide a positive effect on heat curing
condition to those GeoPC mixtures. To investigate the behaviours and characteristics of
GeoPC system at high curing temperature, the micro-mechanisms and hence compressive
strength of the Geopolymer-Portland (GeoPC) cementitious system subjected to various
curing temperatures from 10 to 70°C were therefore intensively studied in this chapter. It is
noted that, from the range of optimum proportion found in Chapter 5, GeoPC system in
this study is thus represented by GeoPC30 mixture (70%-geopolymers and 30%-OPC by
mass) in order to achieve all of the properties, environment concern and economical
saving. The outcomes of the study also allowed the definition of a suitable curing
temperature for using in real applications.

6.2 Materials and Testing Methods
6.2.1 Materials
Coal-fired fly ash (FA) used in the test was batch II. Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) was
a general purpose cement Cemex CEM II/A-L type. The chemical compositions of OPC
and fly ash are given in Table 6.1. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, SH) and sodium silicate
(Na2SiO3, SS) were purchased from Fisher Scientific Ltd., UK with concentration of 15
molar (M) and 48.20 % w/w respectively.
Table 6.1 Chemical compositions of fly ash and commercial OPC
Materials

SiO2

Al2O3

FeO

CaO

Na2O

TiO2

MgO

K2O

SO3

Fly ash

45.71

29.40

9.17

1.59

0.90

1.14

0.97

3.16

0.74

OPC

15.88

2.77

2.49

75.87

-

-

0.20

0.79

2.00

6.2.2 Designation of Geopolymers, OPC and GeoPC mixtures
Geopolymer paste (GP) was made of fly ash and alkaline activators (NaOH and Na2SiO3
solutions) with water-to-solid (w/s) ratio of 0.191. The alkaline solutions were prepared
with sodium silicate to sodium hydroxide solution (SS/SH) ratio of 1.50. The ratio of
alkaline solution to fly ash (A/FA) was 0.40 by mass. OPC paste was made of cement
powder and the purified water with w/s ratio at its standard consistency of 0.253. A 70%geopolymer paste with 30%-Portland cement paste by mass (GeoPC30) was made from the
designation mass of GP and OPC paste with w/s ratio of 0.259. Water-to-solids ratio of
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GeoPC paste was computed by total mass of water in the mixture (= the mass of water in
both SH and SS solutions + OPC paste + added water) to total mass of solid in mixture (=
the mass of OPC powder + fly ash + SH solid + SS solid) as the details given in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Details of GP, OPC and GeoPC30 mixtures
Mixture

OPC
(g)

Fly ash
(g)

Na2SiO3
Sol. (g)

NaOH
Sol. (g)

Purified
water (g)

Sum water
(g)

Sum solid
(g)

Overall w/s
ratio

GP
OPC
GeoPC30

500.0
161.9

500.0
338.1

120.0
81.1

80.0
54.1

126.5
69.2

112.2
126.5
145.0

587.8
500.0
559.4

0.191
0.253
0.259

6.2.3 Sample preparation and curing regimes
For GeoPC mixtures, the same procedures as carried out in Chapter 5 were used in this
study. Apart from that, the liquid constituents (mixed alkaline solutions and OPC-water)
were added into a mixing bowl containing prime material(s) and then mixed together for
90 seconds at a low speed of 140 ± 5 rpm. The mixer was then stopped for 30 seconds to
allow removing all the paste adhered to the wall and the bottom and bringing it to the
middle part of the bowl. Then, the mixer was restarted again and run for further 90
seconds. The homogeneous paste was then casted in the prepared mould wrapped with
plastic sheet to prevent moisture loss, and grouped in the designated heating regimes of a
fridge (10°C), temperature-controlled chamber (20°C) and temperature-controlled
electrical oven of 30°C, 40°C, 50°C, 60°C and 70°C for a period of 24 hours (Figure 6.1).
After removing from curing units, all samples were demoulded, kept in plastic bags and
stored in temperature-controlled chamber (20 ± 2°C) until reaching the testing age.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.1 (a) Casting, (b) Moisture loss protection, and (c) Under curing regimes

6.3 Analytical Methods
Compressive strength of prismatic samples (40mm x 40mm x 160mm) was determined by
using the Instron universal testing machine (UTM) in accordance with BS EN 196-1:2016
at the ages of 3 and 28 days. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra were obtained by
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using Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) technique on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum OneFourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a 100 scans per sample in the
wavenumber range of 650 to 4,000 cm-1. The X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were
recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer fitted with a Lynxeye XE high-resolution
energy dispersive 1-D detector. The samples were determined by using DIFFRAC.SUITE
software acquired at room temperature over the 2θ range of 5 to 100° over a 35-minute
period. The Scanning Electron microscope (SEM), an ultra-high performance field
emission scanning electron microscope Zeiss Supra 35VP, was used to observe the
microstructures at x1,000 magnification, and the Energy dispersive X-ray Analysis (SEMEDXA) technique was used to define chemical compositions of the raw prime materials
and resulting products. More details have been stated in Chapter 3.

6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Functional groups of the mixtures at various curing temperatures
IR spectrums of OPC (Figure 6.2(a)) presents an absorption band at 1,650 cm-1 related to
O-H vibration of water (H2O) remaining in the samples. The large bands at 1,420 cm-1 and
1,114 cm-1 were corresponded to Si-O and Al-O asymmetric and symmetric stretching
vibrations respectively. The band and peak in a range of 825 to 1,000 cm-1 was assigned as
major bonding of calcium silicate hydrated gel (C-S-H) and CaCO3. The infrared spectra
patterns of the samples cured at 10 to 70°C seemed to be consistent, but some small
differences can be observed by the hump appearing at 1,650 cm-1 when the curing
temperature rose up from 10 to 70°C, indicating less moisture (H2O) left in the samples.
Less Si-O symmetric stretching groups were also detected at high curing temperature for
band 1,114 cm-1 which was directly affected by heat curing.
FTIR spectrums of geopolymers under various curing temperatures (Figure 6.2(b)) show
small peak at 1,650 cm-1 corresponded to O-H stretching and bending (H2O). The bondings
of Si-O and Al-O asymmetric stretching were also formed at band 1,400 cm-1. The main
bondings of geopolymers were exhibited at the band 955 to 973 cm-1, indicating the Si-O
stretching vibrations of SiO4 and AlO4 of Geopolymers and mixed (C,N)-A-S-H gel (Liew,
et al., 2012). It can be noted that higher curing temperature leads to a reduction of moisture
content (1,650 cm-1) and Si-O and Al-O asymmetric stretching bonding (1,400 cm-1) in the
mixtures. In addition, the peak band at 955 cm-1 in the lower curing temperature mixture
was shifted to a higher frequency at 973 cm-1, indicating more polymerised units of Si-O
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stretching mode for SiQn in geopolymers were established and provided more strength to
the mixtures (Lecomte, et al., 2006).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2 FTIR spectrums of (a) OPC and (b) GP cured at 10 to 70°C and 28-day age

It can be seen that the infrared spectrums of GeoPC at various curing temperatures (Figure
6.3) illustrate the absorption bands of 1,650 cm-1 and 1,420 cm-1, corresponding to O-H
(water) and T-O (T=Si or Al) asymmetric stretching vibrations respectively, which also
appeared in both OPC and GP mixtures (Figures 6.2(a) and (b)). However, a scrutiny of
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 indicates that the band of 1,650 cm-1 is more significant for GeoPC
than for either OPC or GP, which means internal reactions of OPC and GP may take place.
The decrease in the intensity of the peaks with the increase of curing temperature (i.e. from
10 to 70°C) indicates an increase of the reaction. The band of 1,420 cm-1 of GeoPC is the
combined contributions of GP and OPC. It can be seen that a decrease of asymmetric T-O
bonding (1,420 cm-1), moderate to high curing temperature (50 to 70°C), seemed to be
transformed to SiO4 and AlO4 formation (948-966 cm-1) in geopolymeric gel and shifted to
higher frequency. It is also apparent that the intensity of both peaks decreased with the
increase of curing temperature (Figure 6.3), indicating more intensive reactions may occur
when the temperature increased. The Si-O symmetric stretching group, corresponding to
the band of 1,114 cm-1, was detected in OPC and its intensity decreased when the curing
temperature increased, however, this was not observed in GP and disappeared in GeoPC,
reflecting the influence of heat on the curing/reaction of mixes.
The intensity of the peak ranging from 948 to 966 cm-1 was also clearly presented when the
curing temperature increased, indicating more Si-O and Al-O stretching vibrations of SiO4
and AlO4 of geopolymeric gel and mixed (C,N)-A-S-H gel of geopolymer cement. Si-O
and Al-O symmetric stretching vibrations in C-S-H appeared at the peak of 870 cm-1 which
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was influenced by OPC constituents, presenting the formation of C-(A)-S-H for all curing
regimes of GeoPC mixture. The spectrums of GeoPC clearly exhibit the combined
characteristics of OPC and GP. The compared spectrums of OPC, GeoPC30 and GP at
20°C at the age of 28 days are also given in Figure 6.4. The combined characteristics of
OPC and GP appeared in the GeoPC mixture. With higher proportion of GP (70%) than
OPC (30%), the IR pattern therefore tends to be more cognate with GP, including strength
development behaviour under high curing temperature.

Figure 6.3 FTIR spectrums of GeoPC30 mixture cured at 10 to 70°C and 28-day age

Figure 6.4 FTIR spectrums of OPC, GeoPC30 and GP at 20°C and 28-day age
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6.4.2 Microstructures of the mixtures at various curing temperatures
Taking some of the selected SEM micrographs of OPC, GP and GeoPC under various
curing conditions as an example at 28 days age (Table 6.3), it is apparent that the
microstructures of fully-hydrated OPC samples were denser and more compact than those
of GP and GeoPC samples.
Table 6.3 Images of OPC, GP and GeoPC30 at various curing temperatures
Temp

OPC

GP

10°C

20°C

40°C

60°C

70°C
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GeoPC30

The microstructures of GP at low curing temperature (e.g. 10 to 40°C) show the
appearance of porous and loose amorphous structure, and abundant unreacted fly ash
particles were found and surrounded by scattered geopolymeric gel with visible microcavities (middle column of Table 6.3). However, in high curing environment (e.g. 70°C),
very few unreacted fly ash particles can be observed in the matrices and the structures
looked denser and more compact. The 28-day age microstructure of GeoPC seems to be a
mixed characteristic of OPC and GP. At the low curing temperatures (e.g. 10 and 20°C),
the microstructures of those GeoPC were less compact and homogeneous than that of
hydrated OPC, but it seems to achieve denser matrix than typical GP. Less unreacted fly
ash particles were observed in the matrices when the heat curing rose up to 40°C together
with gel formation. Firm and dense structures were found at the high curing temperature of
70°C with some spherical-shape marks on the surfaces (Table 6.3). In addition, there are no
significant differences in elemental ratio (by EDXA) found in the test (More details see:
Appendix A, Table A.3).
6.4.3 Morphology of the mixtures at various curing temperatures
The 28-day X-ray diffractograms of OPC at various curing temperatures show major
crystalline phases of C-S-H (Ca3SiO5), portlandite (Ca(OH)2), calcite (CaCO3) and
ettringite (Ca6Al2(SO4)3(OH)12•26H2O). Gismondine (CaAl2Si2O8•4H2O) may sometimes
be found because calcium, aluminium and silicon are the constituents of OPC powder
(Figure 6.5(a)). In the effective region of 20 to 40° for 2θ, the crystallinity of all samples
was over 90%. The highest crystallinity was obtained by OPC cured at room (20°C)
temperature as 94.30% while the lowest was obtained by OPC cured at 70°C as 90.40%
(Table 6.4). It can be drawn that the strength of hydrated OPC mixture was mainly
obtained by the formation of C-S-H and its crystallinity. Different curing temperatures
slightly affected the crystallization of those OPC pastes as shown in Table 6.4.
The XRD results of geopolymer samples are given in Figure 6.5(b). The major phase of the
samples at all curing temperature was an amorphous as indicated by broad hump in the 18
to 38° for 2θ region. The crystalline phases contained in all pastes were mullite
(Al4.68Si1.32O9.66), quartz (SiO2), nepheline (Na2.8K0.6Ca0.2Al3.8Si4.2O16), gismondine and
(C,N)-A-S-H. The formation of crystallinity was collected in the XRD region of 18 to 38°
for 2θ at around 50% (Table 6.4). It can be clearly seen that the percent crystallinity
slightly increased from 44.90 to 54.30 when the curing temperature increased from 10°C to
70°C (Table 6.4). The strength development of GP was obviously affected by heat curing
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and its major structures providing load capability were the mixed amorphous and
crystalline phases.
(b)

(a)

Figure 6.5 XRD patterns of (a) OPC and (b) GP cured at 10 to 70°C and 28-day age

Figure 6.6 XRD patterns of GeoPC30 at various curing temperatures and 28-day age

The XRD patterns of GeoPC at various curing temperatures confirm the mixed
characteristics of OPC and GP (Figurse 6.5(a) and (b)) which were indicated by the
crystalline phases of quartz, mullite, C-S-H, and calcite. Small peaks of nepheline and
(C,N)-A-S-H were also detected in all samples according to the Na-containing alkaline
solutions. The main composition of fly ash (silica and alumina) could form C-A-S-H phase
with the available calcium mineral in the mixtures. The major amorphous phase of the GP
also appeared in GeoPC mixtures as indicated by broad hump in the 18 to 38° region for
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2θ. It can be drawn that the GeoPC system has different reaction pathways to both typical
GP and OPC, depending on OH- concentration and composition of prime materials to form
coexistence of amorphous C-S-H/semi-crystalline phase (XRD peaks and humps) or N-AS-H and C-A-S-H (main reaction product of fly ash activation) interfered in hydration
product of GeoPC matrices. However, no visibly significant change appeared in XRD
patterns of GeoPC at elevated curing temperatures (Figure 6.6). The mixed characteristics
of OPC and GP were indicated by the sharp peaks of quartz, mullite, C-S-H and calcite
which are clearly seen in Figure 6.7. However, the percentage of crystallinity of GeoPC30,
in the region of 20 to 38° for 2θ, was around 60 to 72, increased from 60.80% to 72.90%
when the heat curing increased from 30°C to 70°C (Table 6.4).

Figure 6.7 XRD patterns of (a) OPC, (b) GeoPC30 and (c) GP at 20°C and 28-day age

A computing of crystallinity and amorphousness of XRD patterns was carried out by using
Bruker DIFFRAC.SUITE software. The formulas used to compute those percentages are as
follows:
%Amorphous =

Global area - Reduced area
Global area

x 100

%Crystallinity = 100 - %Amorphous

(6.1)

(6.2)

where, Global area is the sum of areas under XRD spectrum’s hump and sharp peak in the
specific region (in 2θ degree); Reduced area is the sum of only the areas under sharp peaks
in the specific region (in 2θ degree). The summarised results of computing the crystallinity
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and amorphousness are presented in Table 6.4. It can be seen that the crystallinity of
GeoPC appeared to be a mix of OPC and GP characteristics. The percentage of its
crystallinity, in the region of 20 to 38° for 2θ, increased from 60.8 to 72.9% when the
curing temperature increased, by comparison with 90.4 to 92.3% for OPC and 44.9 to
54.3% for GP. It must be noted that as expected heating OPC does not resulted in an
increase in crystallinity (Table 6.4).
Table 6.4 Percentage of crystallinity and amorphous phases of OPC, GeoPC30 and GP
Range: from/to
(2 degree )
Portland cement (OPC)
Mixtures

Global
area

Reduced
area

% Crystallinity

% Amorphous

1. 10 °C

20 - 40

38.46

35.49

92.30

7.70

2. 20 °C

20 - 40

36.09

34.02

94.30

5.70

3. 30 °C

20 - 40

37.08

33.96

91.60

8.40

4. 40 °C

20 - 40

37.76

34.69

91.90

8.10

5. 50 °C

20 - 40

36.39

33.60

92.30

7.70

6. 60 °C

20 - 40

37.28

35.10

94.20

5.80

7. 70 °C

20 - 40

36.55

33.02

90.40

9.60

Geo-Portland cement (GeoPC30)
1. 10 °C

20 - 38

38.46

23.65

61.50

38.50

2. 20 °C

20 - 38

45.42

29.36

64.60

35.40

3. 30 °C

20 - 38

38.61

23.49

60.80

39.20

4. 40 °C

20 - 38

36.41

21.48

61.90

38.10

5. 50 °C

20 - 38

35.80

23.39

65.30

34.70

6. 60 °C

20 - 38

34.76

24.11

69.30

30.70

7. 70 °C

20 - 38

34.37

25.06

72.90

27.10

Geopolymer cement (GP)
1. 10 °C

18 - 38

51.22

23.00

44.90

55.10

2. 20 °C

18 - 38

52.53

23.69

45.10

54.90

3. 30 °C

18 - 38

53.06

32.81

47.80

52.20

4. 40 °C

18 - 38

50.42

23.68

48.10

51.90

5. 50 °C

18 - 38

56.81

27.96

49.20

50.80

6. 60 °C

18 - 38

48.39

24.46

50.60

49.40

7. 70 °C

18 - 38

37.81

22.06

54.30

45.70

Overall, by the analysis of SEM images and XRD, it can be summarised in term of
microstructure and morphology that the hydrated OPC contains major crystalline phases of
C-S-H, ettringite and portlandite, forming firm and compact matrices. An increase in
curing temperature slightly reduces its crystallinity but the average percentage of
crystallinity is still over 90%. Whist fly ash-based geopolymer cement (GP) is a mixture of
crystalline (quartz and mullite) and amorphous phases. The proportion of crystalline and
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amorphous is therefore around 50:50 percent. Heat curing over room temperature strongly
provides positive effect on its mechanical properties indicated by denser matrices at high
curing temperature. The coexistence formations of both crystalline and amorphous were
also found in the GeoPC mixtures, illustrating the mix of geopolymeric gel and hydrated
OPC product in the single binder with approximately 65%-crystalline and 35%amorphous. As the major proportion of those GeoPC sample was GP, the same expedient
behaviour and micrographs under high heat curing were therefore achieved (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8 Crystallinity and amorphous percentage of OPC, GeoPC30 and GP at various
curing temperatures (28-day age)

6.4.4 Compressive strength at various curing temperatures
Compressive strength of OPC pastes was examined on the samples at 3 and 28 day age as
shown in Figure 6.9. At the 3 day age, the lowest strength was obtained by curing at 10°C
as 31.36 MPa. Its strength was dramatically increased to 50.79 MPa when cured at room
temperature (20°C). The compression capability was slightly dropped to 47.32, 47.65 and
47.75 MPa when the curing temperatures rose up to 30, 40 and 50°C respectively. The
maximum strength of those 3 day age OPC sample was recorded with the samples cured in
60°C of 54.50 MPa, and followed by 70°C of 53.46 MPa. The 28-day strength of OPC
developed by the time, however, the minimum strength was observed with curing
temperature at 10°C (58.76 MPa). The highest compressive strength belonged to the
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samples cured at room temperature (20°C) of 65.08 MPa. Its strength was slightly
decreased to around 60.78 to 63.44 MPa when the curing temperature was between 30 and
70°C. It can be seen that good early strength (3-day age) was achieved when the curing
temperature increased. On the other hand, the strength in later stage seemed to be
decreased when heat curing was increased to over ambient temperature. The experiments
showed that the strength of OPC was developed by the time from lower at 3 days to higher
at 28 days age. The strength of OPC is mainly obtained by the formation of calcium
silicate hydrated (C-S-H) confirmed by the FTIR and XRD analysis. High curing
temperature improves its early strength due to an accelerated OPC-hydration reaction (AlAmoudi, et al., 1995). However, the excessive moisture evaporation significantly reduced
the hydration in later age indicated by the reduction of H2O bonding in FTIR spectrum
when temperature rose up. Non-uniform resulted structure was also produced and
dispersed in the matrices (Chithra & Dhinakaran, 2014; Ezziane, et al., 2007) when
porosity and pore size may also be increased together with micro-cracking from thermal
stress in the sample (Alamri, 1988; Bushlaibi & Alshamsi, 2002) which was possibly seen
in SEM images and a dropping of crystallinity percentage at 70°C curing. As an adverse
effect could probably be addressed in hot environment e.g. throughout summer time or in
tropical climate areas, the proper curing should therefore be seriously considered for
achieving its strength and durability by providing a continuous hydration and less porosity
(Al-Amoudi, et al., 1995; Soroka, 1993).

Figure 6.9 Strength of OPC at various curing temperatures at 3 and 28 days

Figure 6.10 presents the results of strength measurement of GP at various curing
temperatures for 3 and 28 day ages. Three-day age strength cannot be tested with the
curing at 10, 20 and 30°C, while a very low strength of 3.21 MPa was obtained on the
samples cured at 40°C. Remarkable results were observed with the curing temperatures of
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50, 60 and 70C° as the strength distinctly increased to 23.99, 46.76 and 60.03 MPa
respectively. Strength development of GP at 28 days was increased by the time at 8.90,
13.24, 14.43 and 20.65 MPa with curing at 10, 20, 30 and 40°C. The strength was also
obviously found to rise up to 45.46, 57.29 and 64.93 MPa with curing temperatures at 50,
60 and 70°C respectively. It can be clearly seen that both early and late compressive
strengths of this fly ash-based geopolymer paste could be distinctly improved with high
curing temperatures from over 40°C to 70°C. In agreement with previous researches with
low curing temperature (10°C to 30°C), the compressive strength could not be measured in
the first 3 days while very low strength was obtained at the 28-day age. An increase in
curing temperature (40°C to 70°C) gives an increase of chemical reaction, accelerating
more geopolymeric gel formation in the matrices (Hardjito & Fung, 2010) and enhancing
the mechanical strength in early stage of geopolymerization (Rovnaník, 2010). However,
many researchers have revealed that too high temperature curing (e.g. over 70°C) or too
long curing duration (e.g. over 24 hours) seemed to result in a decrease in strength (Demie,
et al., 2011; Reddy, et al., 2012). The FTIR analysis indicated more polymerised unit of SiO stretching mode for SiQn in geopolymers when the curing temperature increased, while
XRD analysis shows that the structures were the mixed amorphous and crystalline phases
of quartz and mullite. The SEM images also confirm denser and more compact structure
with very few unreacted fly ash particles in high curing environment over 50°C increased
degree of reaction. By those strong bonding of geopolymers at high curing temperature, the
compressive strength at 28 days therefore was higher than that of the typical fully-hydrated
OPC.

Figure 6.10 Strength of GP at various curing temperatures at 3 and 28 days

For GeoPC system, in generally, pozzolanic materials such as fly ash, slag and silica fume
help improve the mechanical properties of OPC on exposure to higher temperature, which
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is mainly due to a modification of the kinetic of hydration, reduction of the heat evolution
and producing additional secondary C-S-H. The same trend was observed in GeoPC
system when its strength developed by the time and increased when the curing temperature
increased (Figure 6.11). The conjunction effects of temperature could be that (i) an
elevated curing temperature accelerates OPC-hydration in the system, which then provides
available Ca(OH)2 for pozzolanic reaction, and (ii) the pozzolanic reaction then creates a
secondary C-S-H, providing more strength to the system (Al-Amoudi, et al., 1995;
(Ezziane, et al., 2007). In a high alkaline environment, the early strength of GeoPC was
enhanced by the contribution of rapid reaction between calcium mineral (in OPC) and
alkaline activators in the system. The formation of mixed amorphous geopolymeric gel and
(C,N)-A-S-H phases were also proved by the FTIR as the band shifted to higher frequency,
indicating more polymerised unit geopolymers while percent of crystallinity (by XRD)
rose up when the curing temperature increased. More homogeneous and compact structures
than that of GP were obtained when cured at low temperature (i.e. 10 to 40°C) and
appeared denser when curing at 50 to 70°C. The internal heat was also emitted from the
reaction of both OPC-hydration and OPC-alkaline activation, leading to the possible
improvement of curing condition of the systems. However, it is noted that the reaction of
calcium in GeoPC system may give an early strength, while the heat of OPC-reaction
would support heat curing in later stage. As GP was a main proportion, 70% in the
mixture, the compressive strength therefore tended to increase at high curing temperature
by GP-domination controlling.

Figure 6.11 Strength of GeoPC30 at various curing temperatures at 3 and 28 days

The comparative strengths of OPC, GP and GeoPC system are presented in Figure 6.12.
Beyond the advantage of GeoPC in good early strength, acceptable 28-day age strength of
31.69 MPa was achieved at room curing temperature. In addition, the optimum curing
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temperature was found to be around 30°C to 40°C (mild temperature), which achieved the
strength of 39.69 MPa and 42.11 MPa respectively, while typical GP gained only 14.43
MPa at 30°C and 20.65 MPa at 40°C (Figure 6.12). This finding could benefit the use in
hot climate area or even throughout the summer, including any applying of alternative heat
sources.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12 Strength development at (a) 3-day age and (b) 28-day age of OPC, GeoPC30 and
GP for various curing temperatures

6.4.5 The rule of mixtures for GeoPC composite by mass fraction ratio
The rule of mixtures was used to predict the results of Geopolymer-Portland (GeoPC)
cementitious system as one of the composites materials. In general, two types of
constituents which were applied to the system would represent a group of three quantities:
mass fraction, volume fraction and mole fraction (McNaught & Wilkinson, 1997). In this
case, mass fraction (mass of a constituent divided by the total mass of all constituents in
the mixture) was used for GeoPC mixture. The GeoPC30 mixture, which was assumed as a
composite material, was composed of 70%-GP and 30%-OPC by mass. It is used for the
determination of compressive strength of mixed OPC and GP parts at various curing
temperatures. As controlled-OPC and controlled GP mixtures were also tested, the strength
by using the rule of mixtures of mass fraction ratio was estimated using equation (6.3):



= fOPC OPC + (1 - fOPC)GP

(6.3)

fOPC =

mOPC
mOPC + mGP

(6.4)

GeoPC30

where, GeoPC30 is the strength of GeoPC30 mixture (in MPa); OPC is the strength of
controlled OPC paste (in MPa); GP is the strength of controlled GP paste (in MPa); fOPC is
the mass fraction of the OPC paste in the composite and (1 - fOPC) is the mass fraction of
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the GP paste (fGP) in the composite. The mass fraction of OPC paste can be defined by
equation (6.4), where mOPC is the mass of OPC paste (in gram) and mGP is the mass of GP
paste (in gram) in the mixture (McNaught, 2014). The linear regression (best-fit) line of the
calculated results of GeoPC30 at various curing temperatures from equation (6.3) are
plotted as a dash-trend line with R2 = 0.91 (R2 - coefficient of determination), while the
tested results are shown as a solid best-fit line with R2 = 0.94 (Figure 6.13).

Figure 6.13 Linear regression lines of calculated values (dash line) and tested values
(solid line) of GeoPC30 at 28-day age

It is noted that the consistency between those calculated and tested results achieved
approximately R = 0.89 (or 89%); R = coefficient of correlation. Noticeable remark is that
the experimented values had huge gap over calculated values at 30°C and 40°C curing
temperatures, indicating more effective strength development in mild curing temperature
of GeoPC system.

6.5 Remark
The main aim of this chapter is to study the micro-mechanisms and mechanical properties
of Geopolymer-Portland cementitious (GeoPC) system at various curing temperatures.
GeoPC30 mixture was used to represent the GeoPC system due to its reasonable
combinations in mechanical performances, economical saving, as well as being more
environmental friendly. The major outcomes of the test in this chapter can be drawn as
follows:
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1) From the testing of typical OPC at various curing temperatures, it was found that high
curing (above room) temperature improved the early strength due to the acceleration in
OPC-hydration. However, in the later age, the strength significantly decreased as an
adverse effect of excessive moisture evaporation was obtained, causing larger porosity and
uncompleted-formation in the structures as well as the appearance of micro-cracking
caused by the thermal stress. Apart from that, for typical (general mixing) GP, its
mechanical performances at various curing temperatures were obviously improved in both
early and later ages as high curing temperature gave a rise and accelerated the
geopolymerization in the GP matrices.
2) GeoPC system achieved a better strength than that of typical GP at ambient curing
temperature due to the presence of OPC, forming mixed amorphous geopolymeric gel and
(C,N)-A-S-H phases. As GP is the main constituent in GeoPC mixture, the strength
therefore increased when the curing temperature increased by the stronger and longer chain
of Si-O-Al bonding. The microstructures and mechanisms of GeoPC were also improved
for high temperature curing. The optimum curing temperature of GeoPC mixture was
observed to be in the range of mild curing (30 to 40°C), which can be achieved in hot
environment throughout summer time or even in tropical climate areas.
3) At ambient curing temperature, an alternative extra heat emitted from OPC-hydration
(which depends on the concentration of OPC inclusion) may support the curing regimes
and could be sufficient for the proper curing conditions of GeoPC system. Somehow, there
was no significant heat liberation to be observed in typical (general mixing) GP as its
reaction underwent very slow rate under room conditions. However, another alternative
heat source could be obtained from the mixing method of exothermic reaction of pre-dry
mixing process (C), referring to Chapter 4. Consequently, a study on the advantages of
GeoPC system and pre-dry mixing method has therefore been established as “Self-cured
geopolymer cement” which will be mentioned in Chapter 7.
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PART 3
PRODUCTION OF SELF-CURED GEOPOLYMER CEMENT
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CHAPTER 7 COMBINATION OF PRE-DRY MIXING
PROCESS AND GEOPOLYMER-PORTLAND CEMENT
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SELF-CURED
GEOPOLYMER CEMENT
7.1 Introduction
The study of GP manufacturing procedures (Chapter 4) has proved that the optimum
mixing techniques (order) could lead to better mechanical properties. Although the
separate mixing process (A) and general mixing process (B) obtained higher strength than
the dry-mixing process (C) because the fully dissolved alkaline activators were used in the
synthesis, the process C obviously provided efficient heat liberation during its mixing
process, which provided more rapid paste setting and created more favourable heat curing
conditions for in-field applications. For another approach, the inclusion of OPC in
geopolymers (Chapter 5) mainly reacted with alkaline solutions and formed the additional
compounds of C-(A)-S-H and N-A-S-H gel which could also shorten the setting time and
develop good early strength to the systems. Moreover, some heat liberation induced by the
amount of OPC addition/hydration could promote extra geopolymerization reaction and
enhance the mechanical properties of GeoPC system cured at ambient temperature. In
addition, more information has also been received from the study of GeoPC mixtures at
various curing temperatures (Chapter 6). It is revealed that the mechanical strength of the
GeoPC mixture increased (by additional formation of mixed amorphous geopolymeric gel
and (C,N)-A-S-H phases) when the curing temperature increased as the reaction was
accelerated by heat. The potential optimum curing temperature can be in the range of mild
curing temperatures, 30 to 40°C.
The above conclusions from the previous chapters lead to the possible development of
Self-cured geopolymers at ambient temperature, taking advantages of those beneficial
findings, i.e. heat from exothermic reaction and convenience in field operation (Pre-dry
mixing), early strength development and ability to gain reasonable strength at ambient
temperature, as well as in mild curing condition (GeoPC system). The technique of the
combination of pre-dry mixing and GeoPC could provide sufficient heat for the curing
regime of GP and offer the potential production of Self-cured geopolymers for on-site
engineering applications. Therefore, this Chapter is to develop the optimum processing
technologies and hence production of Self-cured geopolymer cement.
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7.2 Materials and Methodologies
7.2.1 Materials
Coal-fired fly ash (batch II) and general purpose OPC were the same type and grade as
used in the previous experiment (Chapters 4, 5 and 6). Their chemical compositions are
given in Table 7.1. A 15 molar sodium hydroxide solution and 48.20 %w/w sodium silicate
solution were prepared as alkaline activators. Sodium silicate solution to sodium hydroxide
solution (SS/SH) ratio by mass was 1.50, while the alkaline solution to fly ash (A/FA) ratio
was 0.40.
Table 7.1 Chemical compositions of fly ash and commercial OPC
Materials

SiO2

Al2O3

FeO

CaO

Na2O

TiO2

MgO

K2O

SO3

Fly ash

45.71

29.40

9.17

1.59

0.90

1.14

0.97

3.16

0.74

OPC

12.22

3.85

2.85

73.82

-

-

0.78

1.17

5.30

7.2.2 Designation of mixtures and sample preparations
The mixtures of GeoPC5, 10, 15 and 20 were manufactured with a pre-dry mixing process
(C) for the study of its mechanisms and mechanical properties. GeoCP mixtures
synthesized in general mixing process (B) were also prepared with the same designation of
pre-dry mixing process as a controlled-mix. The combinations of GeoPC mixtures in this
test were complied with the designated proportions in Chapters 4 and 5 accordingly. As
aforementioned in Chapter 4, the pre-dry mixing method requires more water in the system
than those normal mixtures. With an increase of A/FA ratio in GP part (in GeoPC system)
from 0.40 to 0.45, the resulted water-to-solid (w/s) ratio of the pre-dry mixing process (C)
was therefore slightly higher than that of process B. The details of GeoPC mixtures in both
processes are given in Table 7.2.
For general mixing process (B), sodium hydroxide solution, sodium silicate solutions and
OPC-water were mixed together until becoming homogenous before uses. This combined
solution was then added into the pre-dry mixing powder of OPC and fly ash. After running
the mixer at low speed of 140 ± 5 rpm for 90 seconds. The mixer was then stopped for 30
seconds to allow removing all the paste adhered to the wall and the bottom and bringing it
to the middle part of the bowl. Then, the mixer was restarted again and run for further 90
seconds. After well-mixing, the homogenous slurry was carried out from the bowl for
further testing. For pre-dry mixing process (C), fly ash + OPC + sodium hydroxide solid +
sodium silicate solid were initially dry-mixed together for 90 seconds in the mixer.
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Table 7.2 Design of GeoPC mixtures and Self-cured geopolymers
Mixture

Fly ash
(g)

OPC
(g)

Na2SiO3
Soln (g)

NaOH
Soln (g)

Na2SiO3
Solid (g)

NaOH
Solid (g)

Purified
water (g)

Overall
w/s ratio

GP (B)

500.0

-

120.0

80.0

-

-

-

0.191

GeoPC5(B)

467.6

27.5

112.2

74.8

-

-

7.0

0.194

GeoPC10(B)

443.0

55.0

106.3

70.9

-

-

13.9

0.197

GeoPC15(B)

418.4

82.5

100.4

67.0

-

-

20.9

0.200

GeoPC20(B)

393.8

110.0

94.5

63.0

-

-

27.8

0.203

GP (C)

500.0

-

-

-

65.1

33.8

126.2

0.211

GeoPC5(C)

451.5

27.5

-

-

58.8

30.5

120.9

0.213

GeoPC10(C)

427.8

55.0

-

-

55.7

28.9

121.9

0.215

GeoPC15(C)

404.0

82.5

-

-

52.6

27.3

122.8

0.217

GeoPC20(C)

380.2

110.0

-

-

49.5

25.7

123.8

0.219

The specific amount of water (as shown in Table 7.2) was then added into the mixtures.
The mixer was restarted again and were repeated the mixing procedures as those for
process B. Testing diagram of controlled (general) mixing process (B) and pre-dry mixing
process (C) is as shown in Figure 7.1.

General mixing process (B)

Pre-dry mixing process (C)

Fly ash (s) + OPC (s)

Fly ash (s) + OPC (s) + NaOH (s)
+ Sodium silicate (s)

Dry mixing 90 s

Dry mixing 90 s

Sodium silicate (l)
+ NaOH (l) + OPC water (l)

Water (l)

90 s / 90 s

90 s / 90 s

Cementitious paste

Cementitious paste

Note: s, solid state; l, liquid state

Figure 7.1 Testing diagram of GeoPC system as Self-cured geopolymers

7.2.3 Analytical techniques
Measurement of internal heat accumulated inside the samples was carried out by recording
temperatures using thermocouples and Labview Signal Express software every 1 minute
for a period of 24 hours. The Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrums were recorded
after running 100 scans in the wavenumber range of 650 to 4,000 cm-1. Scanning Electron
microscope (SEM) was used to observe the microstructures, and the Energy dispersive Xray Analysis (EDXA) technique was used to identify the chemical composition of raw
materials. The X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a Bruker D8 Advance
diffractometer fitted with a Lynxeye XE high-resolution energy dispersive 1-D detector.
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The samples were determined by using DIFFRAC.SUITE software. Compressive strength
of prismatic samples (40mm x 40mm x 160mm) of all combinations was determined by
using the Instron universal testing machine (BS EN 196-1:2016). More other details are as
stated in Chapter 3.

7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Internal heat liberation of Self-cured geopolymer cement
The inclusion of OPC directly induces internal heat liberation of GeoPC mixtures by the
high potential energy constituents (e.g. C3A, C3S), together with minor heat being
promoted by the reaction of fly ash, OPC and alkaline solutions. The maximum heat
emitted from general mixing process (B) was therefore increased with higher amount of
OPC inclusion viz. around 27.4, 28.6, 29.0, 30.0, 30.4 and 31.8°C of GP (B), GeoPC5 (B),
GeoPC10 (B), GeoPC15 (B), GeoPC20 (B) and GeoPC30 (B) respectively (Figure 7.2).
The peaks were shifted forward to be longer with higher percentage of OPC addition as
OPC may require extra time to be hydrated in high alkalinity solutions.

Figure 7.2 Heat accumulated inside various GeoPCs with general mixing process (B)

However, the production of Self-cured geopolymers (GeoPC with Pre-dry mixing process
C) released much more heat than those with process B, not only from the hydration of OPC
but also an abrupt reaction of alkaline solids in water, more detailed explanation can be
found in Chapter 4. It can be seen that the major heat emission in a low-amount of OPC
inclusion (i.e. GeoPC5 to GeoPC30) was mainly dominated by the proportion of solid
alkaline. The maximum temperatures of 53.2, 53.7, 44.5, 39.2, 37.7 and 39.7°C from an
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intensive exothermic reaction were therefore achieved by GP (C), GeoPC5 (C), GeoPC10
(C), GeoPC15 (C), GeoPC20 (C) and GeoPC30 (C) respectively (Figure 7.3). As
additional degree of geopolymerization is generally promoted at high curing temperature,
the positive effect from additional heat liberation would therefore be achieved with the
combination of GeoPC and pre-dry mixing approaches.

Figure 7.3 Heat accumulated inside various mixtures with pre-dry mixing process (C)

7.3.2 Functional groups of Self-cured geopolymer cement
The IR spectrums of GeoPC mixtures manufactured with general process B (Figure 7.4(a))
and Pre-dry mixing process C (Figure 7.4(b)) showed very similar characteristics at band
871 cm-1 and peaks at band 948-966 cm-1, corresponding to Si-O and Al-O symmetric
stretching vibrations of (C,N)-A-S-H of OPC and Si-O-Si(Al) bonds in SiO4 and AlO4
molecules of GP respectively (Palomo, et al., 2007). Small shoulder at 1,094 cm-1 appeared
in the Self-cured geopolymers (GeoPC process C), indicating that more Si-O and Al-O
symmetric stretching vibrations were also formed (Škvára, et al., 2006). The absorption
band at 1,418 cm-1 of Si-O and Al-O asymmetric stretching vibrations was observed in
both processes and increased with the inclusion of OPC (from 0% to 20%), indicating
additional formation of Si-O-Al chain of C-(A)-S-H (Bakharev, 2005b). Nevertheless,
more intensity was obtained in dry-mixing method probably due to an advance in heat
liberation. In addition, small peaks at 1,487 cm-1 of CO3 species were found in general
GeoPC process (B) mixtures, suggesting that CaCO3 might be formed under incomplete
reaction of that hybrid system (Yip & Van Deventer, 2003). O-H bending vibration of
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water at the band 1,645 cm-1 was also detected much more intensive in dry-mixing process
than the general one. In fact, it is noted that GP process C in this testing (w/s = 0.211; A/FA
= 0.45) achieved less moisture left in the system, even though its w/s ratio was slightly
higher than the previous GP process C testing in Chapter 4 (w/s = 0.191; A/FA = 0.40).
More dissolution rate (from appropriate water content) could be a key factor for additional
degree of reaction. Due to an increase in a small amount of OPC (i.e. from GeoPC5 to
GeoPC20), the overall functional groups found in the processes B and C were almost the
same. However, by contrast, some differences in the process C bonding would be
accounted for extra heat supplied by dry-mixing method and for some of water left in the
system, which directly affected its mechanisms and performance.

Intensity

(a)

Intensity

(b)

Figure 7.4 IR spectrums of GeoPC in (a) process B and (b) process C at the 28-day age
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7.3.3 Microstructures and morphology of Self-cured geopolymer cement
The GeoPC mixtures manufactured with general mixing process B show more uniformity
and compact structure than the Self-cured mixtures in all cases, as fully dissolved alkaline
solution were used. However, in both processes, the microstructures were distinguishably
improved and seemed to be denser when the little amount of OPC was added to the system
i.e. GeoPC5 to GeoPC20. Remarkable enhancement can be comparatively seen in SEM
images of GP with process B and GeoPC with process C (Tables 7.3(a) to (d)).
Table 7.3 SEM images of GeoPC mixtures in processes B and C at the 28-day age
Mixture

General process B

Pre-dry mixing process C

(a) GP

(b) GeoPC5

(c) GeoPC10

(d) GeoPC20
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From X-ray diffraction patterns, an amorphous phase was represented by the board hump
in approximately 20 to 40° region for 2. The crystallinity of mullite (M), quartz (Q),
nepheline (N) and (C,N)-A-S-H were detected in all samples. In addition, an extra
formation of calcium (aluminate) silicate hydrated (C-(A)-S-H, CS) and calcite (C’) were
only found in high calcium content mixtures (i.e. GeoPC10, 15 and 20) (Figure 7.5).

Figure 7.5 XRD patterns of general GeoPC system (process B) at 28 days

Figure 7.6 XRD patterns of pre-dry mixing GeoPC system (process C) at 28 days

Although the combination of amorphous and crystallinity phases were similarly observed
in two mixing methods (B and C), the presence of C-(A)-S-H in pre-dry mixing process C
was slightly greater than that of general process B. It might be due to the fact that the
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additional OPC gain more opportunity to react with added-water, forming more C-(A)-S-H
rather than occurred in alkaline activated solution (Figure 7.6).
7.3.4 Compressive strength of Self-cured geopolymer cement
The compressive strength of GeoPC system in both manufacturing processes B and C was
examined on the samples at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days. It is noted that GP could not be carried
out for testing in the first three days as it gained a very slow hardening rate at ambient
temperature. From the previous findings, it was already found that GP cured at room
temperature resulted in lower strength than that cured at high temperatures (Figure 7.7).

Figure 7.7 Compressive strength of GeoPC mixtures synthesized with processes B and C

The strength also increased when the amount of OPC inclusion increased, indicating the
formation of (C,N)-A-S-H gel. Furthermore, low percentage of OPC inclusion (GeoPC5 to
20) in general process (B) and pre-dry mixing process (C) illustrated quite similar
characteristics to the recent GeoPC testing. Although mostly identical results were
obtained in the functional groups (FTIR) and crystallinity phase analysis (XRD), some
disparate bonding performance could lead to different strengths. It can be seen that the
compressive strengths of GP and GeoPC5 are not much different from those two processes
of only 2 to 4 MPa at 28-day age. By contrast, the greater gaps of strength of around 5 to
11 MPa at 28-day age were observed for GeoPC10 to GeoPC20. It can be explained by the
existing of water (O-H bonding, FTIR) and incomplete reaction in GeoPC10 to GeoPC20
of dry-mixing process C (Figure 7.4), leading to the scattered voids and loose structures as
presented in SEM images (Table 7.3).
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It is apparent that the inclusion of OPC in this test involved in early strength development
much more significant than the heat emitted during OPC-hydration. The improvement in
strength of dry-mixing GeoPC system (or Self-cured GP) should be further focused on how
to increase the reaction rate e.g. using high fineness materials or enhancing the quality of
mixing procedures, which is beyond the scope of this study. Apart from that, the benefit
from latent heat of exothermic reaction (dry-mixing) may be lightly obtained due to the
lack of heat loss protection to the specimens as well as the rapid heat loss in the small size
specimens (prisms; 40mm x 40mm x 160mm).

7.4 Remark
The advantages of pre-dry mixing process C (Chapter 4) and GeoPC system (Chapter 5)
have been taken and combined as a new scenario, called Self-cured geopolymer cement.
The Self-cured geopolymers were set up together with the GeoPC mixtures manufactured
in general process (B) for comparison. The results of both procedures by FTIR and XRD
revealed very slightly different mechanisms. Nevertheless, more moisture content than that
of typical (general) process B was left in the mixture of Self-cured geopolymer process,
which was probably due to an incomplete reaction with solid particles of the main
constituents. In addition, in general process (B), more compact and denser microstructures
were clearly observed by SEM, which led to the slight higher in strength when compared
with Self-cured process. Although high strength was achieved by general process (B) as
fully dissolved alkaline solutions were used, the strength of Self-cured geopolymer cement
could be improved by the use of finer solid particles and prolong curing period. Moreover,
the internal heat liberation of Self-cured geopolymer cement was obviously higher than
that of general process (B) and could give higher degree of geopolymerization.
The success of the synthesis of Self-cured geopolymers could facilitate its application in
practical work as conventional OPC by eliminating the difficulties of highly viscous and
corrosive alkaline solutions. The internal heat itself, with appropriate heat loss protection,
increases the ability to work at ambient temperature as well as to obtain the early strength
development by OPC content. Furthermore, an increase in commercial availability and
economical saving could also be achieved by using solid activators when compared to the
use of highly cost alkaline solutions.
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CHAPTER 8 EFFECT OF SAMPLE SIZE AND EXTRA
INTERNAL HEAT ACCOMULATION ON STRENGTH
OF SELF-CURED GEOPOLYMER CEMENT
8.1 Introduction
The study of geopolymers and GeoPC system cured at various temperatures (Chapter 6)
showed that the mechanical properties of GeoPC increased at both early and later ages
when the curing temperature is over 40°C. Heat curing is one of significant factors to
accelerate the formation of geopolymeric gel (for GP) and (C,N)-A-S-H gel (for GeoPC),
improving the mechanical strength. The alternative heat sources, from exothermic reaction
of pre-dry mixing process and OPC hydration reaction of GeoPC system, were also found
to provide beneficial conditions for curing purpose under ambient-cured conditions. Some
of other non-electrical heat sources were previously reported in literatures and proved to
enhance GP properties, for example, exposing GP to direct sunlight or even operating in
hot environment or hot climate areas (Nuruddin, et al., 2011b). More heat could be
generated by merging internal heat and external hot environment to generate higher degree
of reaction (Nuruddin, et al., 2011a).
Another example for non-electrical heating is the internal heat accumulation obtaining
from mass-pouring (Vaidya, et al., 2011). For example, a large volume of OPC-concrete
casting (e.g. casting of dam or huge foundation) can produce very high internal
temperature, up to 80°C (Soroka, 1979; Taylor, 1992). The same behaviour could also
occur with a massive volume of geopolymer cement casting at room temperature, which
has been reported by the heat measurement of a cubic yard sample (91cm x 91cm x 91cm)
of geopolymer cement which achieved internal heat up to 40°C compared with standard
cylindrical sample at just 25°C (Nath & Sarker, 2012). As far as geopolymer cement was
produced with the huge volume (massive amount) together with good protection in heat
and moisture loss, it could also maintain internal heat and provide positive curing
conditions itself. Furthermore, the temperature could be kept inside the mixture a bit longer
if geopolymer mortar (paste and sand) or concrete (paste and aggregates) are manufactured
due to the total heat accumulated by those mixtures in relation with its thermal mass and
specific heat capacity (Dodoo, et al., 2012; Kim, et al., 2003). However, it is noted that the
bigger specimen size with greater strength does not mean only an enhancement by extra
heat from massive-volume, but an effect of specimen size and geometry should also be
considered for the properties of final products. As the compressive strength is unable to be
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compared with the different specimen sizes and shapes (e.g. prism and cube), the
relationship of the strength between any specimen types in this study is therefore plotted on
equality chart for comparison and further analysis.
The dry-mixing process (in GeoPC mixture) is supposed to provide an improvement in
strength capability, but unexpected results were obtained in the previous testing, see
Chapter 7. The combination of GeoPC system in pre-dry mixing process C (with prismatic
samples) achieved lower strength than that of GeoPC in general mixing process B. The
possible reasons may be assumed to be that an extra heat, which was obtained from drymixing process (C), rapidly escaped from un-insulated and small (prism) specimen sizes. It
is considered that the massive volume (large specimen) of geopolymer cement may be able
to maintain the temperature inside the samples, therefore, the main aim of this chapter is to
study sample size, sample geometry and extra heat accumulation inside the sample which
may affect compressive strength of Self-cured geopolymer cement.
The experimental work in this chapter was extended from the study of previous work.
Apart from other suggested factors (e.g. fineness of materials, mixing quality or usage of
specimens’ insulation), the 40mm x 40mm x 160mm prismatic specimens were used as
small size of specimens for laboratory testing, while 100mm x 100mm x 100mm cubic
specimens as large specimen sizes referring to general precast components or huge volume
of cement uses. The comparative results of GeoPC mixtures manufactured with typical
process B and with pre-dry mixing process C (Self-cured GP) were presented, along with
the expression in the compressive strengths of those two types of specimens. It is noted
that the materials used and mixtures designed were similar to the previous experiment in
Chapter 7.

8.2 Experimental Procedures
8.2.1 Materials and mixture designations
Fly ash, OPC and alkaline activators were the same type and grade as those used in
Chapter 7. For the manufacturing of geopolymer pastes, three different manufacturing
procedures, i) separate mixing process (A), ii) general mixing process (B) and iii) pre-dry
mixing process (C), were carried out with the same mixtures design mentioned in the
previous experiment. The same mixture designs of GeoPC system, i.e. GeoPC5, 10, 15 and
20 were also used to prepare samples for both mixes, general mixing process (B) and predry mixing process C (Self-cured GP). The mixing procedures were repeatedly carried out
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with the standard mixer at ambient temperature (20 ± 2°C). The testing series are presented
in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1 Testing series of prism and cube specimens
Cube
100mmx100mmx100mm

Testing age
(days)




GeoPC in general mixing process B





7, 14 and 28
7, 14 and 28
7, 14 and 28





GeoPC in pre-dry mixing process C (Self-cured GP)






3, 7, 14 and 28
3, 7, 14 and 28
3, 7, 14 and 28
3, 7, 14 and 28






3, 7, 14 and 28
3, 7, 14 and 28
3, 7, 14 and 28
3, 7, 14 and 28

Mixture

Prism
40mmx40mmx160 mm

Geopolymers
Process A
Process B
Process C

GeoPC5 (B)
GeoPC10 (B)
GeoPC15 (B)
GeoPC20 (B)
GeoPC5 (C)
GeoPC10 (C)
GeoPC15 (C)
GeoPC20 (C)






8.2.2 Sample preparation
The 40mm x 40mm x 160mm prismatic specimen (volume = 256cm3) was represented as
small volume of paste casting, while the 100 mm cubic specimen (volume = 1,000cm3) was
cast as large volume (Figure 8.1). After demoulding, both types of specimens were neatly
sealed with plastic films and then covered with plastic sheets to protect moisture loss. All
of samples were stored in the curing chamber under ambient conditions of 20 ± 2°C until
reaching the testing age.
8.2.3 Analytical techniques
The compressive strength of prismatic samples was determined by using an Instron
universal testing machine and complied with BS EN196-1. It is noted that the compressive
surface area of prism samples under Instron machine is 16 cm2 (1,600 mm2) by the
standard crushing-head size of 40mm x 40mm. Cubic samples were carried out for
compression tests with VJ Tech compression machines, EN Automatic Concrete Machine
(3000 kN) to BS EN 12390-3:2009. A compressive cross-section of area of all cubes is 100
cm2 or 10,000 mm2 (Figure 8.2). All GPs in different manufacturing processes were
produced for compression tests on their 7, 14 and 28 day ages, while all GeoPC mixtures
were tested at 3, 7, 14 and 28 day ages on both prism and cube specimens. The strength
value was calculated by using the average value of three identical samples. The
compressive strengths of prismatic and cubic samples were plotted on equality chart. The
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linear regression analysis was used to analyse the relationship between those results in
different testing series (Mansur & Islam, 2002; Yi, et al., 2006).

Figure 8.1 Two different sizes and geometries of cube and prism samples

Figure 8.2 Compression test of cubic sample (Left) and prismatic sample (Right)

8.3 Results and Discussion
8.3.1 Effect of specimen size on the compressive strength of GP in different
manufacturing processes
The compression tests were carried out at 7, 14 and 28 days age as all GP pastes could not
set in the first 3 days. For the compressive strength of prism samples (the results are as
reported in Chapter 4), the separate mixing (process A) achieves higher strength than that
of the general mixing (process B), and followed by the pre-dry mixing (process C)
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respectively (Figure 8.3). This may be due to the fact that the fully-dissolved alkaline
solutions could provide higher degree of geopolymerization, leading to more intensive
matrix bonding of processes A and B. Even though, the pre-dry mixing process (C)
obtained an intensive heat from the alkaline exothermic reaction, insufficient alkaline
dissolution together with lack of heat loss protection could significantly result in low
mechanical strength.

(a) Prismatic samples (Bar chart)

(b) Cubic samples (Bar chart)

(c) Prismatic samples (Line chart)

(d) Cubic samples (Line chart)

Figure 8.3 Compressive strength of GP in different manufacturing processes

It can be drawn that process A gained the highest compressive strength, followed by
processes B and C in all testing ages (Figure 8.3(a)). By contrast, the strength value of 100
mm cubic samples was slightly different from those of the prisms (Figure 8.3(b)). The
compressive strength of dry-mixing process (C) seemed to be improved when compared
with processes A and B. In addition, it can be clearly seen from the results of prismatic
samples (Figure 8.3(c)) and cubic samples (Figure 8.3(d)) that the strength developments
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were slightly different, changing from the process A > B > C in all testing ages of prisms
to C > A > B (7-day age) and A > C > B (28-day age) on cubes. It is noted that the
difference in strength seemed to be obtained mainly due to the effect of specimen size.
Even though the compressive strengths of prismatic and cubic specimens cannot be
compared due to the differences in size and shape geometry (Del Viso, et al., 2008; Yi, et
al., 2006), it can be apparently analysed by plotting the relationships between cubic and
prismatic strength values.

Figure 8.4 Relationship between mean compressive strength of GP 100
mm cubes and 40mm x 40mm x 160mm prisms in different processes

The strength of 100mm x 100mm x 100mm cubes was plotted against that of the 40mm x
40mm x 160mm prisms to examine the relationship of specimen sizes (Figure 8.4). Solid
lines indicate the best-fit lines (from linear regression analysis) of each GP strength data,
while a dash-line indicates the line of equality y = x. It can be seen that the best-fit lines of
GP process A and B are almost aligned each other and both of them are drawn below the
line of equality, indicating that the prism strength is higher than that of the cube strength.
By contrast, it may be seen that a best-fit line of GP process C is consistently above those
corresponding best-fit lines for A and B over the entire range of testing ages, and is almost
located above the equality line, demonstrating higher strength of the cubic samples over
the prisms. The reason may be due to an extra heat accumulation (exothermic reaction;
solid alkaline activators and water) which could be kept inside larger specimens (100 mm
cubes), enhancing its geopolymerization through chemical bonding.
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8.3.2 Effect of specimen size on the strength of GeoPC and Self-cured geopolymers
The compressive strength of GeoPC system in the general mixing and Self-cured GP
process C was examined on the samples at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days. Figure 8.5 shows the
results of the prismatic samples with the general mixing process B (left) and Self-cured GP
process C (right) which were presented in Chapter 7.

Figure 8.5 Compressive strength of prismatic samples synthesized with general process (B)
and Self-cured process (C)

Figure 8.6 Compressive strength of cubic samples synthesized with general process (B) and
Self-cured process (C)
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It can be seen that the overall strength values of the GeoPC (B) mixtures were
comparatively higher than that of the GeoPC (C) mixtures when the amount of OPC
increased (from GeoPC5 to GeoPC20). This may be not only due to the effects from
incomplete reaction and excess water left in the mixture that cause weakness in GeoPC
(C), but also the rapid loss of alternative self-generated heat by solid alkaline-exothermic
reaction which could scarcely be kept inside small size specimens, prisms.
The strength of cubic samples shown in Figure 8.6 is for general mixing process B (left)
and Self-cured GP process C (right). Even though the larger size of cubic specimens may
able to maintain heat accumulated longer inside the samples and provide some advantages
for curing regime than the smaller prisms, GeoPC (C) mixtures still gained lower strength
than that of GeoPC (B) mixtures in all cases.
However, a distinctive point can be comparatively observed when the compressive strength
was plotted in line charts of prism and cube (Figure 8.7). The gap of strength lines between
process B and C of the cubic samples (Figure 8.7(b)) became narrower at both 3-day and
28-day ages when compared with the prismatic samples (Figure 8.7(a)). The same
behaviour in GP (Figure 8.3(d)) was also observed as large size specimens (cubes) may
achieve a greater heat curing environment than the small size specimens (prisms). In
addition, as alternative extra heat was obtained from dry-mixing process (C), the strength
improvement at both early and later ages was therefore remarkably achieved.

(a) Prismatic samples (Line chart)

(b) Cubic samples (Line chart)

Figure 8.7 Compressive strength of GP in different manufacturing processes

The strength of the prismatic and cubic samples, which were manufactured with general
mixing process (B) and Self-cured process (C), was plotted at the testing ages of 3 days
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and 28 days. The best-fit lines of strength at 3-day age of process B and C (Figure 8.8) are
drawn above equality line, meaning the cube strength is higher than prism strength in both
cases. It can be seen that the best-fit line of process C is not only laid over process B, but
also obtains greater slope of 1.48 against 0.90 (of process B). By this relationship, it can be
interpreted, for the cubic specimens, that Self-cured process (C) achieved higher strength
than general process (B). Moreover, the trend shows greater differences in the compressive
values when GeoPC of higher strength grade (more OPC inclusion in the GeoPC system) is
tested.

3 days age

Figure 8.8 Relationship between average 3-day strength of 100 mm cubes
and 40mm x 40mm x 160mm prisms for processes B and C

For the GeoPC at the 28-day age (Figure 8.9), the best-fit lines of processes B and C
indicate that prism strength is slightly higher than that of corresponding low cube strengths
of approximately 20 MPa (process B) and 10 MPa (process C) respectively. At the values
about 23 MPa (process B) and 13 MPa (process C), the strengths of prisms and cubes
become identical. Thereafter, the cubic specimens exhibit higher compressive strength than
the prismatic specimens. In addition, like the results at 3 days, the best-fit line of process C
is stacked over process B and obtains greater slope of 1.78 against 1.24 (of process B). An
extra heat released from dry-mixing process could provide more appropriate curing regime
together with longer heat maintaining inside larger specimens size, cubes.
Based on the relationship determined by linear regression analysis at the 28-day age
(Figure 8.9), the empirical formula for cube strength of GeoPC system in both processes
can be obtained as follows:
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For General mixing process (B):
(cu)100mm = 1.2468(pr)40*40*160mm - 5.3472



(8.1)

For Pre-dry mixing process (C):
(cu)100mm = 1.7872(pr)40*40*160mm - 10.216

(8.2)

where cu and pr are the cube and prism strengths in MPa respectively. The coefficient of
correlation (R-values) for those best-fit lines is close to each other, equal to approximately
0.88.

28 days age

Figure 8.9 Relationship between average 28-day strength of 100 mm cubes
and 40mm x 40mm x 160mm prisms for processes B and C

According to all relationships between the cube and prism strengths throughout the
scenarios considered in this study, it can be seen that GP in pre-dry mixing process (C)
produced with large size 100 mm cubes could clearly provide better compressive strength
than small prisms. It may be due to an extra heat accumulation which can be kept longer
inside the larger sample (Nath & Sarker, 2012; Vaidya, et al., 2011). The similar results
were also observed in GeoPC mixture as not only extra heat is obtained from dry-mixing
and larger specimen size which enhance its curing environment, but also some alternative
heat liberation came from the hydration of the included OPC. The final results are closely
related to the study of using dry-mixing method (Suwan & Fan, 2014) and producing large
volume of concrete casting (Taylor, 1992). With most of cementitious materials could
serve as effective thermal mass (Thermal mass - heat storage capacity of a material, the
ability to provide inertia against temperature variations) (Dodoo, et al., 2012), this
advantage could therefore promote curing regime for those of GP and Self-cured GP.
Beyond the strength obtained by chemical reaction, the heat is a vital factor positively
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affecting the strength. The internal heat generated from process C and massive volume of
paste with good protection in thermal loss and moisture loss could enhance the rate of
structural formation and strengthen the binder matrices.

8.4 Remark
1) For the geopolymer cement, the strength of prisms manufactured in general mixing
process (B) was greater than that of cubes (prism > cube), while on the contrary, the
strength of cubes was greater than prisms (cube > prism) in pre-dry mixing process (C). By
contrast, for GeoPC mixtures, most of the cube strengths trend to be greater than those of
prisms strengths (cube > prism) in both general mixing process (B) and Self-cured
geopolymers (process C).
2) The improvement in mechanical strength for (i) Geopolymer cement and (ii) GeoPC
system could be achieved. The alternative extra heat (from dry mixing process (C) and/or
OPC hydration) which was kept in larger specimen (100 mm cubes) could provide more
suitable conditions for curing purpose. Whist in Self-cured geopolymer cement (Pre-dry
mixing of GeoPC system), the strength increased not only due to extra internal heat itself
but also the rapid formation of (C,N)-A-S-H, providing an early strength development of
the samples.
3) Overall, it could be concluded that larger specimen size of geopolymers and GeoPC
mixtures would obtain higher internal heat accumulation, leading to greater strength. More
enhancements could be also achieved by optimizing the water content, increasing fineness
of materials as well as providing heat loss and moisture loss protections.
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PART 4
FINAL APPRAISAL OF THE RESEARCH WORK
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
9.1 Summary
This thesis comprises of four parts: The first part “Introduction, Literature Review and
Methodology” consists of introduction (Chapter 1), literatures review (Chapter 2), and
materials and test methods (Chapter 3). The second part “Curing Processes and Properties
of Geopolymers” is committed to examine the curing mechanisms and properties of
geopolymers through the designated experimental works of various manufacturing
procedures (Chapter 4), inclusion of OPC to GP (known as GeoPC system, Chapter 5), and
curing at various temperatures (Chapter 6). The significant contributions of those two parts
lead to Part 3 “Production of Self-cured Geopolymer Cement”, including Chapter 7 and
Chapter 8. The final part “Final Appraisal of the Research Work” in Chapter 9 provides
exclusive conclusions of this study, including future research and recommendations.
The fundamentals of geopolymers and geopolymerization, in the first part, have been
intensively discussed together with important factors, which could affect the curing,
structure and characteristics of geopolymers. It was found that coal-fired fly ash seems to
be the most appropriate raw prime material due to its physical characteristics (small and
spherical shape), its chemical characteristics (rich in Si and Al) and its eco-friendly origin
(by-product). Sodium hydroxide solution, SH (15M), and sodium silicate solution, SS
(48.20 %w/w), were identified as activators for this research work with SS/SH ratio and
A/FA ratio of 1.50 and 0.40 respectively. Curing regimes stimulate the formation of
geopolymeric gel, however, the appropriate temperature and duration (40 to 90°C, 6 to 48
hours) could lead to the improved results for geopolymer synthesis. To widen its
applications and being more convenient in practical works with reasonable performance,
many attempts have been carried out on the fly ash-based geopolymers to develop suitable
curing process at ambient temperature. In this study, three distinct approaches, namely predry mixing method and alternative heat source and calcium content in GP mixture have
been complied to develop the conceptual framework of the Self-cured geopolymers.
For the investigation on curing mechanisms and their relationship with the properties of
geopolymers, it was found that manufacturing procedures significantly affected the
properties of geopolymers cured at room temperature. The widely used manufacturing
processes of geopolymer cement (Separate mixing process (A) and General mixing process
(B)) gave rise to higher strength than the purposed dry mixing process (C) because the
fully dissolved alkaline activators were used. However, the pre-dry mixing process (C)
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provided high potential heat liberation, which would be beneficial and facilitate the
production of Self-cured geopolymers. The inclusion of OPC in GP mixture (GeoPC
system) mainly quickly reacted with alkaline solutions and formed the additional
compounds of C-(A)-S-H and N-A-S-H, resulting in good early strength to the systems.
Alternative extra heat liberation from OPC-hydration was also observed in the mixtures
depending on the dosage of OPC replacement. GeoPC system therefore had a better
strength than that of typical GP at ambient curing temperature due to the presence of OPC.
Moreover, at various curing temperatures, the strength of GeoPC system (represented by
GeoPC30 in this study) increased when the curing temperature increased due probably to
stronger and longer chain of Si-O-Al bonding, even though the GP was the main
constituent of the mixture. The optimum curing condition would only be in the range of
mild curing temperatures 30 to 40°C.
The above developments were therefore applied for the production of Self-cured
geopolymers by merging advantages of pre-dry mixing process with the inclusion of OPC
in the mixture as a new scenario, Self-cured geopolymers. The self-cured geopolymers
could provide more convenience in practical work as conventional OPC by eliminating the
difficulties of highly viscous and corrosive alkaline solutions. The internal heat itself
increased the ability to work at ambient temperature as well as the early strength
development by OPC content. The advantages of Self-cured geopolymers resulted from
pre-dry mixing process and GeoPC system are summarised in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1 Summary diagram of the advantages of Self-cured geopolymer cement
Pre-dry mixing process

GeoPC system

Self-cured GP

1. Intensive heat liberation

1. Alternative heat liberation
from OPC hydration

Extra heat for curing
purpose

2. Ability in practical work

2.

-

In-field applications

3. Economical saving from
using solid activators

3.

-

Economical saving

4.

-

4. Early strength improvement
by (C,N)-A-S-H formation

Gain strength in room
temperature

5.

-

5. Energy saving from oven-free

Energy saving

In addition, with the production of larger specimens or components, the Self-cured
geopolymers could obtain both higher and longer internal heat accumulation, leading to an
improvement in curing mechanisms and mechanical strength. Its advantages lie in not only
an increase in commercial viability and practical work but also an expanding to other
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applications e.g. infrastructural applications, bio-based composite geopolymers, light
weight cement or aggregate, etc. However, it must be noted that the limitation may be
addressed regarding the standards and handling.

9.2 Conclusions
1) Portland cement is known as a large greenhouse gas contributor as well as energyintensive manufacturer. The alternative low-carbon cementitious binders have been,
therefore, extensively studied to reduce OPC production, and one among those alternative
binders is “Geopolymer cement”. The fundamentals of geopolymer cement have been
compiled together with most important factors affecting its properties and characteristics,
i.e. main binder constituents, alkaline activators and binder concentration, and the curing
procedures. From the literature review, coal-fired fly ash seems to be the most studied raw
material due to its physical characteristics (small and spherical shape), chemical
characteristics (rich in Si and Al) and eco-friendly origin, while the widely used alkaline
activators in geopolymer synthesis are the sodium hydroxide solution and sodium silicate
solution.
To widen the applications of geopolymer cement and make it more convenient in practical
work with good engineering properties, the comprehensive experimental work of the Selfcured geopolymer cement has been programmed and set up through each work package.
The research methods included both relevant standards and in-house designed
methodologies for investigations from sampling, fabrication, characterisation to
mechanisms and performance in various circumstances. Raw materials were characterised
in both physical appearance (particle size analysis) and chemical composition (EDXA).
Mechanical properties of the resulted products were investigated by the testing of setting
time, compressive strength and internal heat measurement while their mechanisms were
examined by using XRD, FTIR and SEM-EDXA.
2) Many previous studies confirmed that the strength of geopolymers can be improved at
high curing temperature. At ambient temperature, the degree of geopolymerization
underwent a very slow rate and the setting time cannot be measured within the first 3 days.
The compressive strength of all pastes at 28-day age was quite low, however, processes A
and B led to higher strength than that of dry-mixing process (C) due to the fact that the
fully dissolved alkaline activators were used in the synthesis. Nevertheless, pre-dry mixing
process obviously provided efficient heat liberation during its mixing process, which
caused more rapid paste setting and offered more beneficial heat curing condition. As pre148

dry mixing process requires more water than that of typical processes, slightly higher
water-to-solid (w/s) ratio was therefore used to benefit not only its mechanical
performances but also its workability. With more practicability in field application, by just
adding water, this pre-dry mixing process (C) would facilitate the self-curing processes of
geopolymer production at ambient curing temperature.
3) The ability of Self-cured geopolymer cement curing under ambient conditions by using
OPC as additive called “GeoPC system” was intensively investigated to explain its
behaviours and performances as a construction material. The GeoPC system was mainly
focused on the influence of OPC inclusion (from 10% to 90%) on the properties and
mechanisms of final products. It was found that the reaction of fly ash-based geopolymer
constituents (FA+SS, FA+SH and FA+SS+SH) underwent a very slow rate at room
temperature, leading to low mechanical performances of the final products. Whereas, the
reaction of OPC-based constituents (OPC+SS, OPC+SH, OPC+SS+SH) underwent a very
quick rate at room temperature due to an extra precipitation of calcium compounds in high
alkalinity environment. The main findings of the study on functionalities of geopolymer
constituents are that the sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH) influences the dissolution of
the mixtures by its strong alkalinity OH-, while sodium silicate solution (Na2SiO3) is a
source of extra Si and also influences both solidification and binding behaviour of the
mixtures.
Calcium source in OPC mainly quickly reacted with alkaline solutions and formed the
additional compounds of C-(A)-S-H and N-A-S-H, providing good early strength
development to the systems. The setting time of GeoPC system was therefore shortened by
this extra precipitation of Ca and alkaline reaction. In GeoPC system, more compact
structure and higher compressive strength were achieved with the increase in the amount of
OPC replacement by the additional coexistence formation of those C-(A)-S-H and N-A-SH gels in the single binder. Internal heat liberation inside the samples was induced by the
amount of OPC addition in the mixtures. The heat emitted in this study may be different
from the heat of normal OPC-hydration as the alkaline solutions were used, indicated by
the time of the maximum measured temperature e.g. within 2 hours for OPC with alkaline
(OPC+SH, OPC+SS and OPC+SH+SS) and over 9 hours for normal hydrated OPC. This
extra heat liberation was obtained by either of or both OPC-hydration and the reaction of
OPC and alkaline activators. The geopolymerization of those mixtures cured at ambient
temperature could be promoted, enhancing the mechanisms and mechanical properties. The
enhancement in mechanical properties of suitable GeoPC mixtures, together with
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alternative heat supplies from pre-dry mixing process (C) and OPC-hydration in GeoPC
combinations could provide sufficient heat for the curing regime of GP. Furthermore,
GeoPC system also offered the advantages in setting behaviour and early strength
development, indicating the potential development of Self-cured geopolymers for on-site
applications. It is found that the optimum amount of OPC addition to GeoPC mixtures in
this study would be in range of GeoPC5 to GeoPC30, which could achieve in both
reasonable strength and economical saving.
4)

The

micro-mechanisms

and

mechanical

properties

of

Geopolymer-Portland

cementitious (GeoPC) system were studied at various curing temperatures. GeoPC30
mixture was used to represent the GeoPC system due to its reasonable combinations in
mechanical performances, economical saving, as well as being more environmental
friendly. It was found that high curing (above room) temperature improved the early
strength of OPC due to the acceleration in OPC-hydration. However, in the later age, the
strength significantly decreased as an adverse effect of excessive moisture evaporation was
obtained, causing larger porosity and uncompleted-formation in the structures as well as
the appearance of micro-cracking caused by the thermal stress. Apart from that, the
strength of low calcium fly ash-based geopolymers was found to be very low at ambient
curing temperature, but dramatically increased at higher curing temperature (e.g. over
40°C) for both early and later ages as high curing temperature gave a rise and accelerated
the geopolymerization in the matrices.
The GeoPC system achieved a better strength than that of typical geopolymers at ambient
curing temperature due to the presence of OPC, forming mixed amorphous geopolymeric
gel and (C,N)-A-S-H phases. As geopolymers is the main constituent in GeoPC mixture,
the strength therefore increased when the curing temperature increased by the stronger and
longer chain of (Ca)-Al-O-Si bonding. The microstructures and mechanisms of GeoPC
were also improved for high temperature curing. The optimum curing temperature of
GeoPC mixture was observed to be in the range of mild curing (30 to 40°C), which would
probably be achieved by an alternative extra heat emitted from OPC-hydration or from hot
environment throughout summer time or even in tropical climate areas. At ambient curing
temperature, an alternative extra heat emitted from OPC-hydration (which depends on the
concentration of OPC inclusion) may support the curing regimes and could be sufficient
for the proper curing conditions of GeoPC system.
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5) The advantages of pre-dry mixing method and GeoPC system have been taken and
combined as a new scenario, called Self-cured geopolymer cement. The Self-cured
geopolymers were set up together with the GeoPC mixtures manufactured in typical
(general) process B for comparison. More moisture content than that of general process (B)
was left in the mixture of Self-cured geopolymer process, which was probably due to an
incomplete reaction with solid particles of the main constituents. In addition, in general
process (B), more compact and denser microstructures were clearly observed by SEM,
which led to the slight higher in strength when compared with Self-cured process.
Although high strength was achieved by general process (B) as fully dissolved alkaline
solutions were used, the strength of Self-cured geopolymer cement could be improved by
the use of finer solid particles and prolong curing period. Moreover, the internal heat
liberation of Self-cured geopolymer cement was obviously higher than that of general
process (B) and could give higher degree of geopolymerization at mild to high curing
temperature.
The success of the synthesis of Self-cured geopolymers could facilitate its application in
practical work as conventional OPC by eliminating the difficulties of highly viscous and
corrosive alkaline solutions. The internal heat itself, with appropriate heat loss protection,
increases the ability to work at ambient temperature as well as to obtain the early strength
development by OPC content. Furthermore, an increase in commercial availability and
economical saving could also be achieved by using solid activators when compared to the
use of highly cost alkaline solutions.
6) The study on the effect of specimen size was extendedly explored by the comparison of
small specimens (40mm x 40mm x 160mm prisms) to large specimens (100 mm cubes).
The improvement in mechanical strength for (i) Geopolymer cement and (ii) GeoPC
system could be achieved by the alternative extra heat (from dry mixing process (C) and/or
OPC hydration) which was kept in larger specimen (100 mm cubes), providing more
suitable conditions for curing purpose. Whist in Self-cured geopolymer cement (Pre-dry
mixing of GeoPC system), the strength increased not only due to extra internal heat itself
but also the rapid formation of (C,N)-A-S-H, providing an early strength development of
the samples. It could be concluded that larger specimen size of geopolymers and GeoPC
mixtures would obtain higher internal heat accumulation, leading to greater strength. More
enhancements could be also achieved by optimizing the water content, increasing fineness
of materials as well as providing heat loss and moisture loss protections. The development
of Self-cured geopolymer cement could provide convenience to on-site practice as
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conventional OPC by eliminating the difficulties of highly viscous and corrosive alkaline
solutions. The internal heat itself increases the ability to work at ambient temperature as
well as the early strength. Furthermore, an increase in commercial availability and
economical saving could also be achieved by using solid activators when compared to the
use of highly costly alkaline solutions.

9.3 Future Research and Recommendation
The findings of this research provide an alternative approach for producing Self-cured
geopolymer cement. Beyond the designated experimental programme, some further
developments may be carried out, and they are:
1) Water-to-solid ratio: Self-cured geopolymers requires extra water not only for
dissolution purpose but also to compensate quick-evaporated water from its self-generated
heat. To achieve maximum strength, the optimum water-to-solid ratio could be extendedly
studied for other cases of the Self-cured geopolymers.
2) Concentration of alkaline activators: The dosage of alkaline activators used in this study
was based on recent geopolymer literatures. With different scenarios of GeoPC system as
well as Self-cured geopolymers, optimum alkaline concentration might be investigated as
Self-cured geopolymers improves different reactions to normal OPC and GP.

3) Fineness of raw materials: Smaller particle and higher surface area increase the level of
both physical and chemical reactions of geopolymerization, such as dissolution rate, ions
transportation, forming alumina-silicate species, etc. The synthesis of Self-cured
geopolymers with high fineness materials could enhance the setting time, geopolymeric gel
phase and ability to achieve strength at room temperature. This should also be further
investigated.
4) Heat and moisture loss protection: The protection of moisture loss is strongly
recommended to the Self-cured geopolymers. Maintaining moisture could significantly
maintain and improve curing regimes for the mixtures to achieve the designation properties
of construction materials and applications.
5) Life Cycle Assessment (LCA): LCA of Self-cured geopolymers could be considered and
studied in order to demonstrate its environmental benefits as sustainable alternative
binding materials. In commercial practice, partially or fully replacement of OPC clinker
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with geopolymer cement could be addressed to reduce the amount of OPC consumption
which is more costly and causes high CO2 emission.
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Table A.1 Compressive strength of geopolymer by prime materials
Type

Prime Materials
(% wt)

Additives
(% wt)

Si/Al
Ratioa

Sample
Type

Compression
MPa /Agedb

Alkaline
Materials

Curing
C°

Hrs

Sample size

References
(Raijiwala & Patil, 2010)

controlled

Typical OPC

-

-

-

30.3 / 28

-

Ambient

150 mm Cubes

controlled

Cement Repair

-

-

-

46.1 / 28

-

Ambient

40 mm Cubes

IW

FA class F (90)

IW

TMW (90)

IW

-

Paste

95.0 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

CaOH2 (10)

3.20

Paste

75.0 / 56

NaOH + Na2SiO3

Ambient

50 mm Cubes

FA (80)

Water Sludge
(20)

2.53

Paste

70.6 / 90

-

Ambient

38 mm Cubes

(Kongkaew, 2007)

IW

FA class F (90)

BA (10)

2.32

Paste

70.0 / 28

KOH + K2SiO3

80

24

50 mm Cubes

(Hardjito & Fung, 2010)

IW

GBFS (100)

-

3.70

Paste

67.0 / 28

NaOH

38

90db

25 mm Cubes

(Khater, 2012)

NM

MK (100)

-

1.40

Paste

65.0 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

65

10

Cy.dia.
13mmx26mm

(Wang, et al., 2005)

NM

Natural Pozzolan
(100)

-

3.44

Paste

63.0 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

Ambient

20 mm Cubes

(Allahverdi, et al., 2008)

NM

MK (80)

Steel Slag (20)

1.71

Paste

44.5 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

Ambient

40 mm Cubes

(Hu, et al., 2008)

IW

FA (95) class F

Silicafume(5)

1.87

Mortar

35.0 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

85

48

50 mm Cubes

(Dutta, et al., 2010)

NM

Diatomite (100)

-

5.93

Paste

28.4 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

75

7db

50 mm Cubes

(Phoo-ngernkham &
Sinsiri, 2011)

NM

Kaolinite (100)

-

1.30

Paste

28.0 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

100

72

20 mm Cubes

(Hounsi, et al., 2013)

GW

Construction
waste (70)

MK (20),
CaOH2 (10)

38.00

Paste

26.1 / 7

NaOH + Na2SiO3

80

24

25 mm Cubes

(Khater, 2011)

IW

GBFS (75)

CKD (25)

3.70

Paste

24.0 / 28

NaOH

38

90db

25 mm Cubes

(Khater, 2012)

Note: Si/Al ratio of main prime material , days

b

170

20

40×40×160 mm

(Hu, et al., 2008)
(Fernández-Jiménez, et al.,
2007)
(Pacheco-Torgal, et al.,
2009)

2.12

a

85

3

Table A.1 Compressive strength of geopolymer by prime materials (Continued)
Type

Prime Materials
(% wt)

Additives
(% wt)

Si/Al
Ratioa

Sample
Type

Compression
MPa / Agedb

Curing

Alkaline
Materials

C°

Sample size

References

100 mm Cubes

(Anuar, et al., 2011)

Hrs

GW

Waste Paper
Sludge (100)

-

1.84

Concrete

17.5 / 28

NaOH + Na2SiO3

IW

Ferronickel
slug (100)

-

4.13

Paste

(15.8/28)

NaOH + Na2SiO3

60

24

50 mm Cubes

(Komnitsas & Zaharaki,
2007)

IW

Copper mine
tailing (100)

-

9.29

Paste

(15.0/7)

NaOH + Na2SiO3

90

7db

Cy. dia.
33.4mmx72.5mm

(Ahmari & Zhang, 2012)

NM

SiltyClay (75)

2.50

Paste

(14.0/28)

NaOH + Na2SiO3

75

48

Cy. dia.
50mmx100mm

(Sukmak, et al., 2013)

NM

RHA (100)

8.28

Paste

(None/28)

NaOH + Na2SiO3

60

24

Cy. dia.
30mmx60mm

(Songpiriyakij, et al., 2010)

FA (25)
-

Ambient

Note: Si/Al ratio of main prime materiala, daysb

Table A.2 Strength of geopolymer synthesized in different manufacturing procedures
Mixture

w/s a

SiO2/Al2O3 b

Na2O/PM c

GP (A)

0.191

GP (B)
GP (C)

0.191
0.191

3.58
3.58

9.64
9.64

a

Compressive strength (MPa)
3 days
-

7 days
4.75

14 days
7.24

28 days
13.59

-

2.93
2.35

6.91
6.04

13.24
11.29

3.58
9.64
Water-to-solid ratio, b Oxide molar ratio, c Na2O-to-Prime material by mass.
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Table A.3 Elemental compositions under various curing temperatures at the 28-day age
Mixtures
OPC

Si

Al

Ca

Na

K

O

Si/Al

Ca/Si

10 °C

5.26

1.42

36.04

0.23

1.64

48.18

3.70

6.85

20 °C

4.95

1.37

37.89

0.02

1.01

47.52

3.61

7.65

40 °C

5.15

1.26

35.38

0.37

2.33

46.82

4.09

6.87

60 °C

5.20

1.36

41.65

-

0.92

49.21

3.82

8.01

1.09

44.21

-

0.91

46.55

4.72

8.60

9.18

1.30

10.68

1.83

46.17

1.91

0.07

5.14
70 °C
Geopolymer Cement
17.51
10 °C
20 °C

21.36

11.30

2.30

11.98

-

45.23

1.89

0.11

40 °C

22.33

12.90

2.25

12.98

-

47.72

1.73

0.10

60 °C

23.36

13.05

2.60

12.44

-

48.55

1.79

0.11

70 °C
GeoPC30
10 °C

18.35

10.16

1.26

6.76

1.70

46.53

1.81

0.07

13.36

8.19

15.17

3.73

1.65

43.12

1.63

1.14

20 °C

16.19

9.92

14.71

11.54

-

47.64

1.63

0.91

40 °C

12.60

6.88

15.82

5.38

1.86

43.39

1.83

1.26

60 °C

14.24

7.76

9.73

7.99

1.64

45.24

1.84

0.68

70 °C

14.50

7.60

12.10

8.00

1.80

46.20

1.91

0.83
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APPENDIX B:
CALCULATIONS OF WATER-TO-SOLID (w/s) RATIOS
AND OXIDE MOLAR RATIOS OF THE MIXTURES
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Table B.1 Calculation of Water-to-Solid (w/s) ratios of the mixtures
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Table B.2 Calculation of oxide molar ratios of the mixtures
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